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« Dassault is one of many
companies that have donated
resources to help fight the
coronavirus pandemic.
This Falcon 8X, as well as a
Falcon 900, were used by the
French Defense Ministry in
support of Operation Resilience,
which started by flying a team of
medical personnel and doctors
from Brest to Paris. Operated by
Dassault Falcon Service, which
is also providing the flight crews,
the two trijets are available for
medical personnel transportation
in France and around the world.

Rotorcraft

Industry responds to pandemic

Government
FAA cracks down on
illegal charter page 12

by Matt Thurber
Business aviation has always been ready
to help out when times are tough, and the
coronavirus pandemic is no exception, with
the industry pulling out all the stops, not
only for its survival but also to help those
in need.
Previous examples include AeroBridge
coordinating flying supplies to Haiti after
the 2010 earthquake, Corporate Angel Network transporting patients for cancer treatment, hurricane relief flights, and other
humanitarian missions.
And now charity operations and aircraft
owners and operators are helping move personal protective equipment (PPE) around
the world where it is needed most during
the pandemic, and companies like VistaJet
are offering free empty legs for needful passengers. Other laudable efforts, most notably manufacturing PPE, have been made by
companies such as Honeywell, Universal
Avionics, Avfuel, Boeing, Tecnam, Cirrus,
and many others. Additionally, Safe Flight

Leonardo closes on
Kopter buy page 10

Instrument has devoted engineering and
3-D manufacturing resources to devise an
additive-manufactured Quad/Vent Splitter
that could allow a ventilator to serve up to
four patients.
Meanwhile, government entities, which
normally are recalcitrant when it comes to
rules and policies, are doing their best to
help aviation because they understand the
essential nature of all industry segments. So
far, regulators in many regions and countries
have pushed back constraints and deadlines
for pilot training, medical certification, and
other requirements, with reports indicating
there will be more relief coming. Governments have also cut taxes and slot-use rules,
and freed up funds to help minimize the
impact on redundant personnel.
Certainly, there is bad news along with the
good. For example, JetNet projects that 2020
business jet deliveries will drop between 12.5
and 50 percent. And while there was a bump
in business aircraft and charter travel early in

the pandemic, that appears to have dropped,
concurrent with the extreme restrictions
put in place by many countries—a number
of which prevent non-citizen travelers from
entering their own countries.
Coverage of the Covid-19 impact continues on page 28.
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As We Go To Press

The National Business Aviation Association
has formed a partnership with the
American Hospital Association (AHA)
to ensure hospitals can tap into the
Humanitarian Emergency Response
Operator (HERO) database to coordinate
Covid-19 assistance capabilities. Now
15 years old, the NBAA HERO database
serves as a compilation of people, aircraft,
and other resources that are available
to assist with disaster response and
has been used for efforts such as the
2010 Haitian earthquake and numerous
hurricanes. NBAA has worked with the
Department of Homeland Security, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, and the
Red Cross, among others, to coordinate
HERO database assets. “Business
aviation is uniquely positioned to provide
assistance to the citizens, companies, and
communities grappling with the Covid-19
crisis,” said NBAA president and CEO Ed
Bolen. “Our HERO database will connect
supplies and services with hospitals across
the country, including those in small
towns and rural communities,” he said.

U.S. GENERAL AVIATION GROUPS
PUSH FOR FUEL TAX RELIEF

A half-dozen business and general aviation
groups are urging U.S. Congress to extend
Covid-19-prompted aviation excise tax
relief for commercial operators to noncommercial operators. In a letter to Senate
leaders, they praised the near- and midterm relief provided for air carriers and
small businesses under the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act, including the suspension of certain
federal excise taxes for commercial air
transportation until Jan. 1, 2021. “However,
it did not suspend non-commercial
aviation fuel taxes,” the organizations
wrote. “Most general aviation operations
are non-commercial, and thus not eligible
for this tax relief that will help incentivize
aviation activity as we recover from
the Covid-19 pandemic.” Specifically,
they are requesting that Congress
temporarily suspends general aviation
fuel taxes—the 21.9-cent-per-gallon tax
on jet-A, 19.4-cent-per-gallon aviation
gasoline tax, and 14.1-cent-per-gallon
surtax on fractional aircraft operations.

COVID-19 FORCING
NEW APPROACHES TO
FITNESS FOR DUTY

The outbreak of Covid-19 is changing the
way pilots need to assess their fitness
for duty because now they are not only
responsible for determining their own
situations, but how their health might
affect others, according to Dr. Paulo
Alves, global director of aviation health for
MedAire. What is becoming clear, Alves
said, “is a totally new perspective” to
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fitness for duty. “You personally need to
change your strategy in your assessment
of fitness for duty in this period of
uncertainty because you are responsible
not only for yourself but sometimes for
the whole flight department.” Obtaining
medicals stands as another pressing
issue, even if the FAA provides leniency
through June 30, because many AMEs fall
into higher-risk categories due to their
age. “As a result, most AMEs temporarily
closed their practices...It’s become very
difficult to get a new medical exam,”
said Dr. Quay Snyder, president, CEO,
and co-founder of Aviation Medicine
Advisory Services. However, he still
recommends that pilots undergo such
exams as soon as possible, warning of a
possible lack of appointment availability
as everyone gets in line around June 30.

ACI JET OFFERS RETURN-TOSERVICE DEAL FOR IDLE BIZJETS

ACI Jet has developed a program to
help facilitate a return-to-service for
Bombardier Globals and Challengers,
as well as Cessna Citations, that have
sat on the ground for an extended
period during the Covid-19 crisis and
will require de-preservation. The mobile
return-to-service program, which ACI
Jets dubs mRTS, includes 10 percent
reduced labor rates for inspections and
maintenance required to return aircraft
to service. Additionally, the company will
consider travel discounts for customers
scheduled within 250 miles of ACI Jet’s
headquarters in San Luis Obispo, California,
encompassing both the Bay Area and
greater Los Angeles area. ACI Jet expects
to offer the program through June but
said it might introduce an extension, based
on the duration of travel restrictions.
Enrollment does not necessarily mean
the customer has committed to
receiving service, ACI Jet added, adding
it structured mRTS with the anticipation
that once travel restrictions lift, demand
will surge for return-to-service support.

AVIATION ORGS WARN OF DANGER
OF TRUST FUND DEPLETION

The aviation industry is increasingly
concerned that the U.S. Airport
and Airway Trust Fund (AATF) is in
danger of depletion as an unintended
consequence of the recently adopted
CARES Act and the ongoing ramifications
of Covid-19 restrictions. Nineteen
aviation organizations wrote House
and Senate leaders urging them to act
to protect the continued solvency of
the AATF. “The significantly reduced
demand and associated tax revenue
from passenger tickets and jet fuel prior
to the CARES Act along with the tax
holiday will most certainly lead to the
insolvency of the Airport and Airway Trust
Fund,” said the letter signed by a crosssection of industry segment leaders.
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JetNet iQ: Covid-19 could
halve 2020 bizjet deliveries
by Chad Trautvetter
Business jet deliveries this year are pro- the front end of the 10-year period,” Vinjected to be down anywhere between 12.5 cent told AIN. “We think the delivery mix
percent and almost 50 percent year-over- will change somewhat, and our initial estiyear due to the Covid-19 crisis, depending mates are 26 percent light jets, 34 percent
on its lingering effects on aircraft demand midsize, and 40 percent large.”
and supply, according to JetNet iQ direcJetNet iQ’s assumptions for its posttor Rolland Vincent. Before the pandemic, pandemic forecast include larger average
business aviation analyst and consulting passenger loads driving buyers up from the
firm JetNet iQ projected 730 business jet light jet category into midsize jets—what
shipments this year; it now foresees about Vincent called a “flight to security,” driven
640 deliveries as the best-case scenario by some companies putting more of their
and about 375 as worst-case.
people on business aircraft as an alternaWhile Vincent is expecting a U-shaped tive to the airlines. He also envisions some
post-Covid-19 recovery, all of his scenar- “value-driven leakage” from the large-cabin
ios show fewer deliveries than previously jet category to midsize jets as some compaestimated over the next two years, with nies stay closer to home, reducing the need
recovery to the prior forecast trend line
for their flight departments to have larger
unlikely before 2023 at the earliest. That aircraft as they pare back or even eliminate
means about 600 business jet shipments
ultra-long-range missions due to shrinking
each in 2021 and 2022 versus the previ- business operations and supply chains into
ously forecast 705 and 656, respectively. more geographically concentrated regions.
The adjusted forecasts in 2023 are for 615
“In our various scenarios, we assumed
aircraft, rising modestly to 623 and 646 in
that all of the major OEMs would be
the following two years.
affected by furloughs, some to a greater
“The Covid-19 crisis is already the most extent than others depending upon their
fundamental shock—the black swan of sold/unsold positions with their 2020
swans—to ever get sucked into the engine
production skylines,” said Vincent. “At an
of business aviation,” Vincent wrote. industry level, I think that there is a very
“Covid-19 is now expected to trigger a global real potential for whitetails at year-end, as
economic recession, putting an end to busi- companies who will have worked through
ness aviation’s long, slow, and unsteady the challenges of their disrupted supply
recovery in the post-2008 period.”
chains find that customers are not yet
JetNet iQ’s baseline fourth-quarter ready, able, or willing to pull the trigger, get
2019 business jet forecast for 2020 to 2029 in an airplane to come and sign the sales
projected 7,180 new deliveries with a mix contract, or specify their airplane.”
of light jets (28.8 percent of the 10-year
Preowned sales are also being affected
forecast), midsize jets (29.6 percent), and by the Covid-19 crisis. With MRO shop
large-cabin jets (41.6 percent). “In our most capacity constraints, Vincent believes it will
likely post-Covid-19 scenario, we estimate be a challenge to move preowned aircraft
that this forecast comes down by about through their pre-buy process, even if buy500 jets over the 10-year period, or down ers and sellers can agree to a price in what
about 7 percent, with all of the leakage at has quickly become a deflationary market.

CHAD TRAUTVETTER

NBAA WORKS WITH HOSPITAL
ORG TO COORDINATE
HERO SUPPORT

Covid-19

Depending on how the Covid-19 crisis affects aircraft production and demand, business
jet shipments could be down anywhere from 12.5 percent to almost 50 percent this year,
according to JetNet iQ.

Accidents in first two months
surpass all of those in Q1/19
by Gordon Gilbert
All but one of the reported 13 accidents
of U.S.-registered business jets and turboprops in the first quarter of this year
occurred in January and February—before
the Covid-19 virus started grounding business aviation in March. Nevertheless, the
accidents, fatalities, and incidents involving U.S.-registered turbine business airplanes in those two months exceeded the
number of mishaps in all three months
of the first quarter last year, according to
preliminary data compiled by AIN.
Although both comparable periods had
a single fatal accident, the two pilots and
two passengers who died in the February 8
crash of a Cessna Citation 501 was double
that from the two pilots who perished in the
March 18, 2019 crash of an IAI Westwind 1124.

The NTSB reports the Citation broke
up while climbing through 15,400 feet to
16,000 feet after its pilots reported “problems” with the autopilot and the left-side
attitude indicator. The twinjet was on a
Part 91 personal flight in day IMC and had
filed an IFR flight plan. This accident and
last year’s Westwind crash remain under
investigation.
While nonfatal accidents involving
U.S.-registered turboprops increased from
one in the first quarter of last year to five
this past January and February, the number
of fatal accidents declined. Data shows that
the pilot and the two passengers died in
the February 20 crash of a Beech King Air
B200 trying to return to the departure airport. There were seven fatalities in three

AIN tables show “incidents” as well as “accidents” to distinguish mishaps based on their
degree of severity. Investigators often draw fine distinctions between the two events, but,
typically, incidents result in minor or no damage and their investigations are sometimes
delegated to local officials.
Accidents are events that range from minor damage to destruction and/or injuries. Also,
some incidents ultimately get upgraded to accident status during the investigative process.

Accidents/Incidents Worldwide
(Q1/2020 vs Q1/2019)

U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops
Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfr.
2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019
Total accidents
7
3
6
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Nonfatal accidents
6
2
5
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Fatal accidents
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fatalities
4
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Incidents
23
17
13
13
0
0
10
4
0
0
0
0
Business jets

Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfr.
Business
turboprops
2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019
Total accidents
6
4
3
4
0 0
3
0
0
0
0
0
Nonfatal accidents
5
1
2
1
0 0
3
0
0
0
0
0
Fatal accidents
1
3
1
3
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fatalities
3
7
3
7
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Incidents
11
10
6
8
0 0
5
1
0
0
0
1
All data preliminary. Sources: FAA, NTSB, Aviation Safety Network, AIN research

Non-U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops
Business jets
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents
Business turboprops
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

Total
Private
Charter
Other*
Unknown
2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019
5
3
1
6
2
1
1
1
1
0
3
3
1
3
1
1
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
3
1
0
1
0
0
0
11
0
0
16
8
0
3
0
0
0
2
4
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
Total
Private
Charter
Other*
Unknown
2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019
1
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
0
2
4
2
0
0
0
0

*For example: ambulance, survey, ferry, training, testing, manufacturer, government (non-military), and head of state.
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turboprop crashes in Q1 of last year.
After the King Air took off in IMC on a
Part 91 IFR flight plan, the pilot told ATC
that they encountered freezing drizzle
and light rime icing on the climb from
6,400 feet to 8,000 feet, according to the
NTSB’s preliminary review. As the turboprop twin climbed through 11,600 feet,
the pilot reported that they were having
an issue with faulty deicing equipment
and needed to return to the airport.
During the descent, ATC asked if there
was an emergency. The pilot responded
in the negative and stated that they blew
a breaker when they encountered icing
conditions and that it was not resetting.
As the aircraft was nearing 5,000 feet, the
controller instructed the pilot to turn to
a heading of 310.
A few moments later, the controller asked
the pilot if they were turning to the assigned
heading; the pilot responded that they
were having issues with faulty instruments.
When the controller requested their altitude, the pilot said they were at 4,700 feet.
The controller then instructed the pilot to
maintain 5,000 feet. The pilot responded he
was “pulling up,” after which there was no
further communication with the pilot.

Non-U.S. Jets up; T-props down

Eleven people died in two non-U.S.registered business jet accidents in the first
three months of this year compared to zero
fatalities in the same period last year. On
March 29, the two pilots and six passengers
were killed when their chartered Westwind
II crashed on takeoff from Manila-Ninoy
Aquino International Airport, Philippines.
The twinjet was reportedly on a medical
evacuation/equipment flight to Tokyo.
On January 23, a Citation S/II operated by the South African Civil Aviation
Authority crashed into mountains killing all three people aboard. The twinjet
departed George Airport on a flight calibration mission of navigational aids at the
same airport. The last contact with the
flight was about 10 minutes after takeoff.
A crash landing of a de Havilland Turbine Otter on March 12 was the only
serious mishap of a non-N-numbered
business turboprop in the first quarter;
compared with two accidents (one fatal
to two people) in the quarter a year ago.
The single-turboprop was performing pattern work at Fort Langley, British
Columbia, Canada. During the second
landing, the aircraft bounced and started
an uncontrolled veer to the left and
departed that side of the runway onto
the adjacent ramp. The left wing tip contacted a parked trailer causing the aircraft
to pivot left and hit a second trailer before
coming to a stop. The aircraft was substantially damaged.
The severe interruption of business
aircraft flying worldwide stemming from
ATC disruptions, government mandates,
and general advisories caused by Covid-19
treatment and mitigation measures is
likely to continue through the second
quarter resulting in a sharp decline in the
number of accidents and incidents.

News Briefs
Embraer Bizjet Sales
Surge in 2019

Embraer reported strong sales last year
in its executive jets division, but a $71.6
fourth-quarter impairment charge in the
unit and charges associated with the
Boeing joint venture helped contribute
to a company-wide net loss of $322.3
million. This comes despite a leap in
revenues from $5.07 billion in 2018 to
$5.46 billion last year. Embraer Executive
Jets was a strong contributor to this jump,
experiencing a 26.5 percent increase on the
year. The Brazilian manufacturer reached
the top end of its 2019 guidance with 109
business jet deliveries and, importantly,
CFO Antonio Carlos Garcia noted that the
company delivered all aircraft produced,
meaning it did not carry white tails into
2020. Embraer capped the year with an
agreement from Flexjet for a mix of 64
Phenoms and Praetors that are valued at
$1.4 billion based on list prices. Backlog
for the Executive Jet unit climbed to $1.4
billion, up from $800 million a year ago.

WingX: Worldwide Bizav
Flying Falls 30% in March

Worldwide business aviation departures fell
30 percent year-over-year in March as the
Covid-19 pandemic took hold, according
to data from WingX Advance. Activity in
both Europe and Asia were down about 35
percent, while that for the U.S. dropped
30 percent. In Europe, there were 17,800
fewer flights flown month-on-month, with
declines accelerating toward the end of
March, with the last few days seeing close
to 50 percent reductions, WingX said.
Meanwhile, the March decline in the U.S.
equates to more than 100,000 business
aviation flights month-on-month. The first
half of the month saw modest turbulence,
with declines accelerating from there.
WingX expected a trough in flight activity
last month, but struck an optimistic tone
for summer traffic post-virus containment.

FAA Extends NBAA Small
Aircraft Exemption

The FAA’s latest extension of the NBAA
Small Aircraft Exemption is accompanied
by a new filing requirement. Extended
through March 31, 2022, the exemption
enables operators of piston aircraft, small
turbine aircraft, and rotorcraft to take
advantage of certain flexibilities provided
to larger, turbine-powered aircraft,
such as use of alternative maintenance
programs and limited cost-reimbursement
for flights conducted under Part 91
Subpart F. That subpart facilitates
agreements such as time-sharing,
interchange, and joint ownership. However,
effective September 27, operators that
use the exemption must file a “Notice
of Joinder to FAA Exemption No. 7897K,”
which requires operators to furnish
contact information, an NBAA membership
number, and an attestation that the
operator will comply with all conditions
and limitations of the exemption.

News Briefs

Covid-19

HPN Uses Traffic Lull To
Accelerate Runway Rehab

Airbus
announces
production
rate cuts
by Gregory Polek
The air transport industry has born much
of the brunt of the global pandemic. Airbus announced a highly anticipated plan
to cut monthly production rates last
month, as the company revealed that 60
airplanes it produced during the first quarter remain undelivered to customers due
to the Covid-19 crisis. The company delivered 35 aircraft in March, down from 55 in
February, reflecting customer requests for
delivery deferrals and what Airbus called
other factors related to the pandemic.
Specifically, Airbus plans to cut rates of
its A320 family to 40 per month from a
peak of 60 in 2019. Widebody production,
meanwhile, will see A330 rates drop from
some 3.25 per month to two per month,
while A350 rates fall from roughly 10 per
month to six. In February Airbus had
already announced an A330 cut from 53 in
2019 to 40 in 2020.
The moves represent a reduction of the
pre-coronavirus average rates of roughly
one third throughout the Airbus product
line. The company said the cuts preserve
its ability to meet customer demand while

Airbus A320 monthly production rates will fall from 60 to 40 as part of a retrenchment amid the
Covid-19 crisis, under a plan the company announced last month.
protecting its ability to further adapt as
the market evolves.
During this year’s first quarter, Airbus
booked net orders for 290 commercial
airplanes and delivered 122.
The company added that it continues to
work with its social partners to define the
most appropriate measures to adapt to the
evolving situation, address a short-term
cash containment plan, and revisit its
strategy for its longer-term cost structure.
“The impact of this pandemic is unprecedented,” said Airbus chief executive officer
Guillaume Faury. “At Airbus, protecting our
people and supporting the fight against the
virus are our chief priorities at this time. We
are in constant dialogue with our customers
and supply chain partners as we are all going
through these difficult times together. Our
airline customers are heavily impacted by
the Covid-19 crisis. We are actively adapting
our production to their new situation and
working on operational and financial mitigation measures to face reality.”

In reaction to the pandemic, Airbus
most recently decided to pause commercial aircraft production and assembly
activity at its German sites in Bremen and
Stade and its U.S. A220/A320 manufacturing facility in Mobile, Alabama. Airbus said
the actions come in response to several
factors related to the Covid-19 pandemic
including high inventory levels at the sites
and the various government recommendations and requirements that affect flow
at different stages of production.
Airbus also paused production and
assembly work in France and Spain for
four days to implement required health
and safety measures. Production and
assembly in France resumed gradually
beginning March 23. Commercial aircraft
wing production operations in the UK and
commercial aircraft production activities
in Spain and Canada remained suspended
at press time due to government restrictions and what Airbus characterized as
high stock levels.

Leonardo closes on
Kopter acquisition
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CBAA Cancels Annual
Convention

Due to the Covid-19 crisis, the Canadian
Business Aviation Association has canceled
its annual convention and exhibition, CBAA
2020, which was scheduled to be held in
Toronto from June 16 to 18. “Given the
uncertainty around when we can expect a
recovery [from Covid-19], we have decided
to delay the event for a full year and plan to
reconvene in Toronto at Skyservice, June
15 to 17, 2021—CBAA’s 60th anniversary,”
the trade group said. The association will
still hold its legally-required annual general
meeting on June 17, but via an online virtual
platform. Additionally, CBAA said it is also
exploring holding an internet-based event,
an “hybrid online ‘mini-convention’ with
presentations and speakers that will keep
our industry informed and engaged.”

Textron Extends Furloughs,
Reduces Workweeks

BARRY AMBROSE

Leonardo has completed its acquisition
of upstart Swiss helicopter manufacturer Kopter Group, the Italy-based OEM
announced on April 8. Under terms of the
acquisition, Leonardo acquires 100 percent
of the Wetzikon, Switzerland-based company from investment firm Lynwood.
In return, Leonardo pays $185 million
for Kopter, as well as bonuses to Lynwood
if certain milestones are met over the life
of Kopter’s SH09 turbine single-engine program. Cyprus-based Lynwood, controlled by
Russian oligarch Alexander Mamut, invested
$270 million into Kopter Group in 2016.
The SH09 is Kopter’s first and only offering, which is undergoing concurrent certification with the FAA and European Union
Aviation Safety Agency. The $3.5 million
SH09 features a digital avionics suite with
the capability to integrate a four-axis autopilot and allow IFR operations approval.

With the decreased traffic at New York’s
Westchester County Airport (HPN)
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, airport
management has decided to accelerate
rehabilitation of its primary north-south
runway. While initial plans for the project
called for nightly closures of the runway,
the 6,500-foot Runway 16/34 will now be
closed until May 21 to mill the existing
pavement and install asphalt leveling course
pavement and final asphalt pavement
wear course, along with the installation
of touchdown zone and centerline
in-pavement lights and the runway
pavement markings. The work includes
improvements to taxiways connected
to the runway as well as taxiway edge
lighting. The entire airport is shuttered to
fixed-wing traffic until May 5 while Runway
11/29 is closed while work is conducted on
the intersection. Once the new pavement
on 16/34 has aged for a minimum of 30
days, it will require grooving to provide
channels for the escape of standing
water, and the airport will issue another
notice regarding nighttime closures
that are planned for this work.

Leonardo completed its acquisition of Kopter, developer of the SH09, seen here on
display at Heli-Expo 2020.
Power comes from a single 1,020-shp Honeywell HTS900. The helicopter will have a
projected maximum cruise speed of 140
knots and a range of 430 nm.
“The acquisition of Kopter allows Leonardo to further strengthen its worldwide
leadership and position in the rotorcraft
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sector, in line with the industrial plan’s
objectives for the reinforcement of the
core businesses,” Leonardo said in a
short statement about the closing of the
acquisition, which was announced January 28 during Heli-Expo 2020 in Anaheim,
California.
J.S.

Textron Aviation has extended the
rolling, four-week furloughs of U.S.employees that it announced March 18
and implemented reduced workweeks
for others late last month, the Wichitabased airframer said. The duration of
the furloughs and details of the reduced
workweeks will vary by position and
location. Efforts to slow the spread
of the Covid-19 virus combined with
global economic instability are making it
difficult for customers to purchase, take
delivery, and operate aircraft, leading
to this latest action, Textron Aviation
said in a statement. The manufacturer
employs a total of 12,000 in the U.S.
Workers’ employment status and health
benefits will not change during the
period, according to the company.

FAA moves on enforcement
for illegal charter activity
by Kerry Lynch
As part of an ongoing effort to combat
the issue of illegal “gray” charter operations, the FAA proposed yet another
enforcement action last month; a $1.5
million civil penalty against B E L Aviation in Odessa, Texas. According to
the agency, B E L Aviation allegedly
conducted 114 unauthorized flights for
hire in a Piaggio P-180 Avanti II between
September 2016 and July 2108 throughout the U.S. and Mexico. B E L Aviation
did not have an air carrier or air operator certificate when it conducted those
flights, the agency said.
Calling the operations “careless or
reckless,” the FAA additionally alleged
that the pilot conducting the flights did
not meet the training required for the
flights in question. B E L Aviation, which
was unavailable for comment at press
time, was given 30 days to respond to the
proposed enforcement action.

An Industrywide Effort

The proposed enforcement action is the
latest in a series of initiatives the agency
is taking as it steps up efforts to clamp
down on illegal charter. These include
outreach to the aviation community along
with the traveling public on what constitutes legal and illegal activity, as well as
increasing enforcement. In March, for

example, the FAA issued an emergency
revocation of the operating certificate of
Paradigm Air Operators for allegedly conducting dozens of unauthorized charter
flights, including for major sports teams.
Randy DeBerry, manager of the FAA’s
South Carolina Flight Standards District
Office, warns that much more needs to be
done to combat gray charter and what he
has seen in the field is “frightening.”
DeBerry gave an overview of ongoing efforts during the Air Charter
Safety Foundation’s 2020 Air Charter
Safety Symposium in March, crediting
the efforts of his team and of industry
stakeholders, including the National Air
Transportation Association (NATA), in
spreading the word to educate about what
constitutes legal and illegal activity. His
interest piqued when, after first taking
the manager’s role as the South Carolina
FSDO, he found the leading complaint
from operators was their inability to
compete against local illegal operations.
“One thing I found alarming was what
I didn’t know,” he said. When he began
looking into activity, he found that, in
South Carolina, illegal activity was fairly
rampant. He discovered some airplanes
with anywhere between 40 to 100 dry
leases—a clear indicator that “something
is not right.”

When asked what he has seen that is
frightening, DeBerry responded that John
Deere tractor parts should not be installed
on airplanes. He has also heard stories
about pilots being pressured to fly even
though there was an equipment failure.
And, he added there is no way with illegal
operators to ensure they are meeting flight
and duty or drug testing regulations.
He began to hold industry meetings on
the subject and has worked with stakeholders on an educational campaign to
help inform operators who might have
unwittingly strayed into illegal territory,
as well as the traveling public who might
not know any better. “If you know better,
you can do better,” he said.
The effort has led to a number of investigations and several enforcements.
DeBerry said he reached out to airport and FBO managers throughout the
state—“anyone who would listen”—in
this educational campaign and has been
distributing posters on the subject. Those
meetings, initially in South Carolina, have
to spread throughout the country, and
DeBerry stressed that the FSDO managers are now talking to each other. A slate
of future meetings on the issue is being
organized throughout the U.S.
“I can assure you it is being addressed
across the U.S.,” he said, telling the operators at the safety symposium. “I get that
you have to earn a living. I get that you
have to pay insurers…[Part] 135 is in
jeopardy because people don’t want to
do it right.”
Paul D’Allura, assistant manager for the
FAA’s Special Emphasis Investigations
continues on page 25

Phenom 300E wins
a trifecta of
certifications
Embraer gained a trio of certifications for
the latest round of Phenom 300E enhancements that enable the aircraft to fly faster
and farther, provide a quieter cabin, and
upgrade the avionics. The Brazilian ANAC,
U.S. FAA, and European Union Aviation
Safety Agency all have signed off on the
enhanced Phenom 300E, the company said
on March 27, adding the aircraft met all of
the certification goals.
Unveiled earlier this year, the enhancement package includes new Fadec-equipped
Pratt & Whitney PW535E1 turbofans that
produce 3,478 pounds of thrust each, 118
pounds more than the predecessor PW535E
on earlier versions of the light jet. The new
turbofans boost the speed of the Phenom
300E from the previous Mach 0.78 to Mach
0.80. Range is now 2,010 nm with NBAA
IFR reserves, an increase over the previous
1,971 nm. Meanwhile, takeoff distance is
3,209 feet and unfactored landing distance
is 2,212 feet.
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News Briefs
Organizers Cancel July’s
Farnborough Airshow

The organizers of the Farnborough
International Airshow have canceled the
event, scheduled for July 20 to 24, due
to concerns over the Covid-19 outbreak.
“After very careful consideration, the
unprecedented impact of the global
coronavirus pandemic has forced
this decision in the interests of the
health and safety of our exhibitors,
visitors, contractors, and staff,” said
Farnborough International’s board of
directors in a written statement. The FIA
organizers said they are “determined
to work together” and that the
airshow will return in 2022 “better
than ever.” One of the industry’s
most important events, the biennial
show drew 80,000 visitors in 2018.

Dunlop Offers Tire Preservation
Steps To Grounded Operators

Dunlop Aircraft Tyres is recommending
owners and operators take a number
of steps to preserve aircraft tires
during extended storage, which many
aircraft are experiencing during the
coronavirus pandemic. Tire pressure
should be maintained at the level stated
in the aircraft maintenance manual
and checked with the appropriate tire
gauge at least every five days while the
aircraft remains parked. If a tire is found
to be at less than 80 percent of its
correct inflation pressure, Dunlop said
it and its mating tire must be removed
from the aircraft. Additionally, wheels
should be rotated at least every two
weeks by 90 degrees. Doing that will
relieve flat spots. Finally, before the
aircraft is moved, check to ensure all
tires are at their correct inflation. Flight
crews might notice vibrations during
taxi and takeoff that is caused by flat
spots after a long period of storage,
but this should diminish after the
initial aircraft movement, Dunlop said.

Aircraft Insurance Pause Not
Worth Risk, Says Broker

Newly certified, Embraer’s enhanced Phenom 300E will fly Mach 0.80 and reach distances
of 2,010 nm, thanks to new Fadec-equipped Pratt & Whitney PW535E1 turbofans.
As for avionics upgrades, the enhanced
Phenom 300E is now equipped with capabilities including runway overrun awareness
and alerting system (ROAAS), predictive
wind shear, emergency descent mode,
PERF, TOLD, and FAA Datacom, among
others. Embraer said the ROAAS approvals
marks a first for the industry.
Single-pilot capable, the flight deck is fitted with a Prodigy Touch Flight Deck that is
based on the Garmin G3000 suite. Embraer
adjusted the pilot and copilot seat tracking
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to provide more legroom. The Phenom
300E is also equipped for 4G connectivity
through Gogo Avance L5.
In the cabin, Oval Lite features are
enhanced to reduce cabin noise. Embraer
is offering an optional Bossa Nova Edition interior that was first designed for
the Praetor 600. The cabin design incorporates adjustable lighting, touchscreen
monitors, flush gaspers, and the nice HD
by Lufthansa Technik advanced cabin control system.
K.L.

While aircraft insurance policies can be
put on hold during extended periods of
grounding such as during the Covid-19
crisis, the cost savings don’t outweigh
the risks for most operators, Aviation
Specialty Insurance president Matt
Drummelsmith told AIN. If they have
it, larger operators can take advantage
of a lay-up provision in their policy
that returns premiums for extended
periods of inactivity, Drummelsmith
said. “However, for those operators,
insurance isn’t a substantial expense
relative to other operating costs.”
Operators taking drastic measures to
save a few dollars in the short term could
have bigger ramifications long term,
he said. “People simply can’t afford to
have their larger assets exposed. Any
uncovered loss to those items could be
financially crippling beyond recovery.”

News Briefs
One Aviation Earns CFIUS
Approval for Sale

The Dornier
Seastar CD2
prototype
made its
first flight on
March 28.

Updated Dornier Seastar
completes first flight
by Ian Sheppard
Dornier’s prototype (SN1003) of its
New Generation Seastar CD2 turboprop
amphibious aircraft achieved first flight
on March 28 at the company’s headquarters at Oberpfaffenhofen Airport, Germany. The aircraft received approval to
start test flights on March 19 from EASA
and Germany’s LBA, almost a year behind
its original schedule.
The first flight was performed by a
Dornier Seawings test crew and lasted
31 minutes, reported the company. Chief
test pilot Wolfram Cornelius commented,
“The first flight was completed successfully and confirmed the nice handling
qualities of the Seastar. All systems functioned correctly. The advanced avionics
system reflects the state-of-the-art in
cockpit design and is a good baseline for
future development.”
The Seastar is being targeted at operators who wish to “enhance short- to
medium-haul trips with lower cost and
flight time but higher safety and capacity, efficiently connecting land and sea
through the sky,” said Dornier. Certification is targeted by the end of this year,
with entry into service in 2021.
The company noted that the New Generation Seastar is “significantly improved
from the original Seastar which was
designed and developed by Claudius
Dornier Jr. in the 1980s.” It made its first
flight on Aug. 17, 1984, but no examples
were delivered, although it was certified.
The current Seastar design has a Honeywell Primus Epic 2.0 glass cockpit (with
four 10-inch displays), two in-line Pratt
& Whitney PT6A-135A engines delivering 650 shp each (flat-rated) driving
two MT-Propeller props, resulting in a
maximum cruise speed of 180 ktas and
maximum range of 900 nm. The takeoff
distance on land is 2,244 feet, and stall
speed 66 knots in landing configuration
(on land). The aircraft’s mtow is 11,240
pounds (5,100 kg) and it can carry up to
397 pounds of baggage.
The Seastar has a composite airframe
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seats six with the optional belted lavatory.
The Seastar is also being aimed at
multi-mission markets, for example,
“coastal surveillance, patrolling, environmental control, fisheries protection, emergency medical services, search and rescue,
drug interdiction, and disaster relief.”
Getting this far has been possible, to a
(ideal for operations at sea to minimize
great degree, due to new Chinese invescorrosion) supplied by Diamond Aircraft tors coming on board in 2013. Dornfrom its Canadian plant. The wing is a sin- ier Seawings Germany is owned by the
gle continuous structure with three-spar Dornier family (15 percent) and Dornier
fail-safe design.
Seawings China (85 percent). In turn,
With the one pilot that is required, the Dornier Seawings China is owned by the
cabin can be arranged in a nine-seat cor- Dornier family (35 percent); Wuxi Indusporate configuration that is upgradeable try Development Group (20 percent); and
to 12 seats using a triple-seat bench. A Wuxi Communications Industry Group
seven-seat VIP layout is available, which (45 percent).

The Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States (CFIUS) has provided
clearance for Citiking International
US to acquire Albuquerque, New
Mexico-based One Aviation, which
is currently in Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
Citiking, a U.S. entity backed by Chinese
investors, has financially supported
One Aviation’s service operations for
Eclipse 500 and 550 very light jets
since the company filed for bankruptcy
in October 2018. At that time, all
parties aimed for an expedited trip
through Chapter 11, but those hopes
were dashed by several factors. The
company received court approval for
its exit plan in September. Once clear
of bankruptcy, One Aviation aims to
produce the larger Eclipse 700 very light
jet featuring an expanded cabin, Williams
International FJ33-5A-12 turbofan
engines, and Garmin G3000 avionics.

Northern Jet Management
Expands to Florida

Aircraft charter, management, jet
card, and fractional program provider
Northern Jet Management has opened
a new satellite base in Naples, Florida.
Consisting of a newly-renovated 12,000sq-ft hangar with adjoining office space
and a fuel farm, it joins the Michiganbased company’s other facilities in Grand
Rapids and Lansing, Michigan, as well as
in Chicago and Milwaukee. The location
will be managed by long-time Naples
resident and pilot Ginger Harding.

Blade Offers Delivery Service
During Covid-19 Crisis

After a temporary shutdown on March 23, Voom ceased operations for good a week later.

Per-seat Helo Charter Voom Closes
Airbus-backed helicopter charter service
Voom ceased operations on March 30.
Confirming the decision in a blog post,
Voom CEO Clément Monnet said Airbus
decided not to resume services that had
been suspended on March 23 in response
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Voom launched its on-demand, perseat booking service in 2017 in São Paulo,
Brazil, and later expanded it to Mexico City
and the San Francisco area. The company
used a network of operators to provide the
flights, which could be booked via an app
or online up to an hour before departure.
According to Monnet, Voom has provided Airbus with extensive data about
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consumer preferences and behavior that
will support the wider plans of its Silicon
Valley-based A3 division to develop urban
air mobility services using eVTOL aircraft.
He also hailed what he said was the first
mobile helicopter booking platform in a
market that now includes competitors
Uber Copter and Blade.
Nearly 150,000 people signed up for
the Voom app and the service flew more
than 15,000 passengers. Monnet claimed
that the service achieved a 45 percent
repeat customer rate and that the average price for a ride was around double
the cost of private car service but 10
times faster.
C.A.

Blade is offering delivery service from
New York City to the surrounding areas,
including the Hamptons, during the
Covid-19 crisis. An unknown number
of city residents have relocated to
second homes there amid calls from
public officials for social distancing. The
company has implemented new sanitation
protocols for its helicopter passenger
flights, including sanitizing all cabin and
headsets between flights, removing the
mic booms from headsets, and sanitizing
all ground vehicles before each pick-up.

JSfirm Adds Passive
Hiring Feature

JSfirm has created a “passive job feature”
for aviation companies that are looking
to hire but have temporarily put those
plans on hold due to Covid-19. While
many aviation companies are adjusting
to the current Covid-19 crisis, “We all
must understand this situation doesn’t
negate the fact that there is a serious
shortage of aviation professionals
worldwide through 2038,” the company
said. The passive job feature allows
job seekers to leave their resume for a
company that might not be hiring now
but has plans to hire more people soon.

NPRM outlines noise regs
for supersonic aircraft
In a move that brings the reintroduction of the designs,” the agency said in the NPRM.
civil supersonic flight closer to reality, the
The proposal would establish subU.S. FAA is proposing new noise standards sonic landing and takeoff cycle stanfor certification of supersonic aircraft.
dards for supersonic airplanes with a
Announced on March 30, the notice maximum takeoff weight no greater
of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) would than 150,000 pounds and a maximum
address a key stumbling block for bring- operating cruise speed of Mach 1.8. This
ing such aircraft to market: the lack of category of aircraft would constitute
noise standards for civil supersonic air- “Supersonic Level 1,” accommodating
craft other than the Concorde. Since reg- most of the current development activulations require aircraft to meet noise ity, the agency said. The FAA does envistandards for certification, the absence of sion future rulemaking of designs that
such standards effectively prevents new advance beyond that category but said
supersonic aircraft from receiving type more research needs to be conducted first.
approval. “There is renewed interest in
Based on studies performed by NASA,
the development of supersonic aircraft, work at the International Civil Aviation
and the proposed regulations would facil- Organization, and industry research, the
itate the continued development of air- proposal would establish takeoff and
planes by specifying the noise limits for landing cycle limits that would exceed
those of Stage 4, which most aircraft currently meet. However, the standards are
different than those of Stage 5, the FAA
said, adding, “This difference reflects
the need to take into account the unique
technological and design requirements
for supersonic aircraft to maintain longdistance supersonic flight.”
Design requirements such as fuselage
and wing shape, along with variations
in engine characteristics, have different
effects on airplane noise than those of
typical subsonic aircraft, the FAA said.
The standards provide for use of airplanespecific noise abatement technical equipment and procedures such as variable
noise reduction systems.

There is renewed
interest in the
development of
supersonic aircraft,
and the proposed
regulations would
facilitate the continued
development of
airplanes by specifying
the noise limits for the
designs.”

AERION SUPERSONIC

by Kerry Lynch

The FAA has developed a notice of proposed rulemaking that would establish subsonic landing
and takeoff cycle standards for supersonic aircraft such as the Aerion AS2.
This is designed to “allow maximum
flexibility for manufacturers,” the agency
said, adding it is striving “to allow the
maximum latitude for these designs while
they are still in their infancy.”
This proposal would provide a means
to certify the aircraft for noise for subsonic operation domestically, the agency
said. But it does not change the current
ban on generating sonic booms over land,

“[LABACE] will take place in 2020, but on a
later date” due to the Covid-19 crisis, fair
organizer Brazilian general aviation association ABAG said last month. It hopes to
move forward with Latin America’s biggest
business aviation event but stressed the
decision is preliminary and the new dates
still undetermined. This year’s fair, originally scheduled from August 11 to 13, was
expected to celebrate Brazil’s recovery
from its longest modern recession.
The event has been delayed before—the
2016 Olympics pushed LABACE to early September. And show exhibitors and attendees
are accustomed to fair details being finalized late, which might be an advantage
since the rescheduled date will depend on
the battle against Covid-19.
Availability of the Congonhas Airport
venue is also uncertain, but ABAG has
since late 2018 quietly worked for runway
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LABACE 2020 delayed
but not canceled

resistance certification and instrument procedures for São Paulo’s other downtown
airport, Campo de Marte, so that it too can
host LABACE.
For now, ABAG has concentrated efforts
on mitigating the effects of the Covid-19 crisis on the general aviation sector instead
of planning for LABACE. Brazilian aviation
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agency ANAC has extended the validity
of licenses and other certifications expiring through the end of June and waived
required safety meetings. ABAG has also
opened a WhatsApp channel for members
to relate “needs and difficulties, especially
those that can be addressed by government actions.”
R.P.

nor does it address noise associated with
normal flight at cruise altitudes or supersonic speeds.
“Sufficient data are not currently available that would support rulemaking to
develop such standards for supersonic
airplanes,” the agency said. “Before any
changes to the operating rules could be
proposed, more research is needed on the
production of noise at supersonic cruise
speeds and the regulatory approaches
that would be appropriate.”
As for aircraft that may exceed Supersonic Level 1, the FAA said the proposed
standards will “serve as a launching
point for adopting appropriate standards for future classes that could
encompass, for example, heavier maximum takeoff weights and faster-operating cruise speeds. The FAA does not
intend for today’s proposal to be a onesize-fits-all approach to emerging supersonic technology.”
The agency said manufacturers have
been indicating a need for reasonable,
achievable standards for more than a
decade. In addition to manufacturers’
requests, the NPRM is spurred in part
from a congressional directive for the FAA
to take a leadership role in supersonic policy, the agency said. The NPRM marks the
next step toward providing the necessary
regulatory basis, following the release of
a proposal last summer to enable issuing
special flight authorizations for certification testing of supersonic aircraft.
While not yet scheduled at press time
for publication in the Federal Register, the
latest NPRM will be open for comment for
90 days from the date it is published.

Covid-19

FAA exemptions can create conundrums for pilots
Crewmembers with training
requirements or medicals expiring between March 31 and June 30,
who have difficulty meeting these
due to Covid-19 concerns, may
find some relief in a series of FAA
exemptions issued in late March.
But some experts urge caution due
to insurance concerns.
“We recommend that any persons
whose airman medical certificate
will expire between now and the
end of June should continue their
efforts to obtain this certificate as
quickly as possible,” said James
Viola, president and CEO of Helicopter Association International in
a statement issued on March 31. “I
note that the document was signed
by Legal, not Flight Standards. It’s
also possible that insurance companies may not acknowledge this
document as binding.”
One rule change issued March 26
states that the FAA “will not take
legal enforcement action” against
crewmembers who continue to
fly on expired medicals through
June 30, 2020, with certain caveats. An exemption issued March 30
extends the duration of medical certificates for pilots who conduct Part
135 operations outside the United
States to June 30, 2020 if those
medical certificates expire between
March 31 and May 31. Another set
of FAA exemptions address various
training requirements for pilots
and flight attendants in Part 135 and
Part 121 operations.
For many pilots, the medical
exemptions may have fewer insurance ramifications than the training exemptions. Representatives
from both Avemco and United
States Aircraft Insurance Group
(USAIG) noted that many of their
policies do not have exclusions for
expired medicals, and Starr Insurance companies recently issued a
statement accommodating extensions for recurrent training and
medical certificates.
“Even under normal circumstances, there isn’t anything in
our [aircraft owner’s hull and
liability] policy that says the
pilot’s medical, flight review and
aircraft annual must be current
to receive coverage,” said Mike
Adams, senior v-p of underwriting
at Avemco, who noted that Avemco’s rental policies do require
the pilot to have a valid medical
and currency at the time of the
flight. “If the FAA is granting an
exemption on a pilot’s medical
certificate due to the coronavirus
situation, we would consider it a
valid medical as well.”

USAIG president John Brogan encouraged pilots flying under the FAA exemptions
to contact their broker about receiving an
extension from their insurance company.
“Pilots in this situation need to make sure
their insurance carrier will honor the FAA

exemption,” said Brogan. “Especially with
training exemptions, it will depend on the
policy language and the individual risk. An
underwriter might look at a risk and say,
this pilot has been flying this same aircraft
for 10 years, has thousands of hours in it,
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and has done this training every year for 10
years, so yes we can give him an exemption
for this year. But that same underwriter
might give a different answer to a pilot who
has different experience, or has just transitioned into the aircraft.”
K.R.
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TORQUED
Editorial

Full-throttle opinion from
former NTSB member John Goglia

NTSB report on
drug use trends
deserves action
As I sit down to write this, we’re in the middle of a virtual lockdown across much of
the country, some ordered by local governments and some voluntarily undertaken to
avoid the spread of a new virus wreaking
havoc across the globe. I hope that by the
time you read this, the global pandemic
that has upended lives around the world
will be abating and that the actions we
took individually and collectively will
make a difference both in the outcomes
of the pandemic and in the future of so
many that will be affected by the time this
is over. What I have been most struck with,
aside from actions taken by state and local
governments, is the way sports franchises,
entertainment companies, corporations
large and small, and, of course, the airlines,
have voluntarily taken drastic steps to mitigate the spread of this virus. I hope this
signals a new willingness in other areas
to consider the public good along with
self-preservation.
I’m thinking about another epidemic
that has implications for pilots, especially
general aviation pilots who aren’t required
to hold a medical, that we could do more
about collectively as an industry. And that
is the use of drugs that can compromise
safety when flying. I’ve just finished reading the recent NTSB report on the prevalence of drugs found in toxicology reports
of flying pilots who died in aircraft accidents. The report covers fatal accidents in
the United States over the five-year period
from 2013 to 2017. During this time, there
were 1,042 aviation accidents in which the
flying pilot was fatally injured. Toxicology
reports were available for 952 pilots (91
percent). Those reports found that “266
(28 percent) fatally injured pilots tested
positive for at least one potentially impairing drug, 144 (15 percent) pilots tested
positive for at least one drug indicating
a potentially impairing condition, 94 (10
percent) pilots’ test results indicated evidence of use of at least one controlled substance, and 47 (5 percent) tested positive
for an illicit drug.”
The drugs found included over-thecounter, prescription, and illicit drugs.
While the report does not conclude that
drugs were the cause of any of these accidents, clearly many of them can cause or
contribute to poor pilot decision-making
and a diminution of flying skills.
Although the NTSB highlighted the
potential problems of pilots taking drugs
in an earlier report, the data indicates an
upward trend. The NTSB identified safety
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issues such as “(1) the ongoing need for
the FAA to publicize—for pilots’ use—
information about marijuana given its
decriminalization in several states and its
unchanged classification as an illicit drug
per federal law; and (2) the continued
need for the FAA to conduct research to
assess the relationship between drug use
and accident risk.”
While the FAA has its role to play, it’s
hard not to wonder what we could do
as an industry—individually and collectively—to help educate and prevent pilots
from taking drugs (over-the-counter, prescription, or illegal) that can affect their
flying skills or pilot decision-making. I’ve
been particularly concerned about pilots
who either don’t realize or forget that just
because marijuana sales are legal in some
states, the drug is not legal for pilots to
use. Ever. One of the NTSB’s findings in
the report is that “increasing evidence of
marijuana use by pilots in this research
update indicates a safety hazard that has
not been effectively addressed.”

Individual Action

Aside from the recommendations to the
FAA to address this issue, what can all of
us do individually and collectively to raise
awareness that legalizing marijuana potentially contributes to an increase in pilots
smoking or otherwise ingesting it? I have
talked to numerous GA pilots—and not just
the younger ones—who think if it’s legal to
buy and use for medicinal purposes, they’re
okay to fly as long as they’re not flying under
the influence. Many of the pilots I’ve spoken
with don’t realize that marijuana remains
a federally illicit drug and thus completely
proscribed for pilots. Many don’t realize
that the effects of marijuana can linger in
the body and that there is no eight-hour
bottle-to-throttle rule for marijuana. And
the problem of pilots using marijuana is
likely to increase as more states legalize its
use for medical and recreational purposes.
So I would ask all of you, my readers,
especially flight schools, flight instructors, and fixed-base operators, what—if
anything—are you doing on an ongoing
basis to alert pilots to the risks of marijuana or other over-the-counter and
prescription drugs? What do you think
could be done? While I think it’s important for aviation college educators to raise
this topic, those of you who have regular
interactions with GA pilots could also
play a very important role.
The opinions expressed in this column are
those of the author and not necessarily
endorsed by AIN.
John Goglia is a safety consultant.
He welcomes your e-mails at:
gogliaj@yahoo.com
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Let’s all pitch in to spread
the truth about our industry
by Mark Phelps
A traveling salesman who is out of work
and behind on his bills hears a knock at
the door. He opens it to see a man standing on the front porch. “I’m here to get
you back on your feet,” the man says. The
salesman’s hopes are dashed, however,
when he finds that the man is a tow truck
driver there to repossess his car.
The joke may be funny, but for anyone
down on their luck who relies on a car or
truck to do their job, taking the vehicle
away makes it exponentially more difficult to bounce back. Dare we say the same
about a company and its business aircraft?
As we start to rebuild our economy
after the coronavirus tidal wave finally
begins to ebb, business aviation faces an
age-old challenge. In times of financial
distress, the company airplane (or fractional share, jet card, or charter account)
is often the first casualty from the corporate budget. It’s also the last to find its
way back. Often, however, it’s the mere
appearance of excess rather than the
bottom-line reality that drives the decision. And as an industry, we are partly to
blame for bowing to those skewed optics.
I remember reading about a company
in Florida that sold its light jet during
one of the recent financial crises. In its
public statement, the company admitted that the airplane was responsible for
measurable revenue far beyond its cost.
But management made the decision to
sell so as not to “appear” to be fiscally
irresponsible. Rather than publicly correcting the false impression that a business aircraft is just a luxury perk for its
top executives, all too often a company
will duck, absorb the hit to its profits
from losing the services of business
aviation, and carry on. Each time that
happens, the stereotype gets that much
more firmly entrenched.
Time after time, as an industry, we
make the same mistake, running for
cover in times of financial downturn and
waiting for the barrage to blow over. We
just seem to assume that no one outside the “family” has the capability to
appreciate the true value of a business
aircraft as we know it, so there’s no point
in fighting back against the gold-plated
image of “luxury jets.” Maybe the car
analogy can help.
But you need to stick to comparing
personal cars and trucks directly used for
business purposes with turbine aircraft.
It’s safe to assume that, starting with turboprop singles, the majority of general
aviation aircraft are used—at least partially—in business applications.

This is a good place to consider the
exceptions that constitute the grain of
truth behind the public perception. Yes,
there are expensive turbine aircraft that
serve as purely personal transportation
for some 0.01-percenters. This can and
does extend all the way up to intercontinental large-cabin business jets. But
it is the exception, rather than the rule.
And it’s worth noting that, for publicly
traded companies, personal use of corporate aircraft is strictly regulated—it
has to be reported as compensation for
tax purposes. While it would be naïve to
believe these rules are never broken or
stretched, it is nevertheless important to
acknowledge that those who do so are,
in fact, breaking the law. But in the vast
majority of circumstances, business aircraft are just that—aircraft used as a tool
to benefit the business.
NBAA, GAMA, NATA, and other trade
associations are always on the lookout
for unfairly inaccurate reports on business aviation, and they do a good job of
responding. But we all need to pitch in to
spread the word.
So, challenge the critics with this.
Would they ask any on-the-road salesperson; a traveling home-improvement
contractor; a retail-chain or restaurant
district manager; a cleaning-service
worker; a home inspector; or, say, a member of the clergy—to give up their company cars and work vans when times get
hard? Should we expect them to make do
with public transportation? That might
be just an inconvenience in a city, but
what would it be like if those professionals who served the suburbs or more
rural areas lost their vehicle and had to
wait for a bus or a train, get off at the
closest stop, and then walk an hour or
more to their destination? They’d be out
of business in a hurry, and their customers would be without the service.
We in the business aviation field understand how this analogy fits. Yes, it’s true
that business aircraft are more comfortable than the airlines, just as an SUV is
more comfortable than a city bus. But
that’s secondary to the mission, just as
having comfortable furniture and tasteful
decor in your office complex is secondary to the main function of the building.
The main benefit—and mission—of a
pure business aircraft is productivity and
return on investment.
We measure and confirm that return
every day. Few flight departments would
last long if they didn’t. So why can’t we
make the same case in public?

PILOT report

Phenom 300E flies faster and farther
by Matt Thurber
Embraer’s new Phenom 300E received
triple certification from Brazil’s ANAC,
the FAA, and EASA in late March, about a
month after I flew the high-performance
jet at Embraer Executive Jets’ U.S. facility in Melbourne, Florida. It was an excellent opportunity to experience the 300E’s
faster top speed, upgraded avionics, and
improved cabin.
The Phenom 300 has been a bestselling light jet for the past seven years,
with more than 540 entering service since
the first delivery in 2009. It’s competitors
are Cessna’s Citation CJ3+ and CJ4, the
Learjet 75, and Pilatus’s PC-24.
In 2018, Embraer upgraded the Phenom 300 with the E package, adding new
features to the cabin such as the upper
tech panel for the Lufthansa Technik nice
cabin management system and other comfort elements. What’s new in the updated
$9.65 million 300E’s cabin is the availability of the Bossa Nova interior, which takes
features from the Praetor 600, such as
Ipanema stitching and details, carbon-fiber
accents, piano black veneer, accent leather,
and gold-plating. The new interior is also
now much quieter, thanks to engineering
changes to mechanical components that
improve noise characteristics. During the
flight, I stepped back into the cabin and
experienced the quiet atmosphere.
Sound-suppression improvements
include new thermal-acoustic insulation,
which lowers the high-pitch tone of the
engines during climb by minimizing the
blade-passing frequency perceived in the
cabin, according to Embraer. Engineers
also redesigned three check valves, with
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new valve geometry and materials that
eliminate metallic flapper noise during
descent and final approach. A new muffler
in the vapor-cycle air-conditioning system
eliminates noise from the condenser fan,
which previously could be heard during
approach; it also reduces noise from the
system when it’s running on the ground.
The 300E is available with three interior layouts. The maximum number of
occupants in an available layout is 11 (one
pilot, 10 passengers), and this includes a
belted lavatory seat and a two-place divan
opposite the main entry door. If that
divan is replaced with a single seat, the
total drops to 10. For nine occupants, the
seat opposite the entry door is replaced
with storage/galley features.

Another improvement for pilots and
passengers is upgrading the airborne
connectivity to Gogo’s Avance L5 air-toground system, which offers much faster
service in the U.S. and many areas in Canada, allowing streaming of movies, emails
with attachments, and Gogo’s Text & Talk
service. Avance L5 does require two rather
large antennas mounted on the bottom of
the fuselage, but the faster service makes
these worthwhile.
The most significant change in the
new Phenom 300E is the more powerful
Pratt & Whitney PW535E1 engines with
3,478 pounds of thrust, up by 118 pounds
per engine. The increased power means
faster time to climb and a new top speed
of Mach .80 or 464 knots true airspeed, up

from Mach .78 and 446 knots. The power
increase was done via a software change
to the engine’s full authority digital electronic engine controls, thanks to some
extra power margin built into the engine.
Time to climb to the maximum altitude
of FL450, which can be done directly, is
24 minutes, one minute less than the previous 300E.
Embraer engineers were able to carve
out extra fuel volume, and the 300E carries another 50 pounds, boosting maximum range to more than 2,100 nautical
miles at long-range cruise speed.
Maximum payload remains the same at
2,436 pounds, but payload with maximum
fuel is up 26 pounds to 1,387 pounds on
the new model.
You can choose to go faster in the new
300E; or slow down and go farther. For
example, with six occupants, range at
long-range cruise speed is 2,010 nm. At
maximum cruise speed, that drops to 1,865
nm. Those numbers are for the baseline
airplane; most buyers will opt for typically
equipped configurations, which means
that you could still fly the 1,865 nm at high
speed, but with five occupants, not six.
Taller pilots are going to love the new
space on the flight deck. By moving the
bulkheads behind the pilot seats farther aft and redesigning the location of
some items that live in the bulkhead area,
Embraer was able to add 40 percent to
the length of the pilot seat tracks. This
might not seem like much, but the flight
deck can now comfortably accommodate
pilots up to 6 feet 4 inches, solving an
issue with the Phenom 300.

Avionics Upgrades

Pilots will also enjoy the new avionics
capability in the Garmin G3000-based
Prodigy Touch flight deck. This includes
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new avionics display hardware with much
faster processors, higher resolution, and
improved map panning features. In addition, Embraer has opted for emergency
descent mode (EDM), which autonomously flies the airplane to a lower altitude in case of decompression at high
altitudes. EDM is a standard feature.
The new displays and software load also
enable the addition of graphical weight
and balance, takeoff and landing data, and
performance calculations and autopilotcoupled go-arounds, all standard features.
ADS-B Out/In is also standard.
Other baseline features include display
of VOR bearing, visual approaches, VNAV
guidance for non-precision approaches,
fly-by/flyover waypoints, en route/terminal Vnav transition approach, enhanced
HSI with a variety of overlays, and QFE
support. Optional features include predictive windshear, FAA datacomm, Garmin
FliteCharts, and VFR/IFR en route charts.
To further enhance safety, Embraer
took the opportunity with the 300E to
add an interesting new feature, the Runway Overrun and Awareness Alerting
System, or ROAAS. Designed to reduce
the risk of a runway overrun on landing,
ROAAS addresses one of the top issues in
business aviation safety. Overruns are the
third-biggest cause of incidents and accidents in business aviation, and traditional
mitigation efforts such as training aren’t
helping reduce the accidents.
There are actually two new features to
help pilots avoid landing issues. ROAAS
and the Stabilized Approach system. Stabilized Approach comes standard, but
ROAAS is optional.
ROAAS is unique because it uses neural
network algorithms to calculate runway
distance in real-time while the Phenom
is approaching and landing. It takes into
account deviations that may lead to an
overrun and advises the pilot to perform
a go-around or to use maximum braking
action once on the runway.
ROAAS bases its warnings, which are
both aural and visual on the flight display,
on the actual weight of the airplane by
recalculating in real-time the aircraft’s
energy state. This is a unique system
and the first-ever application certified
for business aviation, although similar
technology has been implemented by
Airbus for its commercial airplanes and
is planned for the Gulfstream G700.
Some of these avionics enhancements
will be available for retrofit on existing Phenom 300s, including the avionics upgrades,
Stabilized Approach, and ROAAS.
For more details on Stabilized
Approach and ROAAS, see the sidebar at
the end of this story.

Embraer Phenom 300E
Specifications and Performance
Price

$9.65 million

Engines (2)

Pratt & Whitney PW535E1,
3,478 lb thrust

Avionics
Passengers

Embraer Prodigy Touch (G3000)
1 crew + 8-10 pax

Range

2,010 nm

High-speed cruise
Long-range cruise (FL450)
Fuel capacity
Max payload w/full fuel
Maximum operating altitude

464 ktas
385 ktas
5,353 lbs
1,387 lbs
45,000 ft

Cabin altitude at maximum altitude

6,600 ft

Max takeoff weight

18,551 lbs

Balanced field length at mtow

3,209 ft

Landing distance
Length
Wingspan
Height

2,112 ft
51.3 ft
52.2 ft
16.75 ft
Volume: 325 cu ft
Width: 5.1 ft
Height: 4.9 ft

(typically completed and equipped)

(w/NBAA reserves, 100-nm alternate)

(sea level, standard)

Cabin

Length: 17.2 ft

Demo Flight

To experience the new Phenom 300E, I
traveled to Embraer Executive Jets’ U.S.
factory in Melbourne where the Phenom
100/300 and Legacy 450/500 and Praetor
500/600 are manufactured using major
components shipped from Brazil. My

(seating area, including lavatory)

Baggage capacity
FAA certification
Number built

84 cu ft/462 lbs
FAR Part 23
540+
a i n o n l i n e .c o m

previous experience in the Phenom 300
was in December 2015, during a ferry
flight to Florida of one of the last Phenom
300s manufactured in Brazil.
Production test pilot Steve Baerst and
demo pilot Sebastian Arrazola briefed
me on our flight plan, which would take
us northeast off the Florida coast to
Warning Area W-139E for a performance
check at altitude, then back down for
some maneuvering practice and demonstrations of the Stabilized Approach and
ROAAS features. As it turned out, I gave
them both a good workout.
I climbed into the Phenom 300E’s left
seat, and the extra length in the seat tracks
is readily apparent. Not that I need extra
legroom, but I could see how a taller pilot
would appreciate the new space and the
ability to recline the pilot’s seat further. The
European version of the new 300E doesn’t
include the extra seat reclining, however,
due to slight differences in certification
regulations related to the location of the
water barrier. Rudder pedals are adjustable
too, which helps ensure a proper fit.
The Phenom 300’s yoke is somewhat
unique for business jets as it mounts to a
control tube in the bottom of the instrument panel and not to a long, large control tube affixed to the floor. This provides
even more space and comfort for pilots.
All the switches and knobs and the two
Garmin touchscreen controllers in the center console come readily to hand, and getting the airplane ready for engine start is
just a matter of minutes. Baerst plugged in
our flight plan, weight-and-balance information, and performance planning on the
touchscreen controller, and we were ready
to taxi. The touchscreen controllers vastly
simplify manipulating the avionics, especially for flight planning, not just for pilots
coming from traditional aircraft with complicated flight management systems, but
even for pilots used to Garmin G1000 with
its knob-centric functions or the keyboard
panel on some earlier Phenom 300s.
The 300E taxies precisely, with only
an occasional need to add brakes for a
tighter turn. With 4,130 pounds of fuel
on board, at 16,543 pounds the 300E was
2,008 pounds lower than its new mtow of
18,551 pounds. (The previous 300’s mtow
is 18,387 pounds.) Maximum fuel capacity
is 5,353 pounds. Takeoff field length was
calculated at 3,052 feet.
Baerst warned me that takeoff would be
quick and that I would have to reduce power
after getting airborne to keep from overspeeding or climbing past our initial altitude.
The powerful Pratts accelerated with
a firm push and I rotated at 105 knots;
the 300E bounded into the air, and as I
climbed, then turned to the east, I brought
the power back and we quickly leveled at
5,000 feet. After ATC cleared us to climb,
Baerst set our climb speed at 230 knots. I
switched on the autopilot after reaching
10,000 feet and proceeded to fly towards
W-139E northeast of Melbourne over the
Atlantic Ocean.
continues on next page
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PILOT report
continued from preceding page

Embraer’s Technology for Preventing Runway Overruns

We stopped at FL330 for a performance
check as the mid-30s are where the 300E
reaches top speed.
Once settled with the engines set at
maximum cruise, the outside air temperature was 3 deg C higher than standard. Cruise speed reached Mach .794
and 465 ktas, with each engine burning
798 pounds per hour. We then reduced
power to long-range cruise and fuel flow
dropped to 416 pph per engine, pushing
us along at Mach .58 and 364 ktas. (Longrange cruise at FL450 is 385 ktas.) The
G3000 range rings showed we could fly to
New York City with plenty of reserve fuel.
After turning back to the south, we had
to fly a few miles outside of the warning
area before descending. Once we received
the descent clearance, I pulled the power
to idle, pulled out the speed brakes, and
pointed the nose down to 250 knots for
a rapid descending left spiral down to
15,000 feet, with a 7,000 fpm descent
rate. Farther to the south, I continued the
descent to 6,500 feet for some steep turns
and slow flight.
I probably should have slowed to below
200 knots for the steep turns, because at
the speed I chose—230 knots—the controls were heavier and my turns weren’t
so smooth. After slowing down then
adding flaps and landing gear, the controls lightened up and the 300E’s handling became more pleasant at typical
approach speeds.
After cleaning up, we proceeded back
towards Melbourne to put the Stabilized
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The new Phenom 300E has two systems
designed to help pilots avoid one of the
biggest problems in business aviation
safety, runway overruns, which are due to
unstabilized approaches and other problems during approach and landing. These
include flying too slow or too fast on final
approach, descending too rapidly, flaring
too long before touching down, and not
going around before it’s too late.
Embraer’s solutions to these problems
are the new Phenom 300E’s Stabilized
Approach and Runway Overrun and Awareness Alerting System or ROAAS. Stabilized
Approach and ROAAS are independent of
each other and present different messages
to the pilot.

Stabilized Approach

Annunciations are visual and aural—both
simultaneous—with the aural given once
with the words: “unstable approach.” The
visual annunciation is given as a yellow caution alert on the primary flight display (PFD)
between the airspeed tape and the flight
director command bar. The visual annunciation disappears after the conditions that
generated the alert no longer apply.
There are five alert types and visual
annunciations for Stabilized Approach:
» Approach Speed Alert (SPEED caution on
PFD): when approach speed is -3 or +15
knots than landing reference speed (Vref).
» Descent Speed Alert (VERT SPEED caution
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on PFD): for a VFR approach, when verti- alerts are designed to reduce overrun risk,
cal speed is more than 1,000 fpm, or IFR three specifically alert the pilot to an overrun
approach with vertical guidance, when possibility, while one uses the caution term
there is more than 350 fpm difference “long flare” to let the pilot know that it’s time
between vertical speed and target verti- to get the airplane on the ground.
cal speed for more than 5 seconds.
» 500-100 feet agl above runway threshold:
» Lateral Deviation Alert (LATERAL DEV cauOVERRUN yellow caution on PFD and “caution on PFD): more than one dot lateral
tion overrun, caution overrun” aural. Warns
deviation.
the pilot that the predicted stop position is
» Flaps Alerts (FLAPS caution on PFD): if
beyond the end of the runway and that the
flaps are not in landing configuration
pilot must take corrective action.
during approach.
» 100-30 feet agl above runway threshold:
» Vertical Deviation Alert (GLIDEPATH cauOVERRUN red warning on PFD and “overtion on PFD for non-ILS approach with
run go-around, overrun go-around” aural.
vertical guidance; GLIDESLOPE for ILS
ROAAS predicts that the airplane will stop
approach): when vertical deviation is
beyond the end of the available runway.
more than 1.3 dots.
If this is preceded by a long flare, then it
activates at 5 feet agl. In this case, the pilot
ROAAS
must perform a go-around.
The main purpose of ROAAS is to prevent » Aircraft is on the runway after touchdown:
overruns by helping pilots reduce the risk
OVERRUN red warning on PFD and “overof an excursion during landing. ROAAS was
run brakes, overrun brakes” aural. ROAAS
developed by Embraer, and the Phenom
predicts the airplane will stop beyond the
300E application is the first such certified
end of the available runway. The pilot must
for business aviation. The system uses neuuse all available braking to stop or slow as
ral network algorithms to calculate runway
much as possible before reaching the end
distance required for landing in real-time
of the runway.
while the Phenom is approaching and dis- » Aircraft hasn’t touched down and is in a
tance remaining while on the ground during
long flare: LONG FLARE yellow caution
landing. ROAAS also gives aural and visual
on PFD and “long flare, long flare” aural.
annunciations.
ROAAS calculates that there is still enough
ROAAS provides three visual annunciaavailable runway to land and stop, but the
tions and aural alerts in the air and one on
pilot is flaring too long and should land
the ground. While all four annunciations/
using the technique in the AFM.

Approach system and ROAAS to
work. Baerst ran the V-speed calculations on the Garmin touchscreen controller, and Vref was
110 knots.
For the first approach, we
activated the RNAV (GPS) 27L
approach and switched on the
autopilot so I could experience
the coupled go-around. The autopilot smoothly flew the 300E along
the approach, and on the final segment, I purposely pulled the power
back and let some speed bleed off.
In this case, we let the speed
decline to the -3-knot threshold
where the Stabilized Approach
system warned that I needed to
do something about the “SPEED”
and an aural warning of “unstable
approach,” so I sped up to get back
above Vref. As we reached decision
altitude, I pushed the takeoff-goaround (TOGA) button on the
side of the power lever, pushed the
levers forward, and pulled back on
the yoke as the airspeed increased.
The 300E leaped into the sky, but
at our light weight, the airspeed
increased so rapidly we nearly
exceeded the flaps limits, and
Baerst had to warn me to bring the
power back to stop the rapid acceleration. Coupled go-arounds are a
great safety feature, but you certainly still have to be ready to manage the airplane. Because the 300E
can be flown by one pilot, training
in this operation is essential, but
hopefully, a future upgrade will
include autothrottles, with which
Garmin has plenty of experience.
In any case, this is still a lot better than the earlier avionics in the
Phenom 300, which disconnect
the autopilot when you push the
TOGA button.
I steered the 300E into a left traffic pattern and back to Runway 27L
for a visual approach. This time I
managed to get a full demonstration of the new 300E’s safety benefits during one approach. Baerst
did set the available runway length
shorter than the actual runway for
the demonstration, which was
much safer than forcing the airplane into a real no-runway-remaining situation.
First up was another SPEED
and “unstable approach” warning,
then too rapid a descent (VERT
SPEED), then OVERRUN and
“caution-overrun, caution-overrun” followed by LONG FLARE
and “long flare, long flare” as I
held the 300E level just above the
runway, and finally OVERRUN
and a somewhat urgent-sounding
“overrun, go around, overrun, go
around.” Clearly I needed to abandon this approach, so off we went
for another approach.

We finished the flight with a visual approach,
now one of the offerings on the G3000’s procedures menu, which sets a 3-degree glidepath to the runway end. This time I managed
to keep the Stabilized Approach and ROAAS
from criticizing my flying or telling me to
go-around and my approach was properly
stabilized. I did pull the nose up a little too
high before touching down, but despite my

attempt to flare for a smooth landing, the
touchdown felt comfortably firm but not
hard, thanks to the trailing-link landing gear.
After letting the nose drop onto the runway I
stepped on the brakes firmly enough to activate the anti-skid system and we came to a
stop with lots of runway remaining.
Embraer’s upgrades to the Phenom 300E
are just part of the manufacturer’s effort to

respond to customer desires to keep their
airplanes up to date because a key part of
customer loyalty is constantly improving
the product. The upgrades all make a lot of
sense and improve upon an airplane that is
already an excellent performer, from a cabin
and flight deck comfort perspective but even
more important, with greatly improved
safety features.
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Covid-19

Coronavirus crisis spurs
catering concerns
by Curt Epstein
For many with travel needs during the
Covid-19 pandemic, private aviation may
represent the safest option, but given the
far-reaching effects of the situation, matters such as inflight catering bear even
closer scrutiny than usual. For flights operating under these current conditions, some
wonder if catering should be eliminated or
simply limited to pre-packaged snacks. That
was the subject of a recent NBAA webinar,
featuring John Detloff, vice president of Air
Culinaire Worldwide, Paula Kraft, founding partner of DaVinci Inflight Training
Institute, and Shannon Weidekamp, chair
of NBAA’s Flight Attendant/Flight Technician committee and lead flight attendant
manager and director of client services for
a Part 91 and 135 operator.
“I think this Covid-19 is going to change
the whole industry and how we deal with
food, and the training that should be
mandatory when it comes to food safety,”
said Detloff. “This virus will make all our
standards come up in food safety, cleaning, sanitizing and this goes in effect for
the FBOs, the flight departments, the
caterers, and anyone else who is thinking of serving onboard or handles food
for business aviation.”
Kraft noted that since the start of the
pandemic, she has been receiving numerous inquiries from flight departments with
questions about how to conduct inflight
catering. “The key is to use a reputable
caterer, train, and do your homework
when it comes to food safety and where
you are going to get that food as well,”
she said. “There’s a lot that you as flight
departments and operators and individuals need to know about before that food
arrives to you.”
Inflight caterers are regulated by both
the Food and Drug Administration and
local authorities and already operate at
the highest levels of food safety. “This
was the worst-case scenario that we meet
our safety standards by,” said Kraft, “but
they’ve enhanced it even more to protect
those passengers and crew members that
are flying now.” Such protocol changes
include even more frequent sanitization
of their kitchens and refrigerated delivery
vehicles with hospital-grade products, regularly scheduled alarms reminding workers to wash their hands and/or change their
gloves, wiping down incoming and outgoing packaging with food-grade wipes, and
limiting the number of workers on duty in
the kitchen at a time.
Kraft explained that inflight catering
kitchens prepare food under the cookto-chill protocol, where the items are
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prepared and then swiftly-cooled, using
industrial blast chillers, to below 41
degrees. The food is then kept at that temperature in specialized packaging, through
transport in refrigerated delivery vehicles,
to the FBO.
While business aviation attempts to carry on with some sense of normalcy during the
While some business aviation opera- Covid-19 crisis, experts suggest switching in flight meal service to paper and plastic place
tors or crews are resorting to food brought settings in lieu of china and crystal, and when it comes to food, the key, they say, is to use a
from home or ordered and delivered from
reputable caterer that operates to the highest standards of food safety.
local restaurants, those are not the optimal choices, according to Kraft, as that crews. “They can take a meal back to their or dish towels should be laundered after
food is prepared under the cook-to-serve hotel and eat, because all the restaurants
each flight.
regimen where it is expected to be eaten are closed or they don’t want to take the
Another difference she described is no
as soon as it is prepared. Such food might liability or risk factor of having them go
longer allowing pilots to wander back to
never reach a safe storage temperature out and get exposed to [Covid-19],” he
the galley to grab some food or snacks
to prevent the growth of bacteria, even said. Weidekamp added that there are during food preparation and advising flight
though it may be intended to be served many caterers that will deliver crew meals
attendants to communicate with the pilots
and consumed hours later.
to the FBO at the destination as well to
ahead of the flight. “Let them know you
For third-party deliveries, one must help them avoid this situation.
want to maintain as sterile an environment
also consider its handling by another
While most flight attendants take pride
as you can as you’re preparing and getting
food safety-untrained individual and the in the professional meal presentations for things ready for the passengers.”
cleanliness of the delivery vehicle. The passengers, that has taken somewhat of a
When it comes to stocking the aircraft,
panelists noted that FBOs should have at back seat of late, according to Weidekamp. Weidekamp said that she now wipes down
least two sets of commercial-grade refrig- “Our policy in the current Covid-19 envi- all cans and packages with food-grade
erators in order to avoid cross-contami- ronment is we’re using paper and plastic,” antimicrobial wipes before bringing them
nation; one for newly-arrived catering she explained. “The caterers deliver food aboard, and when seeking vital housekeepand one for any catering that has been on wonderful trays and dishes themselves
ing supplies that are in short supply such
removed from the aircraft for storage. A and you can have them plate there and
as disposable gloves or sanitizer, she sugseparate refrigerator should be used for just serve from the dishes, especially if it’s
gests first contacting an aviation supply
staff food as well as any left-over catering a cold item like a salad or a sandwich.” Not company or a local restaurant supply comthat is gifted to the line staff.
using fine dishware keeps the flight crew pany that sells to the public, either in your
One trend that Air Culinaire’s Detloff from worrying about having to wash and
area or at the destination. She also advised
has noted is the double provisioning com- sanitize the dishes, either during, or after reaching out to your inflight caterer to see
panies are ordering for outbound flight the flight. Soft goods such as potholders if they can fill your needs.

Watchdog: the FAA registry is open to fraud and abuse
A lack of transparency and limited verification processes involved in the U.S. FAA
aircraft registry have made it vulnerable
to fraud and abuse involving money laundering, drug cartels, and other criminal
activity, according to the Government
Accountability Office (GAO). The government watchdog’s investigation into the
registry found that the “FAA needs to better prevent, detect, and respond to fraud
and abuse risks in aircraft registration.”
Conducted at the behest of the U.S.
House national security subcommittee, the
GAO study looked into fraud and abuse of
the registry and the extent of enforcement
involving such activity. Nearly 300,000
civil aircraft are currently in the registry.
The FAA relies on self-certification of registrants, and a GAO review found that under
the process, the agency typically does not
verify applicant identity, ownership, and
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address information. According to the GAO,
other vulnerabilities come with the use of
opaque ownership structures such as trusts.
A review uncovered numerous cases of
fraud and abuse, some of which were discovered through joint FAA and DEA efforts.
These include an aircraft that remained on
the registry for a couple of years from entities that had ties to the notorious Sinaloa
drug cartel in Mexico. Another case
involved an aircraft broker that had fraudulently registered 20 aircraft with forged
signatures in a multi-million-dollar bank
fraud scheme. Still, other cases involved
registrations with phony addresses and
falsified identities, among other issues.
While the FAA uses some registry information to detect fraud and abuse risk, the
format limits the usefulness of the data, the
GAO added. For example, data on trustors
and beneficiaries are not easily accessed.

The GAO believes the FAA has an opportunity to strengthen this system as it modernizes its information technology system,
including building in data analytics capabilities that could flag potential fraud in
abuse. Further, the FAA, which already
is coordinating with the Departments
of Justice and Homeland Security, can
strengthen what the GAO said has been
informal cooperation.
In all, the GAO issued 15 recommendations on improvements to the aircraft
registry system, from developing risk mitigation actions and adding checks into the
system to conducting basic verifications.
The watchdog further recommended an
increase in the registration fees of $5 (or
$10 for dealers) to provide the necessary
resources to better vet the registry. The
FAA already has begun to address many
of the recommendations.
K.L.

continued from page 12

FAA on illegal charter
Team (SEIC), urged the audience to reach
out with as much information as possible
to enable FAA investigators to track down
illegal activity. DeBerry agreed, saying one
of the problems is the reticence of operators to provide much information. But he
said his office takes every tip seriously;
one of the first it received included only
a tail number, and that is still an active
investigation.
Don Riley, operations safety inspector with the FAA’s SEIC, cautioned that
these investigations take time because
the FAA needs to gather evidence such
as statements from passengers, invoices,
and proof of payment. “I know people get
frustrated. It takes a long time because it
is due process. We’ve got to get it right.”
The FAA has to be very careful that any
precedents it sets in enforcement action
“will be in our favor down the road,” added
D’Allura. But, he said, more is going to
come out publicly as a result.
One area where the agency is paying particular attention is online: social
media solicitations and apps, D’Allura
said, noting some operators hide behind
the app. “We’re watching them,” he said.
Ryan Waguespack, NATA’s v-p of

aircraft management for air charter services and MROs, said he has seen a difference with the FAA activity. However, he
added that with the “Uber-ization” cultural shift, there will always be the draw
for potential illegal activity.

Big Fish in the Net

And it’s not just small operators that are
running afoul of the rules. In March, the
FAA issued an emergency revocation
of the operating certificate of Paradigm
Air Operators for allegedly conducting
dozens of unauthorized charter flights,
including for major sports teams, using
two Boeing 757s and a 737.
According to the agency, Paradigm
used pilots who were not properly qualified, and it lacked air carrier management and safety personnel. The operator
further did not have U.S. Department of
Transportation economic authority for
the flights.
The company was authorized to conduct private and “non-common carriage,”
including air transportation services for
one or several selected customers, generally on a long-term basis. “However,
Paradigm does not have a certificate
allowing it to advertise for-hire charter
flights to the public, or to solicit or conduct such ‘common carriage’ flights,” the
agency reported.

Between June 2013 and March 2018,
Paradigm conducted at least 34 common
carriage charter flights for customers
that included the Arizona Diamondbacks,
Cleveland Indians, Oakland Athletics, and
Texas Rangers baseball teams, as well as
the New York Rangers and Toronto Maple
Leafs hockey teams, the agency alleged.
Paradigm paid $101,320 in commissions to a consultant for 28 of the flights
and received payments totaling $652,500
from an air charter broker for six flights.
“On at least 11 of these occasions, Paradigm claimed the operations were
demonstration flights to prospective aircraft buyers when the actual purpose of
the flights was paid air transportation,”
the FAA further alleged.
Pilots used during the 34 flights had not
completed requisite training and proficiency checks for common-carriage operators. Further, Paradigm lacked directors
of safety, maintenance, and operations, as
well as a chief pilot and chief inspector.
Paradigm also used a consultant to
obtain long-term contracts with the Diamondbacks, Rockies, and Mariners, paying $272,646 for those contracts, the FAA
alleged.
Under the FAA’s emergency revocation, it
ordered Paradigm to immediately surrender
its operating certificate or face a civil penalty
of $13,669 for each day it fails to do so.

UAM, sustainability
event goes virtual
Foresight Aerospace is presenting its
conference on Accelerating Sustainable Aviation and Urban Air Mobility as
a “live virtual conference” on May 19.
The event will focus on multiple aspects
of efforts to introduce electric-powered
aircraft and implement new business
models for moving people and things.
The agenda starts with a discussion of
future aerospace policy and industrial
strategy. The conference also promises
updates on specific eVTOL aircraft programs, with companies represented
including Jaunt Air Mobility, Vertical
Aerospace, EHang, EmbraerX, and
VRCO. There will also be presentations
by developers of electric-, hybrid- and
hydrogen-powered fixed-wing aircraft,
including ZeroAvia, VoltAero, Faradair
Aerospace, and H55.
The latest regulatory and certification considerations will be discussed,
as will infrastructure requirements.
The conference also includes
speakers from airlines that are looking to reduce the carbon footprint of
their operations.
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With the decrease
in the number of
commercial and
private aviation
flights due to the
Covid-19 crisis, jet
fuel is now in great
abundance as the fuel
industry comes to
grips with the sudden
drop in demand.

Lack of flying leads to jet-A oversupply
by Curt Epstein
As commercial airlines continue to cancel
flights as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the situation has resulted in the lowest
demand for jet-A since the aftermath of
the 9/11 terror attacks in 2001. The Airports
Council International (ACI) recently noted
that it predicts close to 38.1 percent of global
passenger traffic will be lost in 2020, equating to 3.6 billion passengers. That curtailing
of global flights has led to an oversupply in
the amount of available jet-A.
“Airline fuel consumption prior to
Covid-19 in the U.S. was running about
1.7 million barrels per day (b/d),” said
Ben Brockwell, co-founder and executive
director of strategic content at the market analyst Oil Price Information Service
(OPIS). “That is now down to 1.3 million
b/d, and even that number is high because
it reflects barrels being produced and
going into storage and not into aircraft
for consumption.”
“Jet fuel demand loss on a percentage
basis now exceeds gasoline and diesel, a
stark change from the prior three years,
when jet fuel led all transportation fuels
in annual percentage growth,” added C.R.
Sincock, executive vice president for fuel
provider Avfuel.
According to the Department of Energy,
jet fuel consumption in March was down
16.4 four percent and year-over-year is
showing a decline of nearly 8 percent. As
the epidemic continues to grow, those
numbers are expected to fall even further.
“IHS Markit, our parent company, estimates that U.S. jet fuel demand in April
will fall to 607,000 b/d compared to
1.75 million b/d the same time last year,”
Brockwell told AIN. “That is a huge drop,
and the country is running out of space
to store fuel.” Some assessments say less
than 20 percent of the land-based fuel
storage remains empty.
“Producers have to discount the fuel
in order to incentivize someone to take
delivery today on the spot market and
store it, as opposed to waiting to buy it in
the future when demand picks up,” said
Sincock. When asked if this situation has
resulted in a “glut” of aviation fuel, he
replied, “to some degree, yes, because the
supply chain can’t be turned off and on
overnight. You have production ramped
up for a certain level of usage, and then
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when demand is cut in such a short
amount of time, of course, there will be
an oversupply in the market.”
For those still flying, the situation has
resulted in a hint of a silver lining at the
fuel pump. “Airline fuel demand is down
and supply is up,” said Brockwell, “a basic
equation for prices being as cheap as they
have been in two decades.”
Just as drivers have encountered the
lowest prices in years at the gas station,
that translates to the business aviation
sector as well. “We should see significantly
lower fuel prices at the pump,” noted Sincock. He referred to the negotiations with
Saudi Arabia and Russia to decrease crude
oil output. “But even if that happens, we
don’t expect fuel prices to be at the levels
we saw at the beginning of the year any
time soon.” With the demand reduction
in the marketplace between flying and
driving being in excess of two-thirds of
the production coming out of refineries,
Avfuel expects prices to remain depressed.
For the FBO industry, while cargo and
humanitarian flights continue, aside
from an early spate of aircraft and personnel repositioning back to their home
bases, there has been a corresponding
drop in fuel sales, according to Avfuel,

based on feedback from its more than
650 network members.
“We are so proud of this industry and
how many FBOs and flight operators have
remained open to service as part of the
critical infrastructure helping the fight
against Covid-19,” said Joel Hirst, the
Ann Arbor, Mich.-based company’s vice
president of sales.
To support them, the fuel provider has
waived the initial subscription fee for its
FAA-approved Part 139 Line Fuel Safety
and Supervisory training courses through
the end of June, giving all network customers free access to all of the Avfuel
Training System content for a year upon
new signup.
Avfuel has been in constant communication with its network, gathering the
latest resources on health and safety, the
CARES Act, training, operational guides,
marketing, and other topics on its website.
Hirst said the Avplan trip support division is available 24/7 to answer customer
questions, including Covid-19 updates
and trip feasibility at no cost, and he
also said Avfuel will be altering the tier
requirements for its Avtrip customer loyalty program to account for the current
economic environment.

Covid-19

Supply chain becomes key
worry as Covid crisis drags

Aviation International News

by Kerry Lynch
While measures were implemented early
on that have enabled aircraft manufacturing to continue during the Covid-19 crisis,
supply chain issues are growing and might
play a significant role in the speed of recovery once the pandemic eases, warned General Aviation Manufacturers Association
president and CEO Pete Bunce.
Speaking during an AIN-hosted webinar on April 7, Bunce said a decision by
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the Department of Homeland security
to recognize aircraft manufacturing
and maintenance essential activity has
helped companies continue to operate
and added that the industry has been
able “to do the best we could with the
circumstances that have evolved.”
While some manufacturers have disrupted production lines, many companies
have had to adjust workflows and shift

FAA issues jet fuel
biocide SAIB
The FAA has issued a Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin (SAIB)
cautioning about the use of aviation
fuel biocides such as Kathon FP1.5
and Biobor JF. They are used to eliminate microbiological contamination
in aircraft fuel tanks, and in engines
and aircraft where they are approved,
the OEM’s aircraft maintenance manual will include the correct method of
application and dosage.
According to the SAIB, several
recent instances showing adverse
engine effects after biocide application has been noted. While two
of the events were the result of
overdosing the aircraft fuel system
over the recommended amount
of biocide, one event caused a
reaction even with the prescribed
amount. The FAA told AIN, “Evidence suggests that Kathon FP1.5
biocide may deposit trace amounts
of material on fuel system components when blending procedures
are not followed, or under certain
other conditions.”
At this point the agency is not prohibiting the use of the products, but
“additional investigation by the aviation community is continuing regarding the solubility characteristics of this
biocide additive.”
As a result, DuPont, which makes
the Kathon additive, has recommended immediately discontinuing its
use for aviation applications, and GE
Aviation has removed it from its list of
approved fuel additives while testing
continues. The FAA has not had contact with the manufacturer of Biobor
regarding any limitations on the use
of its aviation fuel biocide.
C.E.

schedules, as well as implement other
measures, to ensure the health and safety
of their workforces.
But as the crisis has continued, a number
of smaller suppliers have had to halt operations in the face of positive Covid-19 tests
or regional restrictions. This has become
particularly important because, with the
efficiency of transportation and delivery
models, OEMs have over time increasingly
turned to a just-in-time parts model rather
than maintain large warehouses with components, Bunce said. This has made the
manufacturers particularly dependent
on suppliers, he said, adding it is an issue
globally. “The supply chain becomes very
critical to what the course will be as we go
through the rest of the year.”
As manufacturers grapple with supply
chain issues, they have turned to other
work to assist in Covid relief efforts,
continues on next page

including switching lines and
retooling to produce personal
protective gear and other medical
equipment, Bunce noted.
Bunce could not speak to what
ultimately it means for delivery
schedules, deferring to the manufacturers themselves. “If a factory
has closed down, obviously it will
have an impact” with a ripple effect.
But OEMs are still making deliveries, he said, adding some customers
have asked for an acceleration of
their scheduled delivery.
Bunce praised the efforts of
FAA and European Union Aviation Safety Agency regulators in
playing a role to ensure the system
continues to operate. “They have
accepted routine calls, meetings
and bent over backward to make
accommodations to be able to
keep their oversight function
working,” he said, citing as examples working virtually, using videoconferencing, and accepting
documentation digitally rather
than requiring on-site inspections.
“Without that cooperation, things
would be totally shuttered. The
regulators have done a great job.”
During the AIN webinar, European Business Aviation Association secretary-general Athar
Husain Khan agreed that the
regulators have been responsive
to industry, noting the agreement to defer air traffic control
charges at a cost of €1.1 billion
over the next couple of months.
European regulators have been
particularly focused on preparing for a return to service, Khan
added, noting EASA has invited
EBAA and other stakeholders to
collaborate on that eventuality.
Regulators further have provided
extensions for licensing and airworthiness certificates to facilitate this, and EBAA on Tuesday
participated in a call with the
European Commission to discuss how regulators and industry
can maximize recovery. “There is
quite a lot going on,” he said, adding he has seen an appreciation
for business aviation.
This is key because EBAA has
urged regulators and politicians to
fully coordinate with industry and
“more importantly, to ensure that
there is basic operational continuity for business aviation operators,
services providers, manufacturers,
and others in the supply chain.”
This is critical to maintaining
essential operations such as medical flights, as well as cargo and
repatriation efforts, among others.
Measures must ensure that business aviation can resume normal
activities as soon as possible, he
added, because with its agility and
adaptability, “business aviation

is one of the key elements of recovery of
economic activity of society. I’m reasonably enthusiastic and optimistic that this is
appreciated at the regulatory level.”
However, in the short term, the industry has been severely impacted, he said,
pointing to a 72 percent decrease in operations in the last week in March in Europe.
“The 374,000 people who work in the
European business aviation sector to date

face very uncertain and unclear times.”
He noted an EBAA survey of its members
that revealed that one-third of the European
operators have halted operations altogether.
Financial losses, meanwhile, are estimated
to range anywhere between 50 percent and
90 percent and as many as half the companies have had to put staff on leave, he said.
The three most pressing financial issues
that have surfaced are staffing, fixed

expertise

location costs, and taxes, Khan said, and
added liquidity and cash flow have become
causes of serious concern.
“We’re working to alleviate the crisis as
much as we can,” he said, pointing to the
launch of EBAA’s Covid-19 resource page
and its open letter sent jointly with GAMA
to European institutions outlining a plan of
action to protect the continuity and survival
of the industry.
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Covid-19

Pandemic spurs massive
aviation industry pivot

Patriots owner taps Universal
for delivery of 1 million masks

When the magnitude of the coronavirus pandemic became apparent, after airline Yet again, Universal Weather and Avia- leveraging Universal’s contacts within the
tion found itself handling the logistics for Civil Aviation Administration of China.
travel nearly disappeared and countries closed their borders as the number of another mission to transport one million Universal also advised the Kraft Group
Covid-19 infections and deaths climbed exponentially, many aviation industry masks from China to the U.S.—this time on the technical side, which had to equip
companies and people decided to put their resources to work.
using the New England Patriots football
the 767 with new avionics to make the
The response has been incredible, an outpouring of creativity and practical solu- team’s Boeing 767, according to a blog overseas flight.
tions designed to help not only those suffering from the pandemic but also to post. Universal was contacted by PatriLastly, Universal sent team member Eric
try to keep as many people employed as possible. Virtual events have replaced ots owner Robert Kraft’s company, the Tang from Beijing to Shenzen to source
face-to-face gatherings, and while hunkering down in an effort to “flatten the Kraft Group, for help with the overseas and arrange a 25-member crew to load the
curve” of infections, people are spending more time communicating with each mission that was initiated by Massachu- masks aboard the Boeing widebody. Tang
other, sharing information and their hopes and fears while planning for an uncer- setts Gov. Charlie Baker after striking a also coordinated delivery of the masks,
deal with Chinese manufacturer Ten- which were scattered among several waretain but hopefully better future.
cent to acquire the masks for the state’s
houses in Shenzen, to the airport.
Here are their stories, and no doubt there will be many more to come.
healthcare workers on the front lines of
In a separate announcement, Universal

Wheels Up launches ‘Meals Up’
Covid-19 response
Private aviation provider Wheels Up has
partnered with its brand ambassador,
Seattle Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson, and hunger relief organization Feeding America on Meals Up, a new initiative
that will supply 10 million meals for those
facing hunger during the Covid-19 crisis.
Feeding America has established an
extensive network of food banks across
the country over the past four decades,
and for the 37 million Americans who
experience food insecurity on a daily
basis, as well as those facing the prospect

of quarantine, layoffs, and lost wages,
the Covid-19 pandemic will mean an
increased reliance on and demand for
those local food banks.
Wheels Up, along with several of its
high-profile ambassadors/members, has
already contributed seven million meals
through the charity, on its way to the target 10 million. Wheels Up CEO Kenny
Dichter, in an interview on CNBC, referenced President John F. Kennedy’s
historic “Ask not what your country and
do for you, ask what you can do for your
country” speech in urging his fellow
CEOs and entrepreneurs to step up and
lend their assistance during this time of
national emergency.
He also offered the services of his company’s aircraft to New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo to transport volunteer medics
wherever they might be needed.
C.E.

Honeywell ramps up N95 mask production
Honeywell is adding to its capabilities for
producing personal protective equipment
(PPE), including N95 masks, with a new
production line added to its Phoenix engine
campus. Earlier, Honeywell unveiled plans
to add production capability for N95 masks
at its Smithfield, Rhode Island plant.
At the engine campus, Honeywell will
continue production of turbine engines
and auxiliary power units. The company
was able to make room for the PPE production by clearing out storage space,
according to a spokesman. In combination
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with the Smithfield plant, Honeywell
will be able to manufacture more than
20 million disposable N95 masks, which
are being sent to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.
To meet the demand for masks, Honeywell plans to hire workers to fill 500
new jobs in Arizona, in addition to the
500 new positions in Rhode Island. These
jobs are in addition to existing work
being done in these facilities, the spokesman told AIN. “We’re bringing in about
200 pieces of new machinery to produce
the masks,” he added. Honeywell has also
added to its PPE production capabilities
in other facilities outside the U.S.
“We have moved quickly to expand
our production capacity for N95 masks
globally and are pleased to announce our
second new U.S. manufacturing line to
supply the Strategic National Stockpile,”
said Honeywell chairman and CEO Darius Adamczyk.
M.T.
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the Covid-19 pandemic.
Its assistance included consulting the
Kraft Group and Tencent on a plan and
guidelines to get permission from the
U.S. and Chinese embassies, as well as

said it would waive certain fees—trip feasibility assessments, research, consultation services, and ground handling setup
charges—for any mission classified as a
humanitarian medical supply flight. J.S.

Robert Kraft, owner of the New England Patriots football team, volunteered use of the team’s
Boeing 767 to transport 1 million masks at the request of Massachusetts governor Charlie Baker.

Aviation fuel hose maker
devises ventilator concept
Engineers at Husky Corp., a manufacturer
of fuel nozzles and accessories (including
aviation fueling hoses), have come up with
a rapid-manufacture ventilator design the
company claims it could produce at a rate
of 500 a week to aid in the nation’s shortage during the Covid-19 pandemic. Husky
engineering manager Zach Holcomb
and design engineer Derek Willers have
produced a proof-of-concept ventilator

comprising readily available parts or those
that could be rapidly created through
additive manufacturing, according to the
Missouri-based company.
The design incorporates a standard
1,500-ml manual resuscitator bag and a
rubber ram that compresses the bag by
way of an air cylinder. Its ventilator also
features programmable controls that
adjust the flow rate of oxygen and the
frequency of compressions.
Husky noted that the air cylinder is
the same type it uses to test its fuel nozzles and other components that require
several hundred thousand test cycles
without failure. It also is exploring an
electric version of the ventilator that
wouldn’t require the air cylinder to make
it usable in areas that don’t have access
to compressed air, which hospital rooms
do. Before making the ventilator available,
Husky is seeking confirmation of its viability from a medical specialist such as a
biomedical engineer, pulmonologist, or
respiratory therapist.
J.S.

Covid-19

Textron Aviation begins mask,
face shield production
Textron Aviation began production in early
April of plastic face shields and cloth face
masks for healthcare providers and its own
employees during the Covid-19 pandemic.
A team from its process engineering department began production of the items as a
response to shortages of these supplies.
The Wichita airframer is working with
Wichita State University to make masks
using optically clear PET film. They first
tested and adapted the open-source
design of the shields. Using the company’s large Gerber cutter, the process engineering team began producing them.

It also settled on mask production after
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommended cloth or
fabric face coverings for people who are
in public spaces. Textron expects to produce thousands of cloth face masks that it
said can be laundered and reused. It hopes
that will free up the more-effective N95
and surgical masks for medical staff and
first responders. The manufacturer has
donated about 7,500 N95 masks and other
personal protective equipment to healthcare providers and first responders locally
and throughout Kansas.
J.S.

A team from
Textron Aviation’s
process engineering
department is
producing face
shields for health
care providers and
first responders.

Dassault has made a Falcon 8x and a Falcon 900 available to the French government to
support its efforts to contain the Covid-19 pandemic.

Dassault offers Falcons for
France’s Covid-19 fight
In support of the French government’s
efforts to stem the Covid-19 outbreak,
Dassault has provided two of its business
jets to the French Defense Ministry to
supply logistics and medical support for
civilian coronavirus control activities.
The aircraft—a Falcon 8X and Falcon
900—carry 15 and 13 passengers respectively, and are operated by Dassault Falcon Service (DFS), the manufacturer’s
maintenance and flight operations support subsidiary based at Le Bourget Airport. DFS also provides the flight crews.

The two business jets are being used as
part of Operation Resilience, and the first
mission took place on April 5, carrying a
team of 26 doctors and medical personnel from Brest to Paris. Depending on the
needs of the government, one or both of
the aircraft—which can land at small airports in all weather, without the need for
ground infrastructure—are available to
the French Air Force’s Air Defense and Air
Operations Command for the transport of
medical teams and equipment throughout
France and across the globe.
C.E.

Embraer will manufacture parts for the
ventilator and respirator industry under a
coalition of companies and research centers that aims to increase the availability
of equipment and solutions to combat
Covid-19 in Brazil. It will also work to
help develop high-efficiency filtration
systems that could turn regular hospital
beds into intensive care beds and portable
respirators.
“A group of professionals has already
been leading initiatives in support of a
respirator factory in Brazil, with a plan
to start the production of parts [in early
April], in response to the emergency
demand for this equipment,” the aircraft manufacturer said. “Embraer, in
cooperation with partner organizations,
has already completed the technical and

production capacity analysis required to
meet the identified needs.”
It is also working to provide technical
support for the development of biological
air filter systems for hospital beds, employing efficient filters already used in air conditioning systems on Embraer aircraft.
Another of the company’s work fronts is
dedicated to analyzing the manufacturing
process of control valves and flow sensors
for another respirator manufacturer in
Brazil, in addition to adapting an existing
respirator model for combating Covid-19.
“Embraer will keep monitoring the situation to find ways to contribute by using
its expertise integrating complex systems
for the benefit of the society in this worldwide cooperation to combat Covid-19,”
the company said.
C.T.

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS/WILTSHIRESPOTTE

Embraer to make ventilator
parts to combat Covid-19

N147QS was one of two NetJets Bombardier Global 6000s that flew from the U.S. to China to
pick up 5.5 tons of much-needed N95 masks and other medical equipment for Mount Sinai
Health System.

NetJets makes special delivery
run for Mount Sinai
A pair of NetJets Bombardier Global
6000s flew from Anchorage, Alaska, on
flights to Nanjing, China, to pick up surplus N95 masks and other medical equipment for Mount Sinai Health System, to
help medical professionals manage rising
cases of Covid-19.
According to FlightAware, EJA Flight
143 and N147QS left Anchorage International Airport (ANC) a few minutes apart
on March 26 at around 8 p.m. local time
and landed at Nanjing Lukou International Airport (NKG) on the same date
around 9:30 p.m. local. After loading up
the medical supplies, the Globals left
NKG in tandem at about 12:19 a.m. local,
stopping at ANC late in the afternoon on
March 26 to clear customs before flying
to Teterboro Airport (TEB), where they
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landed at 3 a.m. on March 27. Ground
crews at TEB then unloaded the 5.5 tons
of medical equipment for Mount Sinai.
A NetJets spokeswoman confirmed the
humanitarian flights but wasn’t able to
provide details about the flight-planning
process, which reportedly required special
approval from two U.S. agencies—Customs and Border Protection and the Food
and Drug Administration—and the Chinese government. “NetJets was proud to
partner with Goldman Sachs and Mount
Sinai Health System to transport critical
medical supplies from China to New York
City during a time of such need. We feel
fortunate to have been able to leverage
our aircraft to support such an important
cause,” she told AIN.
C.T.
continues on next page
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XO launches supply flights
for NYC medical providers

VistaJet offers Covid-19 support,
short aircraft leases
VistaJet has come up with some new ways
of the necessary permits and paperwork.”
to keep business rolling against the masTo help reduce the spread of the virus,
sive disruption presently being meted out VistaJet said it is working with Control
on the world by the Covid-19 pandemic, Risks and Osprey, for example, “for secuwhile also trying to make its aircraft avail- rity and safety advice using both human
able for those grappling with the impact and AI-driven intelligence, while MedAire
on their organizations.
provides leading medical support on the
The company, which operates a fleet of ground and in the air.”
Bombardier Globals and Challenger 350s,
All VistaJet crews are checked for signs
is providing “complimentary empty leg of the virus twice a day and each Vistaflights for governments, medical organi- Jet aircraft is sanitized after every flight.
zations, and health experts” in the light Passengers who have recently traveled to
of the lack of airline services, and believes
high-risk locations have their temperaits global infrastructure can help move
ture tested prior to boarding.
critical medical products in the light of
Thomas Flohr, VistaJet’s founder and
cargo capacity being seriously curtailed.
chairman, said: “As the events of the last
VistaJet has set up a section on its website
few months show, 2020 is not set to be
called “Supporting Communities” and said business as usual. I have no doubt that the
it has been working through the regulations strong increase recorded over the past 10
over the past week to understand how much weeks includes fliers looking for safer and
it can do to provide the transportation of key cleaner alternatives to commercial flying.”
medical supplies, “which typically involves
In addition, the company has introhighly regulated and specific certifications.” duced a new short-term lease of its aircraft,
The company said it is “working called Dynamic Jet Lease, which can last
directly with Governments and Consul- “one, two, or three months.” The monthly
ates around the world, helping them to
lease offers flexibility and the ability for
repatriate citizens by providing compli- the aircraft to be brought in at short notice.
mentary empty leg flights.” Additionally, VistaJet typically offers aircraft only on
it is assisting with the “complex logistics 36-month leases.
I.S.

CAE to produce ventilators,
offer healthcare training
CAE has jumped into the fight against Covid19, preparing to begin production of ventilators and launching complimentary training
seminars for healthcare personnel. The
Canadian training specialist said its healthcare engineers and scientists designed a
“simple, maintainable, easy-to-manufacture”
ventilator prototype in just 11 days. That
prototype is undergoing approval by Health
Canada and CAE is sourcing components to
begin production in the meantime. CAE is
hoping to have the first ventilators produced
in three to four weeks and to manufacture as
many as 10,000 over the next three months,
a company spokesperson said.
In addition, the training seminars
involve both web and hardware-based
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simulator training on safe practices of
ventilation and intubation. “This is even
more critical right now when ventilation
and intubation are being done by healthcare professionals who are not trained for
these complex procedures,” CAE said.
“CAE has employees around the world,
and we are all proud of the impact we can
have by putting our expertise to work to
create a ventilator that can help save lives
in the fight against Covid-19,” said CAE
president and CEO Marc Parent. “Once
this prototype is approved by public
health authorities, we are looking at manufacturing thousands of units in our Montreal plant and in other sites over the next
few months.”
K.L.
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Online charter platform XO is making all
of its inbound flights to New York City
available for transport of medical equipment and products for hospitals there
dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic. “Our
team at XO is continuously working to
support our community at large during
this difficult time,” said XO chief commercial officer Ron Silverman. “Knowing
that New York City is the most impacted
city in our country, our goal is to assist
hospitals and their medical partners, to
transport needed supplies in a timely
manner, from cities across the country.”

With a daily, updated flight schedule,
XO will highlight direct flights to the tristate area. It has set up a web page for
information on how medical providers
and hospitals can contact it directly.
The flights will be supported by parent
company Vista Global and VistaJet, which
earlier began offering complimentary
empty leg flights on its fleet of 115 aircraft
to governments—such as for repatriation—
and medical organizations with critical
travel requirements during the pandemic.
Vista Global said it would also assist with
the necessary permits and paperwork. J.S.

Universal Avionics
sets up protective gear
assembly line
Tucson, Ariz.-based Universal Avionics
has provided assembly line space in its
headquarters facility for the local chapter
of volunteer charity organization Hope
Worldwide to manufacture medical face
masks and shields in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
“This plan was developed in coordination with the University of Arizona, City
of Tucson, Pima County, and the Arizona
Technology Council, and is a great example of our community coming together,”
said Steve Pagnucco, Universal’s vice
president of operations. “Within one
week of reaching out to our partners to
see how we could help, we had an assembly line safely set up to produce much
needed personal protective equipment.”
“We are grateful for the tremendous
outpouring of support to protect our
healthcare workers and first responders,”

Workers from non-profit Hope Worldwide
manufacture medical face masks and face
shields on an assembly line established in
the Universal Avionics facility in Tucson.
said Daniel Dicochea, Director of Hope
Worldwide’s Tucson chapter. “We want
to equip as many of our heroes as we can
against this pandemic. The production of
these shields is only possible because of
community donors and volunteers.” C.E.

Piper opens face shield production line
Piper Aircraft has opened a new production
line at its Vero Beach, Florida, facilities, but
instead of airplanes, this line will concentrate on the production of a piece of muchneeded personal protective equipment
(PPE) for medical personnel at Cleveland
Clinic Indian River Hospital during the
Covid-19 pandemic. The new line began
manufacturing face shields last month.
“This is a critical time for our community, our country, and the world,” said
Piper COO James Funk. “It is a time for
action, cooperation, and collaboration.
As a team, we can make a difference for
people in need and directly support those
fighting the battle on the front lines of
this unprecedented crisis.”
According to Piper, its manufacturing
engineering team had been looking for
ways to help in the pandemic when it

fashioned a prototype face shield using
off-the-shelf materials, including plastic,
industrial tape, foam, and elastic. Following approval of the prototype, the
team began sourcing the materials from
wholesale suppliers and established the
production line. “This is just one small
way that we are trying to help,” Funk
added. “We want healthcare providers,
especially, and patients to be safe, therefore it’s vital that we all pull together to
help our community, weather this crisis,
and come out the other side stronger
than ever.”
Piper said it has the ability to produce
thousands of face shields daily. In addition to the face shields, Piper said it will
be donating more than 1,300 N95 masks
to the hospital.
J.S.
continues on page 35

API’s winglet pioneer
Joe Clark passes away

WELCOME TO

by Kerry Lynch
Aviation Partners Inc. (API) co-founder
and CEO Joe Clark, the aviation pioneer and entrepreneur whose vision of
blended winglets led to the design being
incorporated on thousands of aircraft,
died on March 30. He was 78.
“Joe revolutionized the aviation industry,”
said Tom Gibbons, COO of API joint venture APiJET. “He would dream it and then
find people who could make it happen.”
Born in Calgary, Alberta, Clark soon
moved to the Seattle area, where he grew
up. According to the San Diego Air &
Space Museum, he discovered his affinity for aviation while at the University of
Washington, taking flying lessons at the
time. His career path was set for good
after a trip to the 1964 Reno Air Races
with friend Clay Lacy aboard a Learjet 23.
At the age of 24, he founded Jet Air, the
first Learjet dealership in the Northwest.
“We’d and the Learjet in places where jets
had never landed before,” API had quoted
Clark as saying. “People would come out
to the airplane and they’d think you were
in a spaceship.” He became involved in
marketing and sales with Gates Learjet,
as well as the Raisbeck Group.
In 1981, Clark shifted to regional airline
operations, co-founding Horizon Air, which
was later sold to Alaska Airlines. He subsequently founded a company to market ex-military jet trainers, Avstar, and co-founded the
Friendship Foundation, which established
an around-the-world speed record of 36
hours, 54 minutes, and 15 seconds in a Boeing 747-SP and raised $500,000 for children’s charities in the process.
Clark co-founded Aviation Partners in
1991 when Dennis Washington asked him
to find a means for his Gulfstream II to
fly across the country nonstop, according
to NBAA. That launched their Seattlebased firm, which initially developed for
the Gulfstream II blended winglets that
reduced drag by more than 7 percent. In
subsequent decades, the technology took

Aviation
Partners
Inc. (API)
co-founder and
CEO Joe Clark
root, and now more than 70 percent of the
Gulfstream fleet uses blended winglets, as
do more than some 6,000 Boeing aircraft
and numerous other business jet models.
At NBAA-BACE 2019, API estimated that
its winglets have saved in excess of 10 billion gallons of fuel.
Over his career, Clark was involved in
a number of organizations and garnered
numerous accolades, including being
inducted into the San Diego International
Air and Space Hall of Fame, becoming a
Living Legends of Aviation’s Aviation
Entrepreneur of the Year, and receiving
one of NBAA’s highest honors, the Meritorious Service to Aviation Award.
“Everyone here at the museum is
deeply saddened by the news of Joe
Clark’s passing,” said Jim Kidrick, president and CEO of the San Diego Air &
Space Museum, where Clark had served
as a trustee. “Joe’s innovations in aviation technologies have been felt all over
the world. Joe was such an important
and beloved friend to the museum, and
he is already greatly missed.”
“Joe found extraordinary joy in all things
aviation,” said NBAA president and CEO
Ed Bolen. “His legacy will long be visible
on the thousands of business and commercial aircraft fitted with his winglets
to increase performance and efficiency,
while also reducing carbon emissions. It
will also be deeply felt by the thousands of
individuals and aviation organizations Joe
touched in his remarkable lifetime.”

JetHQ moves headquarters to U.S.
Aircraft broker and consultancy JetHQ
is now U.S.-based with headquarters
in Kansas City, Missouri, the company
announced on March 31. It has completed
the process of moving from Dubai, which
previously served as its international
headquarters, in an effort to better serve
growth for its domestic divisions.
“This move is about allocating resources
to better serve our customers in the areas
of the most growth—the United States,”
said JetHQ founder and managing director

Garett Jerde. “This allows us to continue
to expand while maintaining the dedicated
level of responsiveness and support our
clients expect from our team. Being U.S.
based opens up more resources to show
our expertise and service.”
Late last year JetHQ opened an East
Coast office at Million Air in White Plains,
New York. It plans to add a sales director
on the West Coast and will continue to
operate its Dubai office and satellite locations elsewhere.
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StandardAero’s
engine exchange
program currently
applies to Honeywell
TFE731, CFE738,
and Pratt & Whitney
PW305 turbofans as
well as Honeywell
36-100/150 series
APUs.

Engine extension programs
keep older models flying
by Jerry Siebenmark
As the business aviation industry matures
along with some of the aircraft making up
its active fleet, MROs and others are coming
up with ways to extend the life of aging business aircraft whose diminished resale value
make engine overhauls cost-prohibitive. “As
aircraft get older you can see engine events
where to get the engine back into full-flying
condition, it’s going to cost more money than
the whole aircraft is worth,” StandardAero
business aviation division president Marc
Drobny told AIN. “So situations like that are
really incumbent upon folks like us to come
up with options so we can keep the aircraft
flying. Otherwise, they’re almost disposable
assets at that point.”
A number of alternatives exist to help
operators extend the time between

explained. “We’ll probably see it more
often in the aged fleet where aircraft values
are deteriorating a bit and full investment
in a true overhaul is going to add another
800 or 1,000 hours or more to the life of
the engine [but] just isn’t in keeping with
what the aircraft owner is looking for.”
Other program options allow Standardoverhauls of turbine and turbofan engines Aero to purchase older engines, enabling
through STCs—including those offered
aircraft owners to recoup some value, as
by More Company and Sky Aviation well as lease engines to owners and operHoldings—as well as StandardAero, which
ators who choose to do extensive engine
is the latest company to join the effort to overhauls but need their aircraft flying
prolong overhaul intervals. There’s a good in the interim. Currently, the program
reason. According to JetNet, of the 22,500 applies to specific engine models—Honbusiness jets in the worldwide active fleet, eywell TFE731 and CFE738, and Pratt &
more than a third are 20 years or older. It Whitney PW305—as well as Honeywell
was one of the factors StandardAero con- 36-100/150 series APUs. But “we definitely
sidered in developing its engine exchange will be expanding this into other engine
program, which lets aircraft owners variants over time just as the interest from
exchange their engines or purchase
the market [grows],” Drobny added. A
replacement engines with lower time to “couple dozen engines and APUs” are curextend the life of their aircraft.
rently in StandardAero’s inventory with
“I think it’s going to be an increasingly plans to build on that, he added.
important piece of our product portfolio to
But the options aren’t limited to just
provide these sorts of exchanges,” Drobny those turbofans. Last fall, at NBAA-BACE

Boeing suspends Philadelphia
rotorcraft production
Boeing suspended operations at its military rotorcraft assembly plant in Ridley
Township, Pennsylvania, outside Philadelphia effective on April 3 “in light of the
company’s continuous assessment of the
spread of Covid-19 in the region.” The facility employs 4,600 and is responsible for
production of the Bell/Boeing V-22 Osprey
tiltrotor fuselage, the CH-47 Chinook
tandem-rotor aircraft, and outfitting of the
USAF MH-139A Grey Wolf from Leonardo.
Boeing said the suspension would last
until April 20. During the shutdown the
company will conduct a deep cleaning of
its facilities at the site, establish “rigorous”
criteria for return to work, and “monitor
government guidance and actions on
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Covid-19 and associated impacts on company operations.” Employees who cannot
work from home will receive paid leave
for 10 working days, double the normal
company policy.
“Suspending operations at our vital
military rotorcraft facilities is a serious
step, but a necessary one for the health
and safety of our employees and their
communities,” said Steve Parker, Boeing
Vertical Lift vice president and general
manager. “We’re working closely with
government and public health officials in
the tri-state region. We’re also in contact
with our customers, suppliers, and other
stakeholders affected by this temporary
suspension.”
M.H.
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in Las Vegas, Sky Aviation Holdings affiliate TBO Extension LLC introduced an
extension program for Pratt & Whitney
Canada JT15D-5 and JT15D-4 engines that
extends their time between overhauls by
2,000 hours through an FAA STC. The
program requires a hot section inspection
of the engines that is performed by Dallas
Airmotive and the installation of engine
data recording equipment at one of Signature TechnicAir’s service centers. The program costs $300,000 compared with an
average $850,000 bill for overhauling the
engines, according to the company. Kyle
McConnell of Sky Aviation told AIN that
aircraft eligible for the program include
the Beechjet 400A, Hawker 400XP, and
the Cessna Citation V. It will soon be
extended to include the Citation II and
Ultra, he added.
Certainly the oldest provider of engine
extension programs among the three providers is More (Maintenance on Reliable
Engines) Company, which since 1993 has
developed eight FAA STCs for multiple
variants of the venerable Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A turboprop engine. The
Nevada-based company’s STC and maintenance program is what it calls “aggressive”—more frequent inspections and
examinations of certain components and
parts of the engine than what is called for
by the OEM. But, as More Company general manager Holly Lepire explained to
AIN, the idea is to catch issues early and
to promptly correct them, which improves
engine durability, longevity, and safety.
More’s system includes periodic borescope
inspections of the hot section, inspections
of the compressor and exhaust duct areas,
powerplant-adjustment tests, spectrometric oil and filter debris analyses, engine
vibrational analysis, and preventive maintenance. Its program increases the PT6A’s
time between overhaul to 8,000 hours. In
the past 27 years, operators in more than 50
countries have used More’s STCs on more
than 2,500 engines, according to Lepire.
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Production on the CH-47 is among the efforts that will cease as Boeing halts activity at its
Pennsylvania plant.

Honeywell is
pulling together
multiple aspects
of managing a
flight through a
single platform it
calls Forge.

Honeywell integrates flight
management with Forge
by Kerry Lynch
Honeywell is rolling out an analytics
With the overlay of flight-planning serplatform, Forge, that will provide opera- vices, operators can see things such as
tors with a holistic approach to mission weather both locally and throughout the
management from connectivity to flight trip, he added. Forge is designed to accomoperations, navigation databases, and modate the operator’s own flight-planning
maintenance. The Forge platform evolved services, whether from Honeywell or
from what had formerly been known as
another provider. He further said, “where
Honeywell’s GoDirect portfolio, building we’re going with scheduling and where
on connectivity and data services with an we’re going with maintenance is going to
integrated approach that enables operators
be so much better than what we’ve done
to manage multiple aspects of a flight from so far.” Additionally, the portal provides
end-to-end through a single dashboard
security capabilities.
“Honeywell Forge is a powerful suite of
Honeywell unveiled Forge to its custechnologies that enable operators to pre- tomer advisory board early last week and
vent problems and have ongoing visibility said the response was “overwhelming”
into their fleet status in real time,” said John with operators wanting it immediately
Peterson, vice president and general man- and asking for as many capabilities as
ager of software and services at Honeywell soon as possible with “a sense of urgency.”
Connected Enterprise, Aerospace.
In fact, 100 operators have immediately
Through the dashboard, flight depart- signed on, but Peterson expects to have
ments can see and fix issues as they arise
the company’s entire customer base
and have a better understanding of fleet moved over in the next several months.
operations, Honeywell said. The end result
Peterson pointed to the launch of
will be lower costs to the operator. “We’re GoDirect in 2016, saying “It was an exciting
going to take the tens of thousands—up launch for us. We really wanted to do someto $100,000—[it costs] to collect informa- thing different for business aviation.” The
tion on an aircraft, and we’re going to turn service has provided alerts on connectivity
it into low-thousands of dollars,” he said.
to ensure operators “didn’t break the budThe dashboard is customized to the
gets” and a number of other tools for operoperator and provides alerts enabling ators to control services. “We have saved
directors of maintenance and flight oper- operators hundreds of thousands of dollars
ations to know where each aircraft in the per year, just by putting the information in
fleet is at a given moment.
their hands and giving them control.”
It further provides real-time views
Forge expands on that based on cusof connectivity issues, changes in flight tomer feedback, he said, noting they were
plans, navigation database availability, asking for services such as scheduling on
and maintenance events. If there is a con- the same platform. Operators have had to
nection issue, it is flagged, and the oper- log in separately and use separate comator can take a deeper look to determine puters, smartphones, or other devices, to
service and satellite coverage areas to see obtain that information. Customers also
if it is an area that has weaker coverage or wanted flight-planning, but didn’t neceswhether the service was turned off or has
sarily use Honeywell’s service, he further
a problem. It also provides a view of ongo- cited as an example.
ing streaming or other heavy data use and
“We started looking at this,” he said,
whether an operator may be approaching “and realized how operators and Honeylimits. These capabilities can be used with well’s capabilities have matured in the
different types of connectivity services.
areas of connectivity. Business aviation
Providing 24/7 support, Honeywell also is really looking for something much
has the capability of tracking issues and more than just a service provider; just the
helping the operators troubleshoot them. megabytes and minutes.”
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Parking an airplane? Here’s what you need to know
by Jerry Siebenmark
With the Covid-19 pandemic showing no
signs of a quick easing, business aircraft
could be parked longer than their owners
and operators originally expected. What
might have first been anticipated as a temporary interruption lasting a few weeks has
evolved into a situation where a company’s
multimillion-dollar asset could be sitting
for several more months or even longer.
And that’s given rise to the need for owners
and operators to understand that parking
an airplane for a period of time goes well
beyond towing it into a hangar and putting
covers on the engines and pitot tubes.
“The modern business jet doesn’t like
to sit around,” Thoroughbred Aviation
founder and president Nathan Winkle
said during an April 9 NBAA webinar on
maintaining parked aircraft. “We’re going
to have some issues. I think it would be
naïve of operators and owners to think on
the day of the all-clear that we can just
return back to full flying.”
Those issues will be compounded and
become more costly and time-consuming if operators and owners don’t ready
their airplanes for a period of inactivity—and perform maintenance before
and during the period they are idled,
Winkle and other maintenance experts
said on the webinar and also in interviews with AIN.
First, it’s important for the owner or
operator to determine whether the aircraft is going to be parked or stored, Kasey
Harwick, Duncan Aviation v-p of aircraft
services in Lincoln, Nebraska, told AIN.
Parking an aircraft for the short-term
requires different maintenance measures
than does storing an aircraft for the long
term, which calls for specific preservation
actions to the airframe and engines that are
generally outlined by airframe and engine
OEMs in their maintenance manuals.
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For short-term parking, Harwick recommended putting the aircraft in a hangar. If
a hangar isn’t available, parking it on a level
surface and into prevailing winds, as well
as mooring it—especially for instances of
severe weather—is the next best option, he
said. Also, install safety equipment such as
landing gear lock pins, chock landing gear,
and ensure all access doors and panels
are secure. Static and protective covers
for engine inlets and exhaust should be
installed as well as on pitot probes.
Operators should also attach an aircraft
grounding cable, set all master switches
and controls in the flight compartment to
off or neutral, and center control surfaces
and use gust locks if available. Harwick
added the airplane’s batteries should also
be disconnected and tires maintained at
the manufacturer’s specified pressures.
In addition to those recommendations,
Harwick and others suggested “exercising” the airplane every week or two that
it’s idle. That means pulling the airplane
out of the hangar and onto the ramp and
running every system, as well as taxiing
it, which gets fluids running through the
aircraft and the wheels moving to avoid
the formation of flat spots on its tires

(those can also be avoided by regularly
rotating its tires). Such actions should
also include running the airplane’s lavatory and environmental control systems,
as well as its satcom and wireless internet, in case there are software updates
that need to be downloaded.
“Just like us human beings, it’s good to
get out, stretch and get some exercise,”
Western Aircraft director of aircraft services Jody Harris told AIN.
For aircraft that are stored long term,
experts recommend following OEM guidance on the airframe, engines, and APU
since each aircraft model is unique. But
along with that, Harwick suggested routinely draining water from the airplane’s
fuel tanks and performing a fuel contamination test, if possible.
He also said some engines require using
desiccant placed on a rack in the inlet and
exhaust of the engine, followed by placing a humidity indicator card in them to
ensure excessive moisture isn’t accumulating, and masking the inlet and exhaust
off with plastic. Lastly, it’s important to
continue to conduct regularly scheduled
inspections while the aircraft remains in
long-term storage, Harwick added.

Prolonged
periods of
inactivity mean
that operators
need to look up
manufacturerrecommended
practices for
long-term
parking or
storage.
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One area that can be overlooked when
parking or storing an aircraft is the
preservation of its exterior and interior,
according to Immaculate Flight director of operations Phillip Hoyme. Hoyme,
whose company specializes in aircraft
cleaning, said that it means having a professional clean, and apply protection to
the aircraft’s exterior and interior before
parking or storing it. Doing so will help
ensure the paint remains undamaged
and prevent things like mold and mildew
developing in the cabin.
“You would much rather protect than
restore on the back end,” he said. Hoyme
added that keeping an aircraft parked or
stored in a cool environment is optimal
for its preservation and return to service,
including putting a sunscreen in place
in the cockpit and lowering the window
shades in the cabin.
Desiccant can also be used inside the
airplane to prevent any moisture build-up
as long as the bags are changed once full.
Moreover, he said, it’s a good idea to regularly air out the cabin of the airplane by
opening all access points, including the
baggage compartment. “You really want
to make sure you’re getting air moving
through the cabin as much as possible,”
Hoyme said.
Perhaps just as important is documenting everything that is done to the
airplane while it is parked or stored, Winkle suggested during the webinar. Doing
so could avoid a lot of hassles later for
the owner or operator when it comes to
selling the aircraft.
“It’s important to document that stuff,
and document what you’re doing right
now so that you’re not challenged,” Winkle said. “Because it could have an impact
on value, it could have an impact on your
deal down the road.”

Covid-19

Device enables multiple patients
to use one ventilator
Safe Flight Instrument has developed a
device that enables a single ventilator to be
used by four patients simultaneously, the
prototype of which is undergoing approval
under the emergency-use authorization
for use by hospitals. Called the Quad/
Vent Splitter, the device was developed
by Michael Lambton, a mechanical design
engineer for the manufacturer of aviation
safety and flight performance systems.
Using 3-D printing, the product is
designed with four independent ports
that can be stopped using tethered splitter plugs, permitting a two-, three-, or
four-way configuration. Safe Flight said
pending EUA approval, it will deliver
the products to hospitals that have been
participating in trials of it and make the

design available under license to companies with more extensive additive manufacturing capabilities.
The hope is that the Quad/Vent Splitter
will compensate for the lack of availability
of ventilators that are being used to treat
patients during the pandemic. Lambton
came up with the design after speaking
with a relative who is a medical professional working on the front lines of the
Covid-19 crisis.
“Having both the technical ability and
support from Safe Flight made me feel as
though it was my obligation to contribute in
any way I could,” he said. “The company’s
ability to rapidly reconfigure its people and
processes to tackle this dynamic problem
has been nothing short of inspiring.” J.S.

Gulfstream maintains production
while fighting Covid-19
Gulfstream Aerospace is not only keeping
its business jet production lines, green
aircraft completions, product support
operations, and G700 flight-test campaign ongoing during the Covid-19 crisis,
but it is also helping in the fight against
the virus. The Savannah, Georgia-based
aircraft manufacturer has donated personal protection equipment to hospitals
in New York, made monetary donations
to organizations that help those in need,
and is now using its 3D printers to make
medical equipment.
“To help address the shortage of medical supplies, we have already donated
3,500 N95 masks and more than 3,100
protection suits to U.S. hospitals and
public health organizations,” it said.
“We have also provided more than

$60,000 to Savannah-based organizations working to assist those in need. To
support other Gulfstream communities,
donations are also being made in Dallas;
Long Beach, California; and Appleton,
Wisconsin.”
Meanwhile, Gulfstream—in partnership with two of its General Dynamics
sister companies—is using its 3D printers to produce adapters for a Canadian
clinic trial examining if CPAP/BiPAP
machines can be converted to usable
ventilators. The company is also using
its 3D labs to print tension-release bands
for surgical masks and is working with
its General Dynamics sister companies
to pursue Food and Drug Administration
registration/approval of 3D-printed nasal
test swabs.
C.T.
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Caregiving a
problem for
bizav sector
by Kimberly Perkins
Unlike the seniority-based structure of the
airline industry, business aviation pilots
are able to move from one company to
the next with relative ease. Therefore, it is
not uncommon to see competitive incentive perks used as retention tools. From
bonuses to tuition reimbursement—even
gym memberships—these benefit packages are aimed at recruiting and retaining
top talent. In the balancing game of career
fulfillment vs. quality-of-life, are these
handouts enough to keep business aviation
pilots from transferring to the airlines? Or
do the airlines hold the winning card? Providing better support for business aviation
pilots’ caregiver obligations could be an
ace in the hole for our industry. And there
is a pathway to get there.

Kimberly
Perkins
When we compare the percentage of
female student pilots (13 percent) to airline transport pilots (4.3 percent), a negative trend reveals that 67 percent of these
women aren’t making it to the top rung of
the pilot career ladder. One might assume
that time would remedy this destructive
trend, yet four decades have proven that
the statistic remains relatively static.
Understanding the exodus of female
pilots across the industry may be the key
to understanding why business aviation
continues to lose pilots for the greener
pastures—or bluer skies—of the airlines.
I surveyed 100 female pilots, asking
them to identify a singular policy initiative
that would reverse this trend. Fifty-five
percent said that “better schedule predictability” would keep more women in aviation. Caregiving, whether it’s for a child, an
aging parent, or for oneself, requires predictable days off. Some women explained
that they knew of fellow female pilots—or
that they, themselves—navigated the caregiving vs. unpredictable schedule predicament by deferring career advancement,
bypassing a captain upgrade, leaving business aviation for the airlines, or by never
having kids at all. Schedule predictability
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and caregiving responsibilities are not company providing “people-based
Utilization Variation: Each month, airsolely a gender issue, however.
business aviation recruiting solutions,” line crewmembers bid on how much they
Nationwide, slightly more than 50 per- explained that there’s more to offer than want to work. If caregiving responsibilities
cent of millennial dads say that being a just more money. Now, the industry must increase, one could bid for a low-utilizagood parent is one of the most important address the elephant in the room—the tion workload (11 days, for example). If the
things in their lives (up from 42 percent of “stable working hours” predicament.
crewmember wants to make a few extra
Gen X dads). More and more dads are optThe airlines offer a host of quality-of- dollars, they have the option to bid a highing out of careers in favor of caregiving life initiatives that provide schedule pre- utilization schedule (19 days, for examresponsibilities. Millennial dads are now dictability and somewhat stable working ple). While this type of monthly variation
twice as likely to be the primary caregiver hours. Most of these advantages can be would be complicated to implement in a
than previous generations. Over the past narrowed down into two distinct benefits: smaller flight department, the concept is
few decades, a family with two working planned days off and the ability to vary viable on a quarterly, bi-yearly, or yearly
caregivers has become the norm.
one’s workload.
schedule. Let’s say crewmember A has a
To meet this demand, other industries
Planned Days Off: The average Ameri- young child or an aging parent resulting
have adopted family-friendly initiatives. can gets 104 non-vacation days off per year in the need to become the lead parent
Campbell Soup Company and Patagonia
to make plans, attend birthday parties, or primary caregiver for a period of time.
offer in-house child daycare, while Netflix run races, volunteer, and manage a variety Conversely, crewmember B is a recent
offers unlimited paid time off (as long as
of caregiving responsibilities. While the empty-nester and would like to make a
employees meet their work responsibili- term is unfamiliar to many pilots, these
bit more money for a house renovation
ties). Twenty percent of AT&T’s employ- days off are commonly referred to as “the or a second honeymoon. Crewmember A
ees work from home, and Microsoft found weekend.” Airlines allow pilots to bid on
could take a 10 percent reduction in workthat a four-day workweek results in a 40 their schedule and have some control over load while crewmember B could pick up
percent increase in productivity. Large their days off for the upcoming month.
the 10 percent workload. In this example,
companies recognize employees’ needs
More often than not, business aviation
there is no extra financial expenditure.
for caregiving responsibilities and have
pilots’ days off are scheduled with little
Flight departments come in all shapes
adapted their policies to meet this grow- predictability, are assigned without input and sizes. Some have already implemented
ing trend. While business aviation may from the crewmember, or can be canceled family-friendly initiatives like rotational
not be able to offer all of these initiatives, last-minute. Occasionally, days off end up
schedules and the ability to bid secure days
it behooves the industry to take note of being retroactive—as in, “You didn’t work off. But, we can do more. One’s success in
the zeitgeist of the modern working class. last Wednesday, so that was your day off.” business aviation should not be contingent
I interviewed dozens of pilots who This type of scheduling doesn’t work for on one’s lack of caregiving obligations. For
explained that the nature of business avi- the average caregiver. Business aviation
too long our culture has inflated the imporation has been difficult on family life and could adopt a process similar to the air- tance of breadwinners while neglecting the
that their successes could not have been lines’ by allowing their pilots to request value of caregivers. We do have the tools,
possible without their partners’ taking on monthly secure days off.
it’s just a matter of action.
the primary caregiving responsibilities.
One millennial chief pilot explained why
his wife decided to stay at home when they
had kids: “As a result of my career moving
us twice, schedule, and workload, she had
to leave various positions. It became clear
to us that the best solution was to have her
at home, especially with young children.”
A Gen Xer dad, manager, and senior
captain substantiated this trend by
explaining that his schedule was “too
unpredictable and inconsistent to contribute to daily caregiving in a meaningful
way.” It was a family decision to put his
wife’s career on “pause” when they had a
child. This problem is not gender-specific.
I am a captain on a business jet and a
mom of two young girls. For me to have
Piaggio Aerospace, the Italian manufacturer of the Avanti Evo, hopes to find a buyer
this career, my husband, also a pilot, gave
and close the deal by year-end.
up a traditional flying role to become the
lead parent for our kids. He explained,
“Business aviation has a volatile schedule
and it’s too unreliable for us both to operThe notification deadline for groups inter- “extraordinary administration” after declaring
ate in that facet of aviation.” The trend
ested in purchasing Piaggio Aero Indus- insolvency in November 2018 and undergoreveals a depressing piece of advice: no
tries and its subsidiary, Piaggio Aviation, ing a year-long restructuring process.
matter your gender, if you want to have
has been extended because of the CovidPiaggio Aerospace, which also cona family and succeed in business aviation,
19 pandemic, it announced in late March. trols U.S. subsidiary Piaggio America,
you better marry someone willing to modFormal notifications of interest in acquir- does business in the aviation and engine
ify their professional goals for yours.
ing the Italian companies, under what segments. The former focuses on the
But due to an unwelcome trend initiofficials call an “expression of interest,” design, construction, and maintenance
ated by corporate pilots swapping private
will be accepted until May 4. The original
of civil and military aircraft, while the
jets for airlines, we have watched business
deadline for submitting an EOI was April 3. latter builds and maintains aero engines.
aviation pivot, ever so slightly, to compete
The deadline was extended “in view The companies were officially put up for
for new talent. The National Business Aviof the ongoing Covid-19 epidemiological sale in late February. At the time of that
ation Association’s compensation survey
emergency,” according to extraordinary announcement, Piaggio Aerospace said
indicates many flight departments are
commissioner Vincenzo Nicastro. The it had approximately €450 million ($485
increasing their pilots’ pay. While this is
two companies operating under the Piag- million) of orders in hand, with another
certainly part of the solution, Aviation
gio Aerospace brand were placed into equal amount pending.
J.S.
Personnel International, a recruiting
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and non-lethal capabilities from a platform
sized to hide in radar clutter and for the
urban canyons of megacities.”
The FARA program is being fast-tracked
under the “Other Transaction Authority
for Prototype” (OTAP) agreements. “The
Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft is
the Army’s number one aviation modernization priority and is integral to effectively
penetrate and dis-integrate adversaries’
Integrated Air Defense Systems,” said Dr.
Bruce D. Jette, Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology. “It will enable combatant commanders with greater tactical, operational,
and strategic capabilities through significantly increased speed, range, endurance,
survivability and lethality.”
The Army has selected Sikorsky’s Raider-X (depicted) and Bell’s Invictus as the two Future
The Army’s FARA solicitation structured the program into three phases:
Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA) finalists.
preliminary design; detailed design, build,
and test; and prototype completion
assessment and evaluation for entrance
into production phase. Initial competitors for the program included AVX Aircraft Co. partnered with L3Harris, Bell
Helicopter Textron, The Boeing Company, Karem Aircraft, and Sikorsky Airby Mark Huber
craft Corp. (Lockheed Martin). Phase one
ended when the government conducted
The U.S. Army has selected Bell and Warriors in 2017. In a statement released an initial design and risk review assessSikorsky to provide prototypes for its March 25, the Army said the service ment with each performer and selected
Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft “requires an aircraft capable of operating in two finalists to continue into phase two.
(FARA) program. Government flight tests a complex airspace and degraded environBell’s design includes a main rotor sysof Bell’s 360 Invictus and the compound, ments against peer and near-peer adversar- tem design based on the Bell 525 Relentcoaxial rotor Sikorsky Raider-X will begin ies with an advanced integrated air defense less super-medium civil twin currently
no later than the fall of 2023.
system. The current aviation fleet does not in advanced flight test, a lift- sharing
The Army has had a mission gap in this possess a dedicated aircraft to conduct fixed wing, a supplemental power unit
part of its rotary-wing fleet since it retired armed reconnaissance, light attack, and to increase power during times of high
the last of its fleet of Bell OH-58 Kiowa security with improved standoff and lethal demand, fly-by-wire flight controls,
ducted tail rotor, and an articulating
main rotor with high flapping capability
to enable high speed flight. The aircraft’s
stealth styling resembles that employed
by the canceled (2004) Boeing-Sikorsky
Covid-19
RAH-66 Comanche. Weapons include
a 20 mm canon, integrated munitions
launcher, advanced sensor technologies,
and a modular open systems approach
(MOSA) enabled by a “digital backbone”
from Collins Aerospace. Performance
targets include high-speed cruise speed
The U.S. air ambulance industry is 50 percent based on heightened aircraft
in excess of 185 knots.
requesting emergency funding of cleaning and decontamination protocols
Sikorsky’s Raider-X borrows heavily
$363.5 million from the federal gov- and quarantining of Covid-positive or
from its S-97 “Raider” demonstrator and
ernment. The amount is equivalent to exposed personnel.
features X2 technology that includes a
$254,424 per aircraft.
AAMS noted, “Like other segments of
rigid, coaxial main rotor, aft propulsor,
The Association of Air Medical Services the health care industry, air medical proand fly-by-wire flight controls, MOSA(AAMS) formally made the request for viders are incurring significant labor and
based avionics and mission systems with
funds from the Public Health and Social
other cost increases stemming from our
“plug-and-play” options for computServices Emergency Fund in a letter to
response to the Covid-19 pandemic. This
ing, sensors, survivability and weapons;
Department of Health and Human Ser- public health emergency has exacerself-monitoring and condition-based
vices (HHS) Secretary Alex Azar on April
bated the already precarious economic
maintenance to reduce routine mainte6. The association cited an up to 40 per- viability of emergency air providers
nance and inspections; and growth marcent reduction in air medical transports across the country and threatens the
gins for increased speed, combat radius
due to the Covid-19 crisis as a result of closure of additional air medical bases
and payload. Performance targets include
multiple state “stay at home” and “social at a time when this service is acutely
high-speed cruise in excess of 250 knots.
distancing” orders. Further, the request needed.” AAMS asked that Medicare
The down-select was announced soon
noted the increased cost of transports Administrative Contractors release the
after the same companies (with Sikorsky
that are flown due to the need for crews
funds directly to air ambulance providpartnered by Boeing) received contracts
to wear personal protective equipment ers based on their number of licensed air
for work on the parallel Future Long
(PPE) and increased labor costs of up to
medical aircraft.
M.H.
Range Assault Aircraft program to replace
the UH-60.

Bell, Sikorsky advance in
U.S. Army FARA contest

U.S. air ambulances seek $363.5M in aid
to support medevac services
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News Update
Air BP Providing Free Fuel
To UK Air Ambulances

Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic, Air
BP provided free jet fuel for a number
of UK air ambulance helicopter services
during the month of April. This followed
BP’s earlier announcement that it
supplyed free fuel to the UK’s emergency
services ground transport vehicles.
“We are pleased to be able to play a
small part and support these emergency
service organizations as they continue to
provide a critical service to communities
in these difficult times. Our commitment
to safe, reliable fueling operations remains
unwavering, and we’re grateful for the hard
work of our front-line Air BP operators who
continue to enable us to meet the needs of
our customers,” said Air BP CEO Jon Platt.

To Save Helo Crew, SpaceX
Dragon Lost in Drop Test

SpaceX lost a Crew Dragon spacecraft
test article in late March during a planned
parachute drop test from a heavy-lift
helicopter, according to a statement
from the Hawthorne, California-based
company. The incident occurred when
the test article, which was suspended
underneath an Erickson S-64 Air Crane
being operated by Helicopter Transport
Services (HTS), became “unstable.”
“Out of an abundance of caution and
to keep the helicopter crew safe, the
pilot pulled the emergency release,” the
statement said. Because the helicopter
and test article were not at the specified
drop zone, the test article was not
armed to deploy its parachute system,
which is intended to safely return to
earth the Crew Dragon and its human
crew from a space mission. As a result,
the test article was destroyed.
SpaceX is working together with NASA
to determine the testing program going
forward. The program is expected to lead
to Crew Dragon’s second demonstration
mission. Crew Dragon is SpaceX’s
next-generation spacecraft designed
to carry humans to the International
Space Station and other destinations.

Leonardo To Offer RUAS Training

Leonardo is expanding its training
offerings to include rotorcraft UAS
(RUAS). The company recently obtained
an authorized training organization
certificate from Italian national civil
aviation authority ENAC for UAS for
training for light and very light category
remotely piloted systems through
its Helicopter Training Academy in
Sesto Calende. This certification
makes Leonardo the first rotorcraft
OEM to offer this training.
Leonardo is also developing training for
the AWHERO 441-pound-class RUAS. The
training syllabus will use elements from that
for piloted helicopters including simulation
and a mission planning system tool based
on the Leonardo SkyFlight system.

by Mark Huber
The colorful and controversial reign of
Lynn Tilton at MD Helicopters is over. Tilton resigned as CEO of MD Helicopters
and relinquished control of other Patriarch Partners portfolio companies following rulings by a Delaware bankruptcy
court in March. MD is continuing normal
operations. Tilton served as CEO of both
Patriarch and MD.
Patriarch bought “distressed” companies via funding from a series of collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) marketed
through Patriarch via its $2.5 billion
“Zohar” funds. Tilton placed the funds into
bankruptcy in 2018 in what now appears
an unsuccessful attempt to keep Patriarch’s portfolio from being liquidated by
Zohar creditors including bond insurer
MBIA, which insured $1 billion worth of
Zohar notes. Combined debt of the funds

is estimated at $1.7 billion.
At one point Tilton said Patriarch controlled 70 companies, but by the time of
the Zohar bankruptcy filing that number has shrunk to 25. Tilton’s efforts to
restore these companies to profitability
resulted in several high-profile bankruptcies including those of Dura Automotive
and American LaFrance. Others were sold
for substantial losses.
Tilton consistently maintained that MD
was owned by her personally as opposed to
Patriarch, but did tell this reporter in 2017,
that Zohar funds had made loans to MD. She
acquired the company in 2005 and rebuilt it
thanks in large part to substantial foreign
military sales of militarized MD500 series
single-engine helicopters whose design harkened back to the Vietnam War when the
company was known as Hughes Helicopters.

Covid-19

Bristow flying Covid-19 patients
Bristow Group is transporting suspected
Covid-19 patients in three speciallyconfigured former search-and-rescue helicopters in the North Sea and other aircraft
in the Americas.
Three people with suspected Covid-19
cases have been flown from offshore
energy installations in the North Sea since
March 18, in one of the dedicated Sikorsky
S-92s. Bristow has also transported
acutely-ill offshore workers in the oil and
gas industry with suspected Covid-19 in
specially-configured SAR aircraft supporting operations in the Gulf of Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago, and Guyana in operations
that began there on January 29. Related
flights there have included 24 transports
of offshore workers and Covid-19 test kits

to remote and isolated offshore platforms,
drilling rigs, and drill ships. Bristow said it
will continue to support emergency medical evacuation requests to transport potentially or actually infected patients.
Helicopters used for these missions
have undergone specific modifications to
ensure the necessary separation is provided
between flight crew, onboard medic, and
passengers with suspected Covid-19. Bristow said it is adhering to universal and body
substance isolation (BSI) precautions, including physical barriers, protective curtains separating the cockpit from the passenger area
and airflow systems, and specific entrance
and exit points for the flight crew, paramedic,
and passenger to further ensure required
distance is maintained.

Bristow’s specially configured Sikorsky S-92s have been modified to ensure separation
between flight crew, passengers, and medics.

Those foreign military sales drew the
attention of federal law enforcement
when it was revealed that in 2012 Tilton
had hired a former high-ranking Army
officer who ran the service’s non-standard rotary wing office, the entity responsible for procuring MD 530F/G light
attack scout helicopters for the Afghan
Air Force. The officer, Norbert Vergez,
entered into a plea-bargain on unrelated
federal charges of felony conflict of
interest and neither MD nor Patriarch
were charged in the case. However, his
hiring did trigger a federal whistleblower
complaint by two former MD executives.
In their complaint, the executives cited
the “level of Col. Vergez’s subservience Former MD Helicopters CEO Lynn Tilton.
to Tilton and his continuing involvement
in MD’s Army contracts” after accepting and subsequently collecting $200 million
a job offer from the company. He no lon- worth of management fees to which they
ger works at Patriarch.
were not entitled. The SEC dropped the
In 2015, the U.S. Securities and Exchange charges in 2017 after a bruising legal battle,
Commission charged Tilton and Patriarch but by then much of Patriarch’s portfolio
with defrauding investors by failing to was in tatters. Investors sued claiming
properly value the Zohar funds’ loan assets gross mismanagement. Bankruptcy specialist Alvarez and Marsal was named to
manage the Zohar funds and then filed $1
billion suit against Tilton and Patriarch
charging “a toxic mix of fraud, theft, and
The helicopters also are equipped with
mismanagement.” Like the SEC action, the
other specialty aeromedical transport
suit was dismissed. However, the judge in
equipment. Bristow plans on adding other
the case wrote a scathing opinion charging
equipment that will minimize the risk of
Tilton and Patriarch with “pillaging” its
virus transmission.
companies and re-directing Zohar equity
“We are currently on track to be the
to the defendants’ benefit.
first commercial operator in this region
In 2018, Tilton and bondholders negoto implement portable, negative pressure
tiated a plan whereby Tilton would be
isolation stretchers for high-risk transallowed to manage and sell the portfolio
ports involving unconsciousness, noncompanies to satisfy debt, but the deal
ambulatory, or high-risk infectious disease
quickly unraveled after Tilton was accused
patients receiving invasive en route care,”
of stalling the sales. In February, a federal
said David Jacob, Bristow deputy area
bankruptcy court judge ruled that the
manager for the Americas.
court could authorize such sales without
Each aircraft is decontaminated after
Tilton’s consent. That ruling was amplified
every flight, a process made easier due to
this month, a move that set the stage for
the waterproof seating and floors installed
Tilton’s departure.
for the helicopters’ SAR configuration.
While Tilton did rejuvenate MD
For North Sea transports of Covid-19
through foreign military sales, the compatients, Bristow established its service
pany was less successful when it came to
“with approval from the CAA, and the supmodernizing its civil helicopter offerings.
port of Oil and Gas UK, our client base
Programs to launch new variants of the
and the relevant health authorities—and
MD600 single and MD 902 twin stalled.
we remain in continuous dialogue with
MD also failed to win competitions
those organizations,” said Matt Rhodes,
for the Army’s Light Utility Helicopter
Bristow director for UK and Turkmenistan
(LUH) and Future Attack Reconnaisoil and gas. He said the service is part of
sance Aircraft (FARA) programs. Under
Bristow’s “commitment to supporting the
Tilton, MD was also known for mercuenergy industry in what are extremely
rial management and the short tenure of
challenging circumstances.”
senior executives.
Bristow also is providing expertise
When Tilton acquired MD in 2005, she
to the UK industry’s pandemic steering
called it “a company that was 20 years brogroup and Rhodes said the company was
ken.” Reflecting at this year’s Heli-Expo,
prepared to assist industries other than
she said MD had evolved from an empty
oil and gas throughout the UK “as the
shell to a stable, going concern. “Nothing
national response to the coronavirus outhas my heart or my time any more than
break gathers pace.”
this company. It’s really been a comeback
Jacob said Bristow was similarly prepared
story. We have a long way to go and lots
to expand transport of Covid-19 patients in
to do, but when I walked into this comthe Americas. “We are ready to help and have
pany [in 2005], it didn’t have a production
the experience to do it the right way and can
line; I had nobody that would supply us
expand this service to where needed to help
airframes; I had 365 grounded aircraft.”
battle Covid-19,” he said.
M.H.
Tilton predicted that MD would deliver 80
aircraft in 2020.
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Covid-19

but “any additional barrier will increase aftermarket options. For example, Macaer
the level of protection.”
Aviation Group has developed a certified
Aircraft already equipped with night medical separation wall for the Airbus
vision goggle curtains already provide MBB-BK117-D2, a twin-engine helicopter
some protection, but for those without, very popular with air ambulance providsolutions via “minor change” approval ers. Other aftermarket manufacturers,
provide a more exigent solution to the such as Barry USA, are offering “tempoproblem. According to Airbus, develop- rary and experimental” protective barriing and providing factory kits via service ers suitable for medical, commercial, and
bulletin is not practical due to the urgent corporate aircraft.
need to act swiftly “to meet the current
While cockpit/cabin barriers do not
crisis demand.”
replace the use of PPE by air medical
The move by the CAA, along with simAirbus is also providing technical assis- flight crews, they are likely to retard virus
ilar accommodations from EASA and the tance and statements to operators devel- spread. However, caution remains the
FAA regarding barriers and specialized oping their own installations in the event watchword for air medical crews in the
air medical equipment, such as isolated, minor change approval sheets cannot era of Covid-19, based on provider comnegative pressure patient transporters, be applied. Operators need to provide ments in electronic town halls that started
demonstrates a degree of flexibility not details of the installation to their local in March. The meetings are sponsored by
typically seen from regulators.
Airbus Helicopters support representa- the Association of Air Medical Services.
Manufacturers are doing their part as tive. However, Airbus cautions that not
“We’re just working under the assumpwell, providing instructions relating to all installations will be suitable for tech- tion that everyone is infected right now,”
cockpit cabin barriers and methods to nical statement support. The company said Matt Zavadsky, chief strategic inteminimize air exchange between cabin also said it was available to assist oper- gration officer at MedStar Mobile Healthand cockpit while maximizing fresh air ators with technical statement support care in Fort Worth, Texas, explaining
flow into the aircraft. For instance, Air- regarding the use of patient isolation that when transporting trauma patients,
bus Helicopters has published detailed devices and noted that it had previously “you’ve got to assume that they’ve got the
instructions with regard to attachment issued guidance covering the disinfection virus until proven otherwise.” As far as
hardware for barriers as well as how to of aircraft curtains and other equipment PPE goes, that means medical transport
maximize cabin airflow and minimize in Information Notice IN 3476-I-12.
crews performing “an intervention of any
exchange between cockpit and cabin by
kind” wear N95 masks and flat surgical
aircraft model (Information Notice 3492Aftermarket Options
masks are worn for “everything else.”
I-25). Airbus noted that, due to size and For operators with neither the time nor
“The appropriate use of PPE cannot
design constraints particular to helicop- inclination to develop their own sep- be overemphasized,” said Tom Baldwin,
ters, “a 100 percent barrier is not possible” aration solutions, there are certified vice president of safety for Global Medical Response, an amalgamation of ground
and air medical transport providers that
include American Medical Response,
Rural Metro Fire, Air Evac Lifeteam,
Reach Air Medical Services, Med-Trans
Corporation, AirMed International, and
Guardian Flight.
This necessitates, in some cases, the
re-use of PPE due to a shortage of masks,
gloves, face shields, and gowns in the U.S.
For N95 masks, Dr. Shannon Sovndal, the
medical director at Med Evac in Boulder,
Colorado, recommends the “brown paper
bag” method wherein a first responder
rotates and reuses multiple masks—generally four—between shifts from brown
paper bags, providing them with the ability to naturally decontaminate the worn
masks over the course of 72 hours.
N95 masks are generally incompatible
with facial hair and are hot and unpleasant
to wear over prolonged periods. However,
they do not impede a flight crew’s ability
to communicate over the radio, according to a study conducted by the Helicopter
Association International.
However, even the stringent use of
PPE is no guarantee that medical transport crews will not become infected. So
crews are being medically screened preHelicopter airline Helijet is providing free flights to help move medical personnel
and post-shift daily by various providers
including MedStar. Cleared crews are
between Vancouver and Vancouver Island in British Columbia, Canada.
issued daily medical status wristbands
During the Covid-19 crisis, Helijet has aircraft cabins before each flight and at the
which makes it easier for them to move in
instituted a variety of sanitizing and social end of the day, providing hand sanitizer for
and out of medical facilities without the
distancing measures on its scheduled and all travelers, deeper cleaning terminals, and
need for secondary screening. It also procharter flights including limiting aircraft pas- offering only grab-and-go pre-packaged
vides peer counseling and a drive-through
sengers to six from the usual 12, sanitizing
foods and beverages.
M.H.
testing clinic for crew members exposed
to Covid-19 patients.

Covid-19 brings changes to
HEMS aircraft, crews
by Mark Huber
The Covid-19 crisis has forced both
helicopter operators and aviation regulators to make significant changes with
regard to air ambulance transports. The
majority of these involve relaxing the
regulatory framework for aircraft modifications used to abate transmission of
the virus between passengers/patients
and crew as well as changing operational
procedures with regard to the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and
aircraft decontamination.
For example, on April 3 the UK Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) published
an exemption for regulatory approval
covering the installation of temporary
cockpit/cabin barriers in unpressurized
aircraft used to transport key workers
during the pandemic. Some conditions
apply, including flammability standards,
secure attachment, risk assessment, and
air circulation.

Covid-19

Helijet offers free flights to medical professionals
Helijet began offering free flights to medical
professionals traveling on business between
Vancouver and its Vancouver Island terminals in Victoria and Nanaimo on April 6 for
at least 30 days. Helijet is the world’s largest helicopter airline operating a fleet of 17
aircraft with regularly scheduled passenger service. “We’ve been providing downtown-to-downtown scheduled air service for
34 years and we know that right now, every
minute counts,” explained Danny Sitnam,
president and CEO of Helijet International.
“We’re proud to help out during the Covid-19
crisis by supporting free flights for British
Columbia’s health-care responders who
may need to travel to and from Vancouver
Island. Their efforts are unprecedented right
now, and we’re proud to help where we can.”
Helijet is now designated an “essential service” air provider and is currently the only air
carrier operating regularly scheduled “downtown-to-downtown” passenger and cargo
flights between the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island. The service is operating on a
reduced schedule based on current demand,
with daily return flights between Vancouver
Harbour and Victoria Harbour, as well as Vancouver Harbour and Nanaimo Harbour.
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Avolon cancels big part of
Boeing 737 Max order book
by Gregory Polek
Dublin-based leasing company Avolon has
canceled an order for 75 Boeing 737 Max jets
scheduled for delivery from 2020 to 2023,
the lessor said on April 3, dealing another
blow to the U.S. aerospace giant’s troubled
narrowbody program. Avolon, which hadn’t
yet placed any of the airplanes with operators, also said it had rescheduled delivery of
another 16 Max jets to 2024 or later.
Notwithstanding the setback for Boeing,
Airbus didn’t escape Avolon’s retrenchment unscathed, as the lessor scrapped
commitments to acquire four A330neos
scheduled for delivery next year while

delaying the acquisition of nine A320neos
from 2020/21 to 2027.
“The net impact of our actions in the
first quarter is to reduce our aircraft commitments in the 2020 to 2023 time frame
from 284 aircraft, as at year-end, to 165
aircraft today and thereby significantly
reducing our near-term capital commitments,” said Avolon CEO Domhnal
Slattery. “While these actions reflect the
market conditions we now face, Avolon
has always maintained a flexible approach
to ensure we can adapt to rapidly changing
market conditions and align our business

BA reaches deal to furlough
30,000 employees
by Gregory Polek

has formed the basis of ongoing negotiations with BA. GMB and our sister union
Unite have fought hard to secure members’
terms, conditions, and job security. We
believe the current deal, which is nearing
its conclusion, secures this.”
Separately, British Airways has also
reached an agreement with its 4,000
pilots to take four weeks of unpaid leave
last month and this month.
BA parent company IAG’s other airlines have received support from similar
job retention and wage support schemes
for more than 17,000 employees in Spain
and seek similar support in Ireland.
IAG on April 2 also said it has decided
to cut year-over-year capacity beyond its
March 16 plan of some 75 percent to a 90
percent reduction in April and May.

British Airways on April 2 reached an jobs of BA staff and, as far as possible, also
agreement with trade unions GMB and protects their pay.”
Unite to furlough more than 30,000
For its part, the GMB union called
cabin crew and ground-based employees the agreement “a relief” for the airline’s
in April and May under the terms of a 30,000 furloughed workers. “GMB mem“modified” version of the UK’s Covid-19 bers working for BA are relieved to finally
Job Retention Scheme. Under the pro- be nearing some sort of certainty after what
gram, furloughed employees will receive has been an extremely worrying time,” said
80 percent of their base pay and “certain GMB national officer Nadine Houghton.
allowances.” The agreement remains sub- “GMB was at the forefront of campaigning
ject to union ratification.
for the people’s bailout package, which
Unlike the government plan, the BA deal
places no cap on earnings. It also will allow
workers to divert pension contributions
into their pay for what the Unite union
characterized as a short period of time. The
deal also guarantees no unpaid temporary
layoffs or redundancies and halts a redundancy process BA already had begun.
In a statement, Unite welcomed the
agreement. “Given the incredibly difficult circumstances that the entire aviation sector is facing, this is as good a deal
as possible for our members,” said the
union’s national officer for aviation, Oli- Ground workers prepare a BA CityFlyer Embraer 190 for arrival at London City Airport, which
ver Richardson. “The deal protects the closed until at least the end of April.
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Boeing still holds firm order commitments from Avolon covering 55 Max jets.

with the needs of our customers.”
Boeing, for its part, stressed the fact
that Avolon still holds unfilled orders for
55 Max jets out of a backlog of more than
4,300 units.
“We have come to a mutual agreement
to restructure Avolon’s Max order book,”
confirmed Boeing in a statement. “As we
have produced fewer Max airplanes than
planned, we have implemented these
adjustments to regain flexibility in managing the more than 4,300 unfilled 737
Max orders. This is also the right step to
align to the realities of the marketplace as
we balance supply and demand and protect the 737 Max’s underlying value, especially in the leasing sector. We appreciate
Avolon’s ongoing commitment to the 737
Max program with 55 unfilled orders and
we look forward to delivering those jets.”
Avolon has received requests from
more than 80 percent of its current
owned and managed customer base for
relief from payment obligations under
their leases, it said. Those lessees account
for more than 90 percent of annualized
contracted rental cash flow of the current
owned and managed fleet. The requests
have taken several forms, it added, including requests for short-term rent deferrals
for part or all of monthly rental for periods of time averaging three months.
Avolon said it expected to agree to
some form of short-term rent deferral
agreement with the majority of its customers.

News Update
Embraer-Boeing Deal
Delayed Again

Embraer expects a further delay in the
approval by the European Commission of
the sale of 80 percent of its commercial
aircraft business to Boeing until at least
June 23, company executives reported
during a full-year 2019 earnings call
with securities analysts. Noting that
Embraer completed the so-called
carve-out of its commercial business in
January, Embraer CEO Francisco Gomes
Neto insisted that the deal remains a
top priority for the company despite
the effects of the Covid-19 crisis.
The deal, approved by the Embraer
shareholders last year, calls for Boeing
to pay $4.2 billion in cash for the fourfifth’s stake. However, as Embraer’s
stock devaluation accelerates due
to the coronavirus crisis, some
analysts have suggested that the
price could prove too high.
For now, both companies
continue to concentrate on gaining
antitrust approval in Europe, then
enter any further negotiations on
the terms of the deal, said Neto.

SIA Draws
Major Funding Injection

Singapore Airlines (SIA) expects to raise as
much as S$15 billion ($10.36 billion) through
the sale of S$5.3 billion in new shares and
up to a further S$9.7 billion through 10-year
mandatory convertible bonds (MCBs), the
company said on March 26. SIA has also
arranged a S$4 billion bridge loan facility
with DBS Bank to support its near-term
liquidity requirements as cash drain
accelerates amid the Covid-19 crisis. SIA’s
largest shareholder—Temasek Holdings—
agreed to underwrite the funding.
Singapore Airlines cut 96 percent of
its system capacity originally scheduled
through the end of April and grounded
most of its fleet as tightening border
controls brought international air
travel to a near standstill. The moves
saw 138 Singapore Airlines and SilkAir
aircraft grounded out of a total fleet
of 147, while 47 of 49 aircraft sat
idle at low-fare subsidiary Scoot.

EasyJet Grounds Entire Fleet

UK budget airline EasyJet on March 30
suspended all scheduled operations and
grounded its fleet of 334 Airbus A320family jets due to travel restrictions
imposed by European governments
amid the Covid-19 outbreak.
In a statement, EasyJet said it could
not estimate a date for restarting
commercial flights at this early stage.
The London Luton-based airline
furloughed 4,000 UK cabin crew for
two months starting April 1. At press
time it remained in talks with the
British Airline Pilots Association (Balpa)
over a plan for pilot furloughs.
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Boeing 737 Max jets
sit stored at Boeing
Field in Seattle in
October 2019. The
company logged
cancelations
for 150 of the
narrowbodies
during March 2020.

Covid-19

Boeing sees first-quarter
deliveries fall by two-thirds
by Gregory Polek
Boeing reported a 66 percent decline in
first-quarter commercial airplane deliveries compared with the same period
in 2019 due primarily to the continued
grounding of the 737 Max and the onset
of the Covid-19 pandemic, which saw
the company cease production at its
factories in the Puget Sound area in late
March and Charleston, South Carolina,
in early April.

The company delivered a total of 50
commercial airplanes from January
through March, compared with 149 in
1Q2019. Total 737 deliveries fell from
89 to five, 747 deliveries declined from
two to none, 767s fell from 12 to 10, 777s
dropped from 10 to six, and 787s fell from
36 to 29. The 737 deliveries consisted
of two commercial 737NGs and three
for military applications, while the 767

shipments involved a mix of freighters
and KC-46 tankers.
During the quarter the company
logged firm orders for 49 commercial
airplanes, including 29 Boeing 787s. The
month of March saw orders for 31 airplanes, consisting of 12 Dreamliners, 18
Boeing 737NGs for the Poseidon P-8 program, and a single 767 Freighter.
However, Boeing registered cancellations of orders for 150 of its 737 Maxes
during March, a development that will,
according to the company, serve to
relieve some backlog pressure during
the model’s grounding. “These adjustments remove near-term pressure on
Boeing’s skyline, providing more flexibility to deliver on the more than 4,000
Max airplanes in backlog and protect
the value of the Max family,” it said in a
written statement.

Although Boeing on Monday instituted
a limited restart to production operations
in the Puget Sound region, the resumption
of activity related mainly to its military programs. The company essentially halted all
Puget Sound production on March 25, when,
along with activities at its Moses Lake flight
test center, it effectively closed its narrowbody plant in Renton, its widebody facilities
in Everett, and its Auburn and Frederickson
fabrication plants. On April 5, as the end of
the initial 14-day suspension neared, the
company extended the closures indefinitely.
A day later the company announced it would
suspend all operations at its 787 factory in
Charleston, South Carolina, “until further
notice,” starting on April 8.
Boeing, which plans to issue its first-quarter financial results on April 29, has yet to
decide on possible long-term production
rate cuts due to the expected lasting economic effects of the Covid-19 crisis. “The
airline industry is confronting the Covid-19
pandemic and the unprecedented impacts
on air travel,” it said. “We are working
closely with our customers, many of whom
are facing significant financial pressures, to
review their fleet plans and make adjustments where appropriate. At the same time,
Boeing continues to adjust its order book to
adapt to lower-than-planned 737 Max production in the near term.”
Rival Airbus on April 8 revealed plans to
cut rates across its product line by about onethird, resulting in a reduction of A320 family
production to 40 per month from a peak of
60 in 2019. Widebody production, meanwhile, will see A330 rates drop from some
3.25 per month to two per month, while A350
rates fall from roughly 10 per month to six. In
February Airbus had already announced an
A330 cut from 53 in 2019 to 40 in 2020.

Lufthansa Group will close its Germanwings low-fare subsidiary and accelerate
the consolidation of its Eurowings unit
into a single operating entity as part of
a sweeping restructuring prompted by
the Covid-19 pandemic, the company
announced on April 7. The German
group cited projections for a “significant” decline in air travel even after the
coronavirus crisis subsides as the primary rationale for a permanent capacity
reduction to affect almost all its flight
operations.
Fleet cuts include the permanent
decommissioning of six Airbus A380s,
seven A340-600s, and five Boeing 747400s at Lufthansa Airlines. Although it
had already scheduled the sale of the
A380s to Airbus in 2022, the A340 and
747 retirements will lead to the overall reduction of capacity at its hubs
in Frankfurt and Munich. Separately,
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Lufthansa will withdraw 11 Airbus
A320s from short-haul operations, while
regional subsidiary Lufthansa CityLine
will withdraw the three A340-300s it has
operated since 2015 to long-haul tourist
destinations.
Eurowings, meanwhile, will see cuts in
both its long-haul and short-haul businesses,
including the phase-out of another 10 Airbus A320s. Last June Lufthansa announced
that Eurowings would close several bases,
focus on short-haul operations aboard Airbus A320-family aircraft, and temper annual
capacity growth until 2022 to just 1 percent
as part of a major overhaul primarily targeting its long-haul network.
Lufthansa also said restructuring programs already begun at Austrian Airlines
and Brussels Airlines will further accelerate, as both companies work to reduce
the size of their fleets. Swiss International Air Lines will also adjust its fleet
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Germanwings closure part
of Lufthansa Group cuts

Crews prepare to unload baggage from a Germanwings Airbus A319 at Dusseldorf
International Airport.
size by delaying deliveries of new Airbus
A320neos and consider early retirements
of older aircraft.
Finally, the Lufthansa Group airlines
have already terminated almost all wetlease agreements with other airlines.
“The aim remains the same for all
employees affected by the restructuring

measures: to offer as many people as possible continued employment within the
Lufthansa Group,” said the company in a
statement. “Therefore, talks with unions
and workers councils are to be arranged
quickly to discuss, among other things,
new employment models in order to keep
as many jobs as possible.”
G.P.

Covid-19

Hong Kong rolls out further
Covid-19 relief for operators
by Jennifer Meszaros
The Airport Authority of Hong Kong benefit after the authority announced a
(AAHK) has released a fourth wave of funding scheme that would offer cash
financial aid measures to provide urgent upfront for ground services equipment
relief to home-based operators, all threat- (GSE). The initiative would allow operened with financial collapse during the
ators to use the equipment for free for
ongoing pandemic and government- an undisclosed period with the right
imposed travel curbs.
to a buyback. Under the plan, firms
According to a statement from the
that employ a hundred people or more
authority, the new $258 million pack- would get about $387,000 in financial Hong Kong Airlines will benefit from an airport authority measure to buy tickets in advance
age will fund the purchase of around assistance while companies with less and distribute them to residents and visitors as part of a future market recovery plan.
500,000 flight tickets in advance from than a hundred employees will receive
Hong Kong’s four carriers—Cathay roughly $129,000.
a voluntary pay cut of 20 percent for six
“The [authority] will go to the financial
Pacific, Cathay Dragon, Hong Kong
The new measures, which bring the months starting in April.
markets in the next two months to raise
Airlines, and HK Express—as part of total value of aviation subsidies in Hong
Separately, Bloomberg reported the the necessary funds, in order to maintain
a larger government effort to inject Kong to $593 million, account for part airport seeks a $2.6 billion loan to help
its own liquidity for funding the airport
fresh capital into the air transport sys- of a larger $17.7 billion economic stimu- fund a third runway. While the authority operation and the committed capital projtem. The AAHK said it would give away lus package announced late Wednesday did not confirm the report, it did admit to ects,” an airport spokesperson said. “The
the tickets to both residents and inter- evening. Speaking at a press conference, “facing a significant shortfall in revenue” loan will also be used to finance the new
national visitors as a broader com- Hong Kong International Airport chief due to declining passenger numbers.
relief package.”
ponent of a “future market recovery executive Carrie Lam acknowledged
campaign” planned for a later date. Air- the city’s international gateway had
lines also are entitled to a one-off sub- “almost closed,” due to the pandemic.
sidy of some $129,000 for each large jet According to Lam, some 75,000 airport
and roughly $26,000 for smaller aircraft employees will receive a government
as long as the airplanes are registered in wage subsidy, which will pay 50 percent
Hong Kong.
of workers’ salaries for up to six months
Airport operators involved in ramp with a monthly cap of about $1,160. On
handling, maintenance, catering, fueling, Thursday, the authority said its CEO
and other related services also stand to
and six executive directors would take by Gregory Polek

Eurocontrol states defer
air traffic control fees

EasyJet defers delivery of 24 Airbus A320s
EasyJet has reached an agreement with
Airbus to defer delivery of 24 A320-family
jets as the UK budget carrier moves to
conserve cash amid 90 percent service
cuts due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The
deferrals cover 10 deliveries scheduled
for EasyJet’s 2020 fiscal year, 12 slated
for FY2021 and two for FY2022. As a
result, during FY2021 the airline will take
no aircraft deliveries. It retains an option
to defer five more deliveries in FY2022.
The exact dates the aircraft ultimately get
delivered remain subject to market conditions and further negotiation, said EasyJet.
The airline said leases on another 24
airplanes come due for renewal over the
next 16 months, giving it further flexibility
to either defer or cancel deliveries.
“Our industry is facing unprecedented
challenges which require unprecedented action,” said EasyJet CEO Johan
Lundgren in a written statement. “As
we have consistently said, we remain
completely focused on improving short
term liquidity and reducing expenditure
across the business. Today I am pleased

to announce that we have agreed with
Airbus to amend our delivery schedule
by deferring the purchase of 24 aircraft,
providing a significant boost to our cash
flow and a vast reduction to our nearterm capex program.”
The agreement came amid increasing
pressure from the airline’s founder and
biggest shareholder, Stelios Haji-Ioannou,
to cancel an order for 107 A320neo-family jets. The company also confirmed on
Thursday that it would hold a general
shareholders’ meeting Haji-Ioannou had
demanded take place as he called for the
ouster of CFO Andrew Findlay and board
member Andreas Bierwirth.
The move by EasyJet comes a day after
Airbus announced plans to cut rates of its
A320 family to 40 per month from a peak
of 60 in 2019 as part of a one-third cut
in production across its product line. The
company delivered 35 aircraft in March,
down from 55 in February, reflecting customer requests for delivery deferrals and
what Airbus called other factors related
to the pandemic.
G.P.

A piece of what IATA director general
Alexandre de Juniac called some good
news for the European airline industry
came on April 7 with a financial package
from Eurocontrol member states allowing operators to defer €1.1 billion of air
traffic control fees due to the continent’s
air traffic management industry over “the
coming months.”
The number of flights operating daily
in European airspace has declined 90
percent due to the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic, and IATA sees little improvement until the continent lifts its lockdown. Europe, in fact, has seen the most
severe decline of any part in the world,
where regions average about a 70 percent
reduction in traffic, according to IATA
chief economist Brian Pearce.
In a statement issued soon after Eurocontrol announced the measures, the
European Regions Airline Association
(ERA) commended the member states
for the relief. Estimates for 2020 called
for European air traffic management
fees for en route services to total €8.2
billion, based on forecast traffic and the
projected cost of services from air navigation service providers (ANSPs). The
bill for February totaled €518 million; the
next payment would have come due on
April 13, reported ERA. Eurocontrol has
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agreed to defer that bill until November.
“This swift action taken by the Eurocontrol member states will provide airlines
with more flexibility as they financially
plan for the future,” said ERA director
general Montserrat Barriga. “Aviation will
be instrumental in Europe’s economic
recovery, and financial relief measures
are needed urgently to ensure our airlines
can continue to operate, providing connectivity, once we move towards recovery.
Today’s announcement by Eurocontrol
will certainly aid our airlines in this recovery process.”
Speaking during a Tuesday teleconference with media, IATA’s de Juniac complimented the world’s governments for
their “very supportive and open attitudes”
toward financial relief measures in general. However, he also called for them to
implement the aid packages immediately.
“This is the biggest crisis we have ever
had in front of us,” said de Juniac. “Now
we desperately need these [rescue] packages to be implemented and the money to
flow to our balance sheets because we are
clearly running out of cash. Whatever the
measure is, we need it now because after
three weeks of shutdown for many of our
members and two months of cash in hand
at the beginning of the year…we urgently
need cash injection by any means.”
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3D preview labels now live
on latest ForeFlight version
by Matt Thurber
Electronic flight bag developer
ForeFlight released a new version of
its iOS app on March 25, adding more
features to the 3D Preview and other
capabilities. The new preview features facilitate visualizing and briefing
approaches, as well as entire flights
from start to finish, but now with a
glidepath to the runway and fix markers and speed/altitude restriction labels.
To use the new 3D Preview features,
users can either create a flight and view
the preview for the entire trip or preview
just an approach procedure when it is part
of the flight plan. The 3D Preview’s new
fix markers and speed/altitude restriction
labels are shown only on the approach

procedure fixes, but not on arrival or
departure procedure fixes.
When previewing a flight, the screen
allows two “camera” views of the route
line, either exocentric or third-person
(from behind and outside the airplane) or
egocentric (as if viewed from inside the
airplane, but without any instrumentation
cluttering up the view). Users can pan, tilt,
and zoom the camera view as well.
A popup navlog box on the right side
of the screen shows airports, waypoints,
and navaids and the distances to the
next one. You can tap any of these to
move the “airplane” to that fix to see the
view from that point. In the exocentric
view, the route is color-coded: orange

for a leg behind you; magenta for the
next leg; and blue for subsequent legs.
The flight-planned route can include an
arrival procedure and an approach, and the
labels are depicted for approach fixes that
have altitude and/or speed restrictions.
The glidepath to the runway is also shown.
With either the approach or the entire
flight in 3D Preview, users can “fly” along
the route or the approach using a play button, at 1X up to 20X speed. Users can also
select the playback function at the bottom
of the 3D Preview to scroll through the flight
or approach, and this also shows all the fixes
and the times based on the flight plan.
The 3D Preview feature gives pilots a
new way to brief an approach while seeing
what it will look like to fly the approach.
This isn’t a new concept; Honeywell’s
GoDirect Flight Preview app released in
2016 offered a similar approach preview
feature, and it included the fix labeling
and ability to pre-fly the approach, along
with the labeling of waypoints, for airports around the world.
While ForeFlight does include highresolution airport views in its 3D View, the
3D Preview terrain is at a lower resolution,
so you won’t see much detail in the airport
or surrounding terrain. The data is there,
however, so presumably, the high-resolution view might be added to 3D Preview in
a subsequent update.
To see the 3D Preview, select “3D” in
the FPL box on the Map page. Keep in
mind that a flight plan must be entered in
the FPL box for 3D Preview to work. And
to preview an approach by itself—not the
entire flight—an approach must be part
of the flight plan. Pull up the 3D Preview
of the approach by touching the approach
procedure bubble in the FPL Box.

Additional Enhancements

ForeFlight’s new labels feature shows fix markers and approach speed/altitude restriction
labels, as in the ILS RWY 01 approach to KDCA

CCX adds new tester features
After introducing its new T-RX avionics
radio testers a year ago, CCX Technologies has added a GPS signal generator and VDL Mode 2 capabilities to the
testers.
Avionics technicians use the GPS signal generator to generate GPS signals
with specific position and track information for testing GPS navigation systems.
For aircraft that fly in airspace where
controller-pilot datalink communication
(CPDLC) is used in non-oceanic airspace,
VDL Mode 2 (VHF datalink) is the technology for that capability. The TR-X’s new
features allow for testing receiving and
transmitting functions of the VDL Mode 2
transceiver. The new testing capabilities
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can be added to existing T-RX units.
“With mandates fast approaching and
operators expecting the highest standards of aircraft maintenance, we are
optimistic that maintainers and techs will
appreciate the ease with which they can
add these new tests to their T-RX,” said
CCX president Chris Bartlett. “Several
users have told us that being able to do
the majority of their avionics radio testing
with a single device will help save them
time and effort.”
The new capabilities were the result
of user feedback, according to CCX. The
GPS signal generator and VDL Mode 2
testing capability can be added to the
T-RX with purchase of a license key. M.T.
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The other new features available in
ForeFlight V12.2 include new Jeppesensourced “cultural elements,” such as
mountain passes (elevation and an icon
showing the direction), highway labels,
and, in Europe, cables and gondolas.
Finally, the map now offers an easier
way to locate frequencies, by touching an
airspace segment on the map. A pop-up
Add to Route box shows the applicable
frequencies for that airspace or, if more
than one are available, a “Tap the Details”
button for the entire list. The quickaccess frequencies feature is a useful tool
that makes it easier to find a frequency
much faster.
The new 3D Preview, cultural elements,
and quick-access frequencies are included
with ForeFlight Performance Plus subscriptions, while the cultural elements and
quick-access frequencies are included with
the Basic Plus and Pro Plus plans.
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News Update
L3Harris Tech Intros
Automated Recorder Validation

L3Harris Technologies has introduced
Express Readout, a new automated method
for validating cockpit voice recorder (CVR)
and flight data recorder (FDR) functionality.
The results from the automated validation
service can be sent and validated remotely.
Available for any type of CVR or FDR,
Express Readout is designed to deliver
recorder functionality reports as required
by aviation authorities, according to
L3Harris. The reports can be uploaded to a
secure server for validation, and the CVR or
FDR doesn’t need to be removed to obtain
the data. The Express Readout service
can be done as a self-service solution or
full-service validation along with expert
assessment of the recorded data, the
company said. The Express Readout files
are stored indefinitely on the secure server.
Patented algorithms in Express
Readout can “identify unusual parameter
patterns and highlight these to the user
for inspection,” according to L3Harris. In
the same readout, users can examine all
recorded parameters for up to 50 hours of
data derived from multiple flights. The files
can be downloaded in a variety of formats.

Air Tractor Fire Boss
Gets Glass Displays

MRO provider AeroBrigham has installed
Garmin’s new GI 275 electronic instruments
in an Air Tractor Fire Boss AT802A/B
amphibious scooper air tanker. The
company is performing several Air Tractor
GI 275 installations this year at its facility
in Decatur, Texas. The installation replaces
the original attitude indicator (AI) and
horizontal situation indicator (HSI) with
two GI 275s. One is in the spot where
the AI was located and the second is
below that, where the HSI is installed.
According to AeroBrigham, the GI
275s will be much more reliable and not
subject to uncaging that can happen to
mechanical instruments during abrupt
maneuvering and attitude changes
typical with firefighting operations.

FlyQ 4.5 App Features
New Weather Layers

Seattle Avionics has released version 4.5
of its FlyQ EFB iOS app, a full-featured
electronic flight bag (EFB) with movingmap navigation, synthetic vision with
highway-in-the-sky display, augmented
reality, flight recorder and logbook, flight
planning, search patterns, and more. The
latest update adds 11 new weather layers,
and these now include three radar, two
satellite, Metars, TAFs, lightning, winds
aloft, surface winds, cloud tops, cloud
bases, turbulence, icing, Sigmets, Airmets,
and surface analysis. The timeline feature
allows users to view weather in the past
or forecasted for the flight. With the
altitude slider, users can view predicted
weather at various altitudes. FlyQ works
with more than 20 ADS-B In receivers.

but now it is bundled with Insight.
To use the transcription feature, the
iOS device must be connected to the
user’s headset with Appareo’s Stratus
audio cable. The cable connects between
Appareo’s Stratus
the headset jack and the audio port on the
Insight App includes
iPad. For later-model iPads without the
synthetic vision,
audio connector, a separate USB-C digital
and the ATC radio
audio adapter is required.
transcription and
Once connected, ATC audio complayback feature
munications are transcribed into text
helps pilots avoid
and displayed on the iPad, along with a
misunderstandings
button to play the audio. “This enables
and should make it
pilots to receive a clearance, ATIS, or
easier to read back
other important ATC communications
clearances.
without needing to write them down,”
according to Appareo.
The transcription is not just done
word-for-word but gives pilots the familiar spelling of common terms, which is
more easily recognizable. For example,
instead of transcribing an altitude as
“one zero thousand” (10,000 feet), the
system writes it as “10,000,” which is
the aural alerts are available via Bluetooth much easier for a pilot to interpret. A
on compatible headsets and audio panels.
call sign looks like a proper registration
For preflight briefing and in the air, a number—N2284Q—instead of “novemvertical profile shows wind and weather ber two two eight four quebec.” A freconditions along the route as well as quency is written as the actual numbers,
terrain. The weather displayed is from for example, 120.4 instead of “one two
Airmets and Sigmets as well as CIP and zero point four.”
FIP icing forecasts, and this can be viewed
This capability was developed by
at the current time or two hours before Appareo’s artificial intelligence division,
or after. A radar forecast is also available. which uses machine learning technology
The most interesting feature added to to customize the transcription for aviaInsight is Appareo’s ATC radio transcrip- tion. “ATC communications present many
tion and playback. This was already avail- challenges for these common speech recable in Appareo’s Stratus Horizon Pro app, ognition systems [such as Siri and Alexa].
The high rate of speech, noisy signal, narrow frequency band, and unique location
identifiers are among those challenges,”
according to Appareo.
include GPS-aided AHRS in case of failure
“We began by designing a deep neural
of the pitot-static system; audio panel internetwork and training it on thousands of
face; chart and countdown timers, 350 nm
hours of speech and hundreds of hours of
zoom levels, and height above ground level
ATC data,” said Appareo AI systems direcon navigation and terrain maps, and metar
tor Josh Gelinske. “Appareo then designed
flags on navigation maps on the MFD 500
a custom aviation speech recognition
and MFD1000 Max; and altitude intercept
system that was able to run on mobile
based on climb rate.
devices without requiring cellular service
New prices for software upgrades
or internet connection, so there would be
include angle-of-attack, now $595 (previno accessibility limitations during flight.
ously $1,995); synthetic vision for non-Max
“Natural language processing is also
units, now $595 (previously $1,995); and
used to interpret the output of the speech
ADS-B enablement, now $595 (previously
recognition system, to present it in a more
$795).
pilot-friendly format,” he said.
“When reviewing our product offering
Insight can be connected to flight simfor the new Max series, it made sense to
ulators via Wi-Fi for training and pracinclude the additional situational awaretice on the ground. Insight is also the
ness benefits of synthetic vision, coupled
only EFB app that includes Apple Watch
with the price reductions on our other softfeatures, such as weather (metars, TAFs,
ware offerings to complement the noteworradar) and airport diagrams. The Insight
thy safety and operational improvements
app also includes a checklist, logbook,
we have made to the Aspen Max displays”,
and flight plan filing via Leidos. Price is
said John Uczekaj, president and CEO.
99.99 per year or $9.99 per month, and
“Our corporate philosophy from the time we
the audio cable costs $49.99.
introduced the Evolution 1000 display line
12 years ago was to offer new functions
and safety features our current customers
could affordably adopt and provide future
owners the peace of mind that their investYO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S
ment is protected.”
M.T.
www.ainonline.com

Appareo unveils Stratus Insight EFB app
by Matt Thurber
Appareo on March 31 released the first
version of its new Insight electronic flight
bag (EFB) app, the result of Appareo’s
purchase last June of EFB app developer
Aerovie. Insight combines Aerovie with
Appareo’s previously developed ATC
radio transcription and playback feature.
Insight is a full-featured EFB app with
flight planning, synthetic vision, and
ADS-B In traffic and weather enabled by
Appareo’s Stratus receivers. Insight works
with all generations of Stratus receivers
and for those with AHRS capability, the
app offers a synthetic vision view with

attitude display. Without the receiver, the
synthetic vision still works, but without
the attitude display.
Available for Apple iOS devices, Insight
runs on the iPad and iPhone. All FAA
Aeronav charts can be downloaded,
including VFR sectional maps, IFR low/
high charts, and georeferenced approach
plates. A terrain database supports a terrain awareness and warning system-type
overlay, and this provides visual and aural
alerts when flying too close to the ground.
Alerts are also provided to warn the pilot
when nearing a runway while taxiing. All of

Aspen avionics lowers multi-display pricing
Aircraft owners and operators looking to to the Evolution 2000 Max system with a
upgrade old instruments to modern glass avi- Pro Max PFD and MFD1000 Max, or the
onics can now purchase a multi-display sys- Evolution 2500 system, with a Pro Max
tem from Aspen Avionics at
PFD, MFD1000 Max, and
lower prices and receive disMFD 500 Max.
counts on feature upgrades.
Aspen Max displays can
A major change is that
be installed with one, two,
synthetic vision is available
or three units, and they fit
as standard, at no extra
into existing instrument-hole
charge for new installations
panel cutouts, which simpliof the Aspen Max series
fies the installation process.
primary flight display (PFD)
Existing Aspen displays
and multifunction display
can also be upgraded to the
(MFD). In addition to the
latest configuration, Aspen
standard synthetic vision
said, “regardless of age or
and previously included
condition and receive the latangle-of-attack software,
est avionics glass technology,
the Pro Plus Max PFD now
hardware, faster processing
includes ADS-B enablespeeds, and receive a new
ment capability for $10,995, The Pro Plus Max PFD
two-year warranty at the
which is $3,000 less than combines PFD and MFD
approximate cost of a steam
previous retail pricing, features in one display.
gauge overhaul.”
according to Aspen.
Aspen Max displays are
Purchasers of multiple display systems certified for more than 600 aircraft types.
will now get the external battery as stan- The units feature 6-inch-diagonal 400 by
dard, which means they can remove a vac- 760 pixel TFT active matrix LCD screens with
uum-type back-up system and use one of 16 million display colors. In addition to typithe Aspen units as a back-up. This applies cal PFD and MFD functions, Aspen features
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MRO/ hot section

Maintenance news by AIN Staff

StandardAero's business aviation MRO business is up 30 percent from the same period last
year, as customers use downtime to accomplish maintenance events.

StandardAero Sees ‘Boon’ of
Mx Activity in Recent Weeks

In the past few weeks, StandardAero’s
MRO business in the U.S. has seen an
uptick as business aircraft operators
look to take care of some maintenance
during a downturn in flight activity
brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic.
“It’s been a huge boon of activity and our
facilities have been jammed,” StandardAero business aviation division
president Marc Drobny told AIN.
With the surge, Drobny estimated
business was up 15 to 20 percent from
where the company expected to be,
and 30 percent higher than the same
period last year. It’s meant that StandardAero hasn’t had to trim work hours
or capacity at its three U.S. facilities
in Augusta, Georgia; Houston, Texas;
and Springfield, Illinois. In fact, Drobny
explained, StandardAero brought in
some additional contractors with
special skills, such as aircraft painting,
to keep up with the higher demand.
In some instances, the maintenance
work it is doing now was scheduled for
later in the year, so the company could
very well be looking at a lull in activity
later, Drobny acknowledged. “We’re
trying to be really careful, keeping an eye
on operational tempo to make sure we’re
prepared for whatever might be coming
our way,” he noted. “But at this point,
the business aviation side of the StandardAero portfolio is extremely busy.”

uncertain times,” said the letter, which
was signed by Travis Hollowell, Honeywell’s v-p of business and general
aviation in the Americas. Through
June 30, 2020, Honeywell is reducing
the MSP minimum flight hours for
engines and APUs by 50 percent for the
March through June period. It also is
extending the time for returns whose
shipping could be affected by the pandemic, including seven additional days
for rental engines and APUs, and an
additional 14 days for spares exchange.
“Your well-being is important to
us, both during stable environments
and in more challenging times such
as these,” the letter said. “This relief
is Honeywell’s way of giving back to
you, our customers, and thanking you
for your loyalty and trust in MSP.”

SmartBay Certified
on Tecnam P92JS

EASA granted a supplemental type certificate (STC) to Boggi Aeronautics, based
in Arceto, Italy, to install the SmartBay
sensor suite on the Tecnam P92JS light
single-engine airplane. The SmartBay
sensors turn the two-seat P92JS into a
low-cost aerial reconnaissance platform capable of a variety of missions.
SmartBay can carry three sensors
and includes its own mission computer,

which can be operated by the pilot.
Sensors that can be carried include
gyro-stabilized cameras, Lidar (laser
scanners), chemical, hyperspectral
(for ground analysis), infrared, and
others that can be adapted as needed
by customers, according to Boggi. The
SmartBay without sensors installed
weighs 13 kg (28.6 pounds), including
the pylon, battery cables, and displays.
Total weight with sensors is up to 22 kg.
In terms of cost of operation, a
SmartBay-equipped P92JS fits between
the cost of flying drones and a light
helicopter. According to Boggi, flying
for 400 hours per year under a five-year
amortization scheme, operating costs
should not be more than €260 ($280)
per hour. Other uses for the SmartBay-equipped P92JS include precision
farming, corridor mapping, environmental risk monitoring, remote emergency response, and law enforcement.

IS&S Autothrottle Certified
for PC-12 in Canada

Transport Canada granted supplemental type certificate (STC) approval
to Innovative Solutions & Support’s
ThrustSense standalone autothrottle
system for installation on the Pilatus
PC-12. The STC applies to legacy PC-12s
and the latest NG models. Previously,
ThrustSense was approved by Transport
Canada for PC-12s equipped with IS&S’s
NextGen integrated cockpit. The new
STC covers standalone installations of
the autothrottle system and its IS&S
controller hardware and software.
IS&S autothrottles were first certified in 2017 on the PC-12, followed by
the twin-turboprop Beechcraft King
Air 200. The King Air approval includes
IS&S’s VMCa protection, which helps
prevent loss of control in case of failure
of one engine by adjusting the throttle
setting for the running engine to prevent
hazardous yaw. The PC-12 standalone
STC includes IS&S’s integrated standby
unit (ISU), which can replace an existing
standby instrument. The autothrottle
has no clutch and uses a linear actuator to move the throttle lever. Power
and speed are controlled based on the
airplane’s pilot operating handbook
values, including takeoff, climb, airspeed

Honeywell Cuts Break for
Mx Service Plan Customers

Honeywell Maintenance Service Plan
(MSP) customers enrolled in the aircraft
systems manufacturer’s engine and APU
programs are getting a break on some
services in light of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Phoenix-based company said
in a letter to customers dated April 7.
“Honeywell Aerospace recognizes
that these are unprecedented and
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Boggi Aeronautics STC'd the DigiSky SmartBay sensor suite installation on a Tecnam P92JS.
The airplane is intended as a low-cost option for aerial reconnaissance.
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hold, landing, go around, and other
modes. The ISU computer uses proprietary software to determine the throttle
positions needed to prevent over-temp,
over-torque, over-speed, and hot start
conditions for engines that do not
already use an electronic control system.
Installation of the ThrustSense
autothrottle is available at any PC-12
service center, according to IS&S. In
January, IS&S announced that it signed
an agreement for installation of the
autothrottle on new production aircraft, although it didn’t indicate which
manufacturer had selected the system.

West Star Completes 24-year
C Inspection on Falcon 900EX

West Star Aviation established a new
company milestone, completing its
first 24-year, fourth C inspection on a
Falcon 900EX. Completed at the MRO
provider’s facility in East Alton, Illinois,
the inspection encompassed most of
the areas of the aircraft and included
an in-depth inspection and repair of
the winglets, nose and main landing
gear, and engine, West Star Aviation
said. The work was accompanied by
interior and avionics updates, along
with a custom exterior paint job.
“With more than 925 years of collective Falcon experience, West Star
completed 39 C Inspections in 2019
and we look forward to increasing that
number this year, as well as conquering new milestones as we continue to
grow,” said Eric Kujawa, v-p of Falcon
product development for the company. The East Alton facility is one of
West Star Aviation’s four major MRO
centers, with others located in Grand
Junction, Colorado; Chattanooga,
Tennessee; and Perryville, Missouri.

Duncan Sees Spending Dip
but Steady Maintenance
While Duncan Aviation has seen some
business drop-off during the Covid-19
pandemic, it is seeing many operators
use this time to catch up on maintenance, Jeff Lake, COO of the MRO provider, said during an AIN webinar April 6.
“Our shops are still pretty full in many
areas,” he said, adding business has
been better than the company initially
thought it would be during the crisis.
“We’ve been pleasantly surprised with
the amount of work we have right now.”
The key down areas of business, he
added, involve discretionary spending,
such as avionics or interior updates and
paint. “We have some shops on reduced
hours,” he added, and the company has
implemented flexible scheduling. But
Lake said one of the lessons learned
from the so-called “Great Recession” a
decade ago was the need to cross-train
employees. This has enabled Duncan
to shift some employees to busier areas
from areas where business has dipped.

Its Rapid Response teams and satellite
operations are particularly busy, Lake
noted. Many operators cannot or do
not want to reposition aircraft during
the pandemic and have requested
aircraft work be conducted at their
location. Another busy area, he added,
has been sales and acquisition activity.
But Duncan, too, has had to tighten
up in preparation, given the uncertainties of the crisis. Its 2020 plans
“have been thrown out the window,”
with a refocus on three short-term
goals: keeping customers, employees, and their families safe; providing high-quality service with the
recognition that turn-times remain
important for the customers; and
maintaining schedules to the extent
possible to keep employees working.
Capital spending has been slowed
but some investments are being made,
he said, citing an aircraft disinfectant system Duncan added to its
main locations and satellites. Lake
also said with low interest rates, the
opportunity exists for improved
cash flow. In the end, he said, “We
want to make short-term decisions
that make sense and, at the same
time, keep an eye on the long-term.”

Elliott Aviation Expands
Mobile Mx Capabilities

Elliott Aviation has added mobile
maintenance capabilities to include
aircraft inspections and due items, the
Moline, Illinois-based business aviation MRO provider announced. Its
mobile maintenance is available for
maintenance events, involving those
for the Beechjet 400A/XP, Bombardier
Challenger, Cessna Citation, Hawker,
Beechcraft King Air and Premier,
Embraer Phenom, and Daher TBM.
“We understand how challenging this time [during the Covid-19
pandemic] can be for customers,
including how difficult it can be to
logistically plan an inspection or
other maintenance events in this
environment,” said Elliott Aviation v-p of maintenance, paint, and
interior sales Michael Parrish. With
the company’s mobile maintenance
solutions, “customers can ensure their
aircraft stays current on a number
of calendar or flight time and cycles
maintenance items without having
to leave their hangar,” he said.
The same safety precautions for
mitigating Covid-19 that Elliott Aviation uses at its three MRO facilities
to ensure employee and customer
safety are used by its mobile maintenance teams. That includes extensive,
documented cleaning, social distancing, and the highest level of cleanliness, according to the company. In
addition to Moline, Elliott Aviation
operates MRO facilities in Des Moines,
Iowa, and Minneapolis, Minnesota.

MRO Atlas Air Adds Citation
Latitude to Mx Offerings

German MRO provider Atlas Air Service
has been approved to provide maintenance on the popular Cessna Citation
Latitude. The approval includes all
overhaul, repair, and modification on the
midsize twin that entered service in 2015.
The approval from the European
Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
follows Atlas’s successful demonstration of its capabilities to German
federal aviation authority LBA. “We
have implemented this extension of our
maintenance capability upon a recent
customer request,” said Atlas Air CAMO

also ADS-B In-capable with upgraded
flight deck and transponders.
Beech Aircraft certified the
Starship, the first all-composite
business aircraft, in 1988 and produced 53 before ending production
in 1995. Most have since been parted
out, while several are on display at
museums. However, a handful of the
aircraft—noted for its unusual canardwing design—are still in service. The
Starship is among a number of antiquated aircraft for which AQRD has
engineered upgrades to ensure they
can keep flying. Others include the
Dassault F1 Mirage and Northrop F5.

FAA SAFO Advises Checks
on PT6A Engines

Atlas Air Service in Germany has added Cessna Citation Latitude maintenance, repair, and
modification services to its offerings.
manager Serkan Akin. “Responding very
quickly to customer requirements with
effective solutions is our key to success.
In this case, it is also a perfect addition
to our existing maintenance offer[ings].”
Akin noted that Atlas has more than
40 years of experience in the maintenance of Cessna Citations, making the
company an “expert” in the market and
with authorizations to maintain most
Citation models. The company operates four service centers—in Bremen,
Ganderkesee, Stuttgart, and Augsburg.

Beechcraft Starship
Gets ADS-B In/Out

Addison, Texas engineering firm
Aerospace Quality Research and Development (AQRD) has designed and developed an installation package to enable
the Beechcraft Starship to comply
with ADS-B Out requirements. AQRD
cited challenges of bringing the aged
Starship pusher-prop fleet into compliance, including lack of available support
for the airframe and components and
limited real estate in the flight deck.
“This is a significant milestone
for the Beechcraft Starship, as it
will ensure that the Starship will be
shared and enjoyed for decades to
come,” AQRD said. AQRD used its
in-house development team to design
an upgrade that makes the Starship
not only ADS-B Out-compliant but

PrimeFlight Builds on GSE
Business with ProFlo Buy
PrimeFlight Aviation Services has added
another company to its growing portfolio through the acquisition of the assets
of Alvada, Ohio-based aircraft refueling
equipment supplier ProFlo Industries as
well as a majority stake in South America-based ProFlo LATAM. The move follows PrimeFlight’s recent acquisition of
its GSE maintenance subsidiary in Eagan,
Minnesota, Global Aviation Services.
ProFlo Industries supplies refueling
equipment and spares globally as well as
provides inspections, support, and training. “Leveraging the extensive combined
footprint of PrimeFlight and Global
Aviation Services, we will be better positioned to provide industry-leading aftersales support and service,” said ProFlo
Industries president Terry Bosserman.
The acquisition followed recent
expansions in the aircraft cleaning
market, including purchases of California-based International Aero
and Appearance Group in Wichita.

GE Aviation To Cut
10 Percent of Workforce

GE Aviation will cut 10 percent of its
U.S. workforce as a result of the Covid19 pandemic’s effect on the aviation
industry, its parent company announced
March 23. In addition, the engine-maker
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will furlough approximately 50 percent of its MRO staff for 90 days.
“The rapid contraction of air travel
has resulted in a significant reduction
in demand as commercial airlines
suspend routes and ground large
percentages of their fleets,” said GE
chairman and CEO H. Lawrence Culp
Jr. “As a result, GE Aviation is announcing several steps that, while painful,
preserve our ability to adapt as the
environment continues to evolve.”
In addition to the job cuts and
furloughs, GE Aviation has instituted a hiring freeze, a cancellation
of salaried merit increases, a “dramatic” reduction in non-essential
spending, and a significant decrease
in its contingent workforce. GE Aviation president and CEO David Joyce
also will forgo half of his salary.
“Our hardworking, determined
employees are the heart of our business,
and it is difficult to have to take these
steps due to external factors like this,”
Joyce said. “But we must respond immediately with every action within our
control to protect our ability to serve
our customers now and as the industry
eventually recovers.” The actions are
expected to save the company $500
million to $1 billion this year, GE added.

\

A recent FAA Safety Alert for Operators
(SAFO) is warning about a potential
installation issue with reversing levers
(beta arms) and related components
on Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A
engines. The SAFO advises maintenance personnel and facilities to verify
that the beta arm and guide pin are
correctly installed, and, if not, fixed.
The SAFO stemmed from the investigation of a 2015 accident in which a
Beech 1900C crashed after losing propeller thrust during takeoff. Both pilots and
two passengers died in the crash. The
Part 91 repositioning flight was the first
since the replacement of the left engine
propeller with an overhauled propeller
on the Beech regional turboprop twin.
“The accident investigation revealed
a safety issue concerning the possibility of incorrectly installed reversing
levers (beta arms) and related components in PT6A engines,” the FAA
said in the SAFO. “If the beta arm is
not installed and positioned such that
it is secured under its guide pin, the
unsecured linkage could release oil
pressure in the beta valve and cause
uncommanded travel of the propeller
to the feather position.” During its
investigation, the agency discovered five
events involving incorrect positioning
of the beta arm in a PT6A engine and
each occurred within 100 flight hours
after maintenance of the beta arm or
related components. In one case, the
guide pin was installed backward.
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TOUCHING bases

FBO and Airport news by Curt Epstein

Atlantic Aviation’s purchase of the former Volo Aviation FBO at Igor I. Sikorsky Memorial
Airport in Connecticut includes more than 30,000 sq ft of modern heated hangar space, a
terminal, fuel farm, and 4,000 sq ft of tenant offices.

Atlantic Expands in
Connecticut with Volo Buy

Atlantic Aviation has expanded its presence at Bridgeport, Connecticut’s Igor I.
Sikorsky Memorial Airport (BDR) with
the acquisition of the Volo Aviation FBO.
The purchase, which reduces the number
of service providers there to two, adds
an approximately 30,000-sq-ft modern
heated hangar to Atlantic’s existing
more than 100,000 sq ft of WWII-vintage aircraft storage space and gives it
an additional nearly four acres of ramp.
In addition, a 1,500-sq-ft terminal
adjoins the 10-year-old hangar with
passenger lounge, pilot lounge, flight
planning area, kitchen, conference
room, and shower facilities, along with
4,000 sq ft of tenant offices. Atlantic
is expected to invest in a redesign and
upgrade the common areas of the facility.
The purchase also included the FBO’s
fuel farm, which holds 20,000 gallons
of Jet-A and 5,000 gallons of avgas.

Alabama Airport Starts
on New Terminal

Alabama’s city-owned Enterprise Municipal Airport has broken ground on its new
FBO terminal. The nearly $1 million project, which will replace the three-decadeold, outdated airport-operated FBO, will
more than double the size of the existing
structure, which will be retained for use
by airport-based businesses. FAA funding
will account for roughly one-quarter of
the cost of the project, with the city of
Enterprise picking up the remainder.
According to airport manager Staci
Hayes, the new facility, which is
expected to be completed by August,
is needed to serve the increased
traffic resulting from the region’s
growing economic development. To
accommodate parking larger aircraft,
a section of the asphalt ramp was
recently replaced with concrete.
The new terminal will include amenities such as a private pilot lounge,
flight-planning area, A/V-equipped
conference room, and outdoor
restrooms for transient customers.
The airport is currently in the
land-acquisition process in preparation for expanding its runway
from 5,100 feet to 6,000 feet.
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Signature Expands
Select Program

Signature Flight Support has expanded
its Signature Select affiliated FBO
program with the addition of Contact
Aviation in Michigan and Florida’s
Fort Lauderdale Executive Jet Center.
Contact Aviation, one of six service
providers at Detroit-area Oakland
County International Airport (PTK),
offers a 20,000-sq-ft terminal that
includes offices, passenger lounge,
a pilot lounge, 10-seat conference
room, showers, snooze room, and
crew cars. The Epic Fuels-branded
FBO’s five-acre leasehold features
23,000 sq ft of hangar space that
can accommodate aircraft up to a
GIV, and the company operates a
Part 145 maintenance facility and
full-service avionics service center.
Fort Lauderdale Jet Center (formerly Sano Jet Center) occupies 8.4
acres at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport and has a 5,000-sq-ft, two-story
terminal with a passenger lounge, pilot
lounge with snooze room and shower
facilities, flight planning room, kitchen,
eight-seat conference room, and crew
cars. The Phillips 66-branded location
also has 61,000 sq ft of hangar space
to shelter the latest big business jets.

Air Elite Network Gains
Three New Members

Three new FBOs have joined the World
Fuel Services-sponsored Air Elite Network. They include Bellingham Aviation
Services at Washington state’s Bellingham International Airport (BLI), AeroOne Aviation at Dothan Regional Airport
(DHN) in Alabama, and Maven by
Midfield at Michigan’s Oakland County

International Airport (PTK), bringing
at KFTW since it opened its doors
the network’s total locations to 76.
and we will continue to do so,” said
A tech stop to Alaska and the Pacific
general manager Angela Thurmond.
Rim, Bellingham Aviation Services is a
“We are ranked the best FBO in Texas
convenient port of entry, with onsite U.S. and one of the top FBOs in the world
customs, while Aero-One, the lone FBO
because we are committed to creating
on the field, specializes in quick turns
a welcoming experience and making
and features an onsite café, pilot lounge,
Meacham a beautiful gateway to Fort
and a trio of new courtesy cars. One
Worth and surrounding communities.”
of six service providers at PTK, Maven
by Midfield offers a recently renovated
California FBO Terminal
passenger lobby with fireplace, conference room, crew lounge, flight planDebuts After a Decade
ning, crew cars, and new fuel trucks.
The Carlsbad Jet Center, whose
The premium FBO brand in the
terminal was started more than a
World Fuel network of locations,
decade ago as Magellan Aviation, is
each candidate must be audited to
finally operational at California’s
meet a standard for facilities and
McClellan Palomar Airport (CRQ).
amenities set by the member-led
The business was purchased in Janboard. “Our three new members
uary 2019, and its new private owner
were invited because they exemplify
appointed Josh and Julia Hochberg,
the Air Elite standards and align with
owners of Sonoma Jet Center at
the network’s philosophy of creating
Charles M. Schulz-Sonoma County
an elevated experience,” said Steve
Airport in Santa Rosa, to manage it.
Dryzmalla, World Fuel’s senior v-p
The two-story terminal has 4,000
for business aviation bulk fuel. “The
sq ft of space dedicated to FBO opernetwork provides service training,
ations and another 6,000 sq ft of
shares best practices, and benchleasable tenant offices. Located 15
marks the industry’s highest safety
minutes from the beach and decostandards, all to ensure an elevated
rated in Southern California style with
experience for crew and passengers.”
surfboards and art from local artists,
it features a conference room, lobby,
workspaces, refreshment center, pilot
Metroplex FBO Boosts
lounge, and concierge. Located just
off Taxiway A, the Avfuel-branded
Fueling Capacity
American Aero FTW, an FBO at Dallasfacility offers 180,000 sq ft of hanarea Fort Worth Meacham International
gar space that can accommodate
Airport (FTW), has acquired the fueling
aircraft up to a Gulfstream G650.
rights from competitor Cornerstone
“It’s been a fantastic year of growth
Air Center in a move that will leave the
in Carlsbad,” said Josh Hochberg.
aircraft fueling tasks at the airport split
“Everyone has welcomed us with open
between the two remaining FBOs. Under arms, and we are enjoying workthe terms of the deal, Cornerstone will
ing with our customers to elevate
continue to lease the hangars it controls
their experience at the airport.”
at the dedicated general aviation airport,
while its fuel farm, consisting of a pair
Million Air Corporate Acquires
of 10,000-gallon avgas tanks and one
above-ground 10,000-gallon Jet-A tank,
Vancouver Location
will be taken over by American Aero.
REW Investments, the management
With this latest deal plus its military
company for Million Air’s corpofueling contract, American Aero believes
rate-owned FBO locations, has
its market share at the airport will grow
acquired Million Air Vancouver from
to 45 percent, up from single digits
its licensee. Acquisition plans call
when the FBO first opened in 2012. The
for a remodeling of the property to
company debuted its FBO terminal in
include updated amenities and a new
2017, and expansion plans call for the
look for the existing facility, one of
development of another five acres of its
two service providers at Vancouleasehold with new hangars and more
ver International Airport (YVR)
ramp space. “American Aero has led
which serves Canada’s third-largthe development and the renaissance
est city. The FBO has 240,000 sq

Through its purchase of the fueling rights of competitor Cornerstone Air Center at Fort Worth Meacham International Airport (FTW), American
Aero has reduced the number of FBOs there to two, while looking to expand its market share.
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FBOs are at SDL in Scottsdale, Arizona;
ANC in Anchorage and FAI in Fairbanks,
Alaska; SRQ in Sarasota, Florida; FAT in
Fresno, California; and at four Massachusetts airports: BED in Bedford, HYA
in Hyannis, ORH in Worchester, and
BAF in Westfield. Those Ross FBOs join
three others already in the network: at
HPN in White Plains, New York; LGB
in Long Beach, California; and TRM
in Palm Springs/Thermal, California.
Ross Aviation CEO Brian Corbett said
based on the FBO operator’s experience
with its three operations, it expects
the nine other FBOs to see a boost in

FBO PROFILE: Desert Jet Center

CURT EPSTEIN

ft of ramp space and eight heated
hangars, each capable of handling
aircraft up to a Bombardier Global.
“Million Air is excited for the longterm commitment to the airport and
the community,” said CEO Roger
Woolsey. “We are investing major
capital into the reimagining of the
facility.” He added the same design
team responsible for the company’s new FBOs at New York’s Westchester County and Texas’s Austin
Bergstrom International Airports is
now at work in the studio creating
a new interior for the YVR facility.

Phase I of the Desert Jet Center FBO at Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport in Thermal,
California, opened in October and consists of a 7,000-sq-ft terminal and a 23,000-sq-ft
hangar. The company expects to soon begin work on a multi-million dollar Phase II, which
will include a new large hangar and additional ramp.

Desert Jet joins Palm Springs set

Now owned by Million Air’s corporate entity, Million Air Vancouver is about to undergo a major
transformation, according to CEO Roger Woolsey, along the designs of the company’s new FBOs
in White Plains, N.Y., and Austin, Texas. “Our great imagineering team will put the same creative
flair into the Vancouver lobby, representing the Great Lodges of the region,” he told AIN.

Idaho FBO To Add New Hangar
Resort Aviation Jet Center, one of
two service providers at Idaho’s
Coeur d’Alene Airport-Pappy Boyington Field (COE), has partnered
with business aviation real estate
construction firm Centrex to build
a new 20,676-sq-ft heated corporate
hangar. With a door height of 28 feet,
the new structure will accommodate
aircraft up to a Bombardier Global
7500 and can house several largecabin business jets simultaneously.
It will more than double the FBO’s
available hangar space and give new
flexibility in terms of the airplanes
the facility will be able to shelter.
“We want to expand at a pace that
serves our customers best, and we’ve
mapped out a five-year plan to do just
that,” said general manager Joe Rossetti. “Centrex has been supportive
and encouraging through phase one of
the designs, and with their expertise,
we feel confident moving forward.”
The new hangar is scheduled for
completion in late 2021, and the company is currently accepting letters of
interest from prospective occupants.

Paragon Network
Boosts Membership

Nine Ross Aviation FBO locations have
joined the Paragon Network, boosting
its member FBO total to 70. The new

business as part of the Paragon Network.
Other newly joined members to
the network include Castle & Cooke
Aviation in Honolulu, Hawaii (HNL),
and Iceland Jet Center, a full-service
FBO at Keflavik International Airport
(KEF). This latter addition brings
Paragon’s footprint to 20 countries.

Euro Jet Takes on Balkan
FBO Expansion

Ground support service provider Euro
Jet is opening new offices as well as
refurbishing some of its facilities across
the Balkan region in 2020. New openings include an office at Mother Theresa Airport in Tirana, Albania, which
Euro Jet said is the largest one within
its network. Euro Jet also recently
opened a refurbished crew lounge at
Baneasa Airport in Bucharest, Romania, which is located in the dedicated
general aviation terminal there.
Later this year, the Czech Republic-based company plans to open
refurbished crew facilities at Franjo
Tudman Airport in Zagreb, Croatia,
Pristina Airport in Kosovo, and Boryspil
International Airport in Kiev, Ukraine.
The new offices and refurbishments
come as Euro Jet—whose network
spans Europe and Asia—was readying to support flights related to the
UEFA Football Championships which
have now been postponed until next
year due to the Covid-19 crisis.

It’s been a year of changes for California’s
Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport (TRM).
Located in the desert near Palm Springs,
the designated GA gateway is the sort of
place where you can stand by the runway
in the still of the night and hear the howls
of coyotes in the darkness, yet it handles
approximately 300 operations a day.
In October, the airport saw the long-anticipated opening of the permanent home
of Desert Jet Center (DJC), the newest of
its then three full-service FBOs (another
facility on the airport offers self-serve Jet-A
and avgas pumps along with some other
amenities). That was followed shortly after
by the announcement of the sale of the
Signature Flight Support location there to
on-field rival Ross Aviation, which reduced
the FBO number to two.
Desert Jet began at TRM in 2006 as a
charter operator and soon added aircraft
management and maintenance to its services. As one of the biggest tenants on
the field, company founder Denise Wilson received permission to establish a
new FBO, which began operations from a
temporary facility in 2016. The road to the
opening of its new facility was a bumpy one,
however. The company initially received an
unusually truncated build period in which
to complete the new FBO, and its start
was immediately delayed by airport-imposed hurdles, which stalled construction
for months. The company was eventually
forced to plead its case before the county
board of supervisors in order to receive
additional time to complete the facility.
Occupying a more than seven-acre
leasehold, DJC features a 7,000-sq-ft
terminal with passenger lobby and a
refreshment area known as the “Dessert
Bar” featuring local fruits and snacks; pilot
lounge; shower facilities; a pair of eightseat, A/V-equipped conference rooms;
rampside observation deck; onsite laundry
and dishwashing service; crew cars; pet
relief area; onsite car rental; and complementary customer vehicle detailing. In the
blazing summer months, when temperatures can reach 120 deg F in the shade, the
company provides indoor vehicle parking.
Adjoining the terminal is a new 23,000sq-ft climate-controlled hangar that can
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accommodate the latest ultra-long-range
business jets, and it is home to the company’s own charter fleet. The company also
offers a Part 145 maintenance shop with
mobile AOG service as well as a mobile
aircraft detailing business.
The airport, which is looking to add U.S.
customs clearance, has seen a rising trend
of activity, according to Roman Mendez,
DJC’s general manager. “Over the past 10
years, fuel sales have actually doubled,” he
told AIN. “If you look back at 2010 to 2020
the annual fuel flow at this airport has gone
from 1.1 million gallons to over 2.3 million
gallons of fuel a year.”
His Epic Fuel-branded location pumps
approximately 700,000 gallons of that fuel
a year and the DJC fuel farm consists of
a 12,000-gallon jet-A tank with room for
expansion to another 17,000 gallons of
storage. It is tended by a pair of 5,000-gallon jet refuelers and a 750-gallon 100LL
truck operated by the company’s NATA
Safety 1st-trained and IS-BAH Stage II-registered line staff.
With the recent departure of Signature,
he expects the DJC facility, which is open
from 6 a.m. until 10 p.m. with after-hours
callout available, to see its share of business on the airport grow from operators
no longer tied to the former Signature
facility’s loyalty rewards program there,
and once they try it, he believes they will
stay. “We’re here to build relationships,”
said Mendez. “We’re not looking to be the
biggest guy on the field, we’re looking to
just deliver the best service.”
TRM has long been known as a luxury
resort area, particularly among the Los
Angeles glitterati, and it attracts its fair
share of snowbirds, with traffic picking
up in November. While things typically get
crazy every April when the celebrity-magnet Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival and its country music sister festival
Stagecoach attract upwards of 80,000
people and scores of business aircraft for
three consecutive weekends, this year’s
events were postponed until October due
to the Covid-19 crisis. The airport is located
just 10 minutes from the venue, providing
quick access to performers and attendees
alike.
C.E
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No Injuries in EMS
Forced Landing

flameout and stall sequence may have made
a restart impossible in any case.
The flight entered Iranian airspace en
route from Sharjah Airport in the United
Arab Emirates to Istanbul Atatürk Airport
and was cleared to climb as filed to FL360.
After about one hour, in level cruise flight,
it was handed off to a different sector of
the Tehran Area Control Center. Just over
three minutes later, the captain requested
a climb to FL380. Both the cockpit voice
and flight data recorders showed that
the left and right airspeed indicators had
begun to diverge, with the left remaining
steady at an indicated 256 knots and the
right decreasing to 250 as groundspeed
also decreased from a maximum of 403
knots to 391. The AAIB concluded that the
request to climb was part of an attempt to
resolve the airspeed indication discrepancy
by determining which instrument showed
the expected reduction while climbing.
As the jet began to climb, its airspeed
comparator alerted the crew to a difference
of more than 10 knots between the two indicators. The reading on the left side actually
began increasing as the right’s dropped to
241 knots. Climbing through FL370 the left
indicator hit 270 knots while the right fell
to 228, and the captain reduced thrust on
both engines to idle. The airspeed discrepancy reached 90 knots (277 vs. 187) as the
airplane reached its maximum pressure altitude of 37,872 feet. The overspeed clacker
sounded 20 seconds before the stall warning and stick shaker activated.
While the crew requested progressively lower altitudes, the airplane began
to descend at approximately 10,000 feet
per minute. The right engine flamed out
passing through FL315 with the airplane at
a 32-degree angle of attack, which reached
35 degrees when the right engine flamed
out 12 seconds later. Indicated airspeed on
the right channel dropped to zero 16 seconds before the FDR recording ended; the
last recorded groundspeed was 148 knots.
The CVR showed that the crew never
ran the quick reference handbook’s emergency procedures for an indicated airspeed discrepancy; the first officer began
it several times only to be interrupted by
the captain. The captain apparently relied
on the left airspeed indicator, which drove
the overspeed warning, to the neglect of
both airspeed reconciliation and stallrecovery procedures.

BELL 206, MARCH 4, 2020,
CLARK, MISSOURI

During a patient transport in visual conditions at night, the pilot of an EMS helicopter elected to make a forced landing
after indications of a partial loss of engine
power. The pilot, two crew members, and
the patient were uninjured. The flight was
en route from the Northeast Regional
Medical Center near Kirksville to the
Boone Hospital Center outside Columbia.
The pilot reported that the helicopter abruptly yawed right, accompanied
by the low-rpm warning light and audio
signal. The engine continued to run, but
rpm dropped below 90 percent. Although
rpm recovered to 97 percent during the
approach to a field, the pilot continued
the landing, initiating a cyclic flare five to
10 feet above the ground. The helicopter’s
tailboom was wrinkled during the touchdown, and subsequent examination found
that a pneumatic line had separated “near
its filter connection.”

Eight Deaths in Departure
Crash of Philippines
Air Ambulance
IAI 1124A WESTWIND II, MARCH 29, 2020,
MANILA, PHILIPPINES

All eight on board, including three members of the flight crew, three medical crew
members, the patient, and a companion
were killed when their IAI 1124A Westwind
jet crashed during an attempted takeoff
from Manila’s Ninoy Aquino International
Airport. According to press reports, tower
controllers became alarmed when the
airplane hadn’t lifted off well beyond its
expected ground roll and alerted airport
firefighting and rescue services a few seconds before the actual crash.

FINAL REPORTS
Double Flameout Traced
to Airspeed Discrepancy
BOMBARDIER CL604 CHALLENGER,
MARCH 11, 2018, NEAR SHAHR-E KORD, IRAN

The pilots’ misinterpretation of divergent
airspeed indications led them to reduce
Hypoxia Not Confirmed
thrust to idle while trying to climb, causin Loss of Ferry Flight
ing both engines to flame out. The airplane entered a deep stall and the crew
CESSNA 208B, SEPT. 27, 2018,
260 KM NORTHEAST OF NARITA
was unable to restart either engine. All 11
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, JAPAN
on board were killed when it crashed in
the vicinity of Helen Mountain 70 nautical
miles southwest of the city of Shahr-E Kord The disappearance of a Cessna Caravan
at an elevation of 7,500 feet. The final report on an intercontinental ferry flight was
of Iran’s Aircraft Accident Investigation “almost certainly” due to the pilot’s incaBoard, published on March 10, suggested pacitation, but the precise cause could
that engine damage sustained during the not be pinpointed because only one

fragment of the airplane was recovered.
The airplane entered an uncontrolled
descent from FL220 nearly nine hours
into a planned 10-hour leg from Saipan
in the Northern Marianas Islands to
Hokkaido, Japan, and more than five
hours after passing its second mandatory reporting point without establishing radio contact. Radar data recorded by
Japanese air traffic control showed that it
reached a descent rate of 23,000 feet per
minute by the time of the last radar hit at
11,500 feet. The Caravan crashed into the
Pacific less than two minutes after beginning its descent.
In a final report published on March 18,
the Australian Transport Safety Bureau
concluded that the pilot became incapacitated between the TEGOD and
SAGOP reporting points. The airplane is
presumed to have continued operating
on autopilot until all usable fuel in the
selected tank had been consumed and
the engine stopped from fuel starvation.
Because the pilot was flying solo in an
unpressurized airplane and was known
to prefer receiving supplemental oxygen
from a nasal cannula, a practice not authorized by the airplane’s operator above
18,000 feet, the ATSB classified him as
being at increased risk for hypoxia. Since
his body was not recovered, however, “a
medical event could not be ruled out.”
The accident occurred on the fourth
leg of a planned nine-leg ferry from Jandakot, Western Australia, to Greenwood,
Mississippi. The airplane had been fitted
with a ferry tank providing an additional
1,635 pounds of usable fuel that had to be
transferred to the right main tank periodically by one of two pilot-operated electric
pumps. The 66-year-old, 13,600-hour pilot
was reported to be a nonsmoker, in good
health, and the veteran of more than 200
ferry flights “including multiple recent
Pacific crossings.” Six months earlier, he’d
ferried the same airplane from Canada
to Western Australia. Although two of
the preceding three legs had been flown
at or above FL 200, witnesses in Saipan
confirmed that the microphone-equipped
oxygen mask supplied by Cessna was still
in its unopened original package. The airplane was grounded there for more than a
week waiting for a technician to arrive and
replace a damaged propeller de-icing boot.
The accident flight departed in clear
weather. About an hour after takeoff the
pilot reported being level at FL220 with a
true airspeed of 167 knots and a tailwind.
One hour and 10 minutes later he contacted Tokyo Radio via high-frequency radio
to report passing TEGOD, estimating one
hour and 23 minutes to reach SAGOP. The
airplane passed SAGOP three minutes early
but the pilot did not report, and repeated
calls from Tokyo Radio over the next hour
and 15 minutes were not answered. Two
Japan Air Self Defense Force aircraft intercepted the Caravan nearly two hours later

but the pilot did not rock the wings or turn
to acknowledge the intercept; they paced it
for about 30 minutes before it descended
into a cloud. Search-and-rescue efforts were
initiated immediately and within two hours
the airplane’s rear passenger door was
found, but no other wreckage was recovered before a typhoon-required suspension
of the search. Further efforts through the
following month failed to find the pilot or
any other fragments of the aircraft.

Training Accident Ascribed
to Spatial Disorientation
BEECH C90, DEC. 8, 2017, GENEVA, FLORIDA

In a finding of probable cause released on
April 8, the NTSB ascribed the fatal crash
of a King Air C90 into Florida’s Lake Harney to spatial disorientation on the part of
the 243-hour commercial pilot receiving
instruction, also noting that the 4,800hour instructor’s toxicology results were
positive for oxycodone. Both, along with
a second commercial pilot enrolled in the
L3 Academy’s High-Performance Aircraft
course, were killed when the turboprop
stalled into the lake during an attempted
ILS approach to Orlando Sanford International Airport’s Runway 27R. The flight
was the students’ first in the King Air.
Actual instrument conditions prevailed,
including a broken ceiling at 800 feet
above ground level and an overcast layer
at 1,600 feet.
After a low approach to Runway 9L, the
airplane climbed to 800 feet on runway
heading. The pilot requested two more ILS
approaches to the same runway and was
instructed to maintain 3,000 feet. As the
Central Florida Tracon controller began
vectoring them for the second approach,
the airport changed runway directions
and the controller advised them to expect
the ILS to Runway 27R instead. The pilot
requested “extended vectors…one minute
to set up,” and the controller issued a series
of gentle turns and a descent to 1,600 feet,
which the pilot was instructed to maintain
until established on the localizer.
Radar track data showed “a smooth
and consistent flightpath…consistent
with autopilot use until the final turn
to intercept the localizer course.” After
turning westbound, the aircraft began
descending while turning south and then
southeast, reaching a minimum altitude
of 300 feet as the controller issued two
low-altitude warnings and instructed the
pilot to “maintain 1,600 immediately.”
The pilot responded, “Yeah, I am, sir, I
am, I am.” The King Air climbed from
800 to 1,700 feet in 10 seconds, then
descended to 1,400 before disappearing
from coverage. A witness in a boat on the
lake saw it flying below the ceiling at an
altitude of about 300 feet, climb steeply
into the clouds, then “dive vertically into
the lake.”

The material on this page is based on reports by the official agencies of the countries having the reponsibility for aircraft accident and incident investigations.
It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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Major completions and refurbishment (C&R) providers have adjusted
operations to cope with Covid-19, but
also report that projects in progress
remain on track, even as the companies
have implemented extensive safeguards to protect employee health.
At Hamburg-based Lufthansa
Technik (LHT), Wieland Timm noted,
“We manufacture cabin interiors ourselves and have our own workshops,”
helping insulate projects from supply
chain disruptions. Carpet and other
third-party materials “are currently
delivered as expected,” he said.
Duncan Aviation has “not experienced a significant increase in procurement issues at this point,” said
Nate Klenke, completions/mods
manager in Lincoln, Nebraska, and
is “continuing to complete projects
as requested and when promised.”
Elliott Aviation president and CEO
Greg Sahr said that some of its C&R
suppliers have been closed by stayat-home orders, but “we have already
identified those suppliers and have others that can fill any short-term needs.”
AMAC Aerospace also reported
“minimal delays…due to the virus,” a
spokesperson for the Swiss company said, but added, “the situation
is very dynamic and any other forecasts would be purely speculative.”

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU
FROM HORIZON TO HORIZON

Duncan Aviation

We want to reassure you, our clients and partners, that we are
We haven’t changed. Our business model is designed to adapt
to a changing world, and we are moving forward to meet your
needs. We’re still here working for you, we’re still researching,
and we’re still developing the tools you need to sustain your
business and help you grow during this crisis and beyond.
We have the intelligence you need when you need it most.
As you work to sustain, to grow, to gain an advantage, we are
here for you. Let’s do this together.

KNOW MORE.
The World Leader in Aviation Market Intelligence
800.553.8638 +1.315.797.4420 +41 (0) 43.243.7056 jetnet.com
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Meanwhile, all the facilities
reported instituting work-at-home
options where feasible.
With help from its IT department,
engineers at Comlux Completion in
Indianapolis, whose current projects
include two ACJ320neo completions,
are now all working remotely, allowing activity including validations and
project definitions to move forward.
The remote process is working better
than expected, said Comlux Group
founder and chairman Richard Gaona.
That’s a process all the majors are
quickly adapting. Jet Aviation in Zurich
recently faced a key quality gate review
for a completion project, required
to release monuments for installation. “We not only needed to find the
technology to enable us to complete
the task remotely, but also a process
that enabled the customer to make
important decisions without being
onsite,” said Jeremie Caillet, v-p of
VIP completion programs. Jet Aviation quickly developed remote tools
including 360-degree photographs

w w w. a i n o n l i n e .c o m

by James Wynbrandt

along with high-resolution images with
zoom to show previously approved
material samples against the monuments, to check color matching and
other details. In its inaugural use, after
receiving customer feedback on the
images, the team “proceeded with a
live session, connecting simultaneously to all parties,” Caillet said.
Meanwhile, to protect the health
of employees working onsite, Citadel
Completions, like others, has “taken

Jet Aviation
comprehensive precautions to ensure
the health and safety of our employees,” said Joe Bonita, managing
director of the Louisiana company.
Elliott Aviation is adjusting work
schedules to limit contact “wherever
possible,” said Sahr. Employees are
urged “to take their temperature daily
before reporting to work,” and aircraft having refurbishments or other
work done will undergo an “extensive,
documented cleaning and disinfecting
procedure using chemicals that are
both recommended by the CDC and
safe for aircraft surfaces,” he said.
Duncan Aviation has discontinued
all tours and vendor visits, and customers are being encouraged to track
their projects through the company’s
online myDuncan project-management
tool, according to Klenke.
LHT has switched from a twoshift-schedule to a three-shiftschedule, said Timm. “That means
we have fewer people working on
the aircraft at the same time.”
But these facilities face the same
challenges in procuring needed safety
accessories for employees. Having
installed more sanitizing stations,
AMAC is currently awaiting additional
masks it has on order. “Currently, there
is a global shortage,” the company noted.
Comlux shut its completion facility for two weeks while stocking up
on masks, gloves, sanitizer, and other
safety equipment and reorganizing the
workspace for Covid-19 operations. “It
was a tremendous challenge to find all
this equipment,” Gaona said. Onsite
completion technicians have now been
divided into two teams that never
meet face to face. He added that no
employees are being laid off or furloughed and employees may decline
to come in to work if they have health
concerns. “When we informed clients
we were giving a priority to safety, none
of them complained,” Gaona said.

COMPLIANCE countdown
Within 6 Months
June 1, 2020

EASA: Drone Regulations
Technical and operational requirements for drones are covered in these
rules. For example, new drones will
have to be individually identifiable,
allowing the authorities to trace a
particular drone if necessary. They
also cover each operation type, from
those not requiring prior authorization
to those involving certified aircraft
and operators, as well as minimum
remote pilot training requirements.
The new rules go into effect June 1.
June 6, 2020

EASA: Tire Pressure Minimums
This notice proposes to amend large
airplane certification (CS-25) rules
to provide a means to ensure that no
tire is below its minimum serviceable inflation pressure during operation. This can be achieved either
by requiring operators to perform
tire pressure checks at suitable time
intervals or by installing a tire pressure monitoring system that alerts the
flight crew when a tire is at an unsafe
pressure. Comments are due June 6.
June 7, 2020

Australia/Europe:
ADS-B Out Mandate
The ADS-B Out retrofit requirements in
Australia and Europe take effect June 7.
In Europe, this mandate applies only to
aircraft with a mtow exceeding 5,700 kg
(12,566 pounds) or having a maximum
cruising speed greater than 250 knots.
In Australia, this mandate applies to
foreign-registered aircraft flying under
IFR. Australian-registered aircraft had
to be compliant starting January 2.
June 19, 2020

FAA: Helicopter IFR Minimums
FAA Notice 8900.534 describes mandatory revisions to helicopter operations
specification (OpSpec) H105 and implemented revised IFR weather guidance
for rotorcraft operations conducted
under FAR Parts 91K and 135. The
revisions become effective on June 19.
June 29, 2020 NEW

Pilot Records Database
The FAA is proposing to require the
use of an electronic Pilot Records
Database (PRD) to facilitate the sharing
of pilot records among operators in
an electronic data system managed
by the FAA. The PRD would replace
already mandated data currently filled
out on paper forms and sent to the
FAA via regular mail. Covered operators include airlines, air taxi/charters,

by Gordon Gilbert

fractionals, corporate flight departments, and for the first time air tour
operators. Comments due by June 29.
June 30, 2020 NEW

NAT Datalink
International regulators are suspending
the North Atlantic datalink mandate
until June 30 to provide more flexibility
for traffic that flies through the region
during the Covid-19 crisis. The mandate, which went into effect January 30,
requires aircraft to be equipped with
FANS 1/A controller-pilot datalink
communications and ADS-C (contract)
equipment to transit through the North
Atlantic tracks from FL290 to FL410.
July 13, 2020 NEW

FAA: SST NPRM
Under a notice of proposed rulemaking,
the FAA would add supersonic airplanes to the applicability of FAR Part
36 takeoff and landing noise certification regulations. Initially, the proposal
would apply to SSTs with a mtow no
greater than 150,000 pounds and a
maximum cruise speed of Mach 1.8.
This category would apply to the new
class of SSTs currently being developed
for business aviation. Comments on the
proposal are due by July 13.

NOTE FROM
TODD DUNCAN
Safety is our top priority.

Aug. 14, 2020

EU: Pilot Mental Fitness
The European Union has published
revised air operations safety rules to
incorporate provisions to better identify,
assess, and treat the psychological fitness
of air crew. The rules include alcohol
testing of flight crews during ramp checks,
are applicable to commercial air transport
operators, and go into effect August 14.

Within 12 Months
Jan. 1, 2021

Saudi Arabia: ADS-B Out
Mandate
Saudi Arabia delayed the start of
ADS-B requirements in Class A and B
airspace by a year from the previously
published original date of this past
January. According to a recent notam,
the new start date is Jan. 21, 2021.

We want our team members, our customers,
and our communities to be safe and we have
worked hard during this unprecedented
time to provide new services and implement
new policies that will help keep us all safe
while continuing to provide the services
essential to support business aviation.
It is our belief that when our methods and
frequency of travel get back to normal, business
aviation will lead us through the coming
economic and societal challenges by providing
necessary travel in smaller, safer environments.
We want operators and their aircraft to be ready
to meet those coming demands and missions.
Let us help you be prepared by keeping
you and your company’s assets safe.

Beyond 12 Months

Learn more about disinfectant
services in action.
www.DA.aero/aircraft-disinfection

Dec. 31, 2021

New Zealand: ADS-B Out
Mandate

Listen to operational tips to help you
fly safely and how Duncan Aviation is
responding to the COVID-19 threat.
www.DA.aero/COVID-19-podcast

New Zealand is expected to adopt its
proposal to make ADS-B mandatory for
all aircraft in controlled airspace below
Flight Level 245 starting on Dec. 31, 2021.
Submissions on the country’s ADS-B
proposal closed in April 2019.
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Stellar Labs appointed Vicki Nakata to succeed David Fox as CEO. Fox, who co-founded
and steered Stellar Labs over the past six years,
is transitioning to chairman, focusing on longterm strategic initiatives. Nakata, most recently
serving as COO for Stellar Labs, joined the
company in April 2018 as v-p of business development and customer success after spending
15 years in the online travel business.
Kevin Ducksbury was named chairman of
The Air Charter Association. In that role, he is
succeeding Weston Aviation’s Nick Weston,
who completed his term. Ducksbury, who
has a 30-year aviation background that has
included time with Monarch Airlines and Air
Partner, founded Emerge Aviation, an aviation consultancy and management services
company in 2012. In addition, Ducksbury
is working with Dubai-based Air Charter
International.
IBA Group appointed Ian Beaumont CEO.
Phil Seymour, who had been CEO for the aviation consultancy over the past five years, will
remain president. Beaumont is the founder
and former CEO of Matrix Solutions.
Omni Aircraft Sales and Omni Air Transport
realigned its leadership, naming Dan Burnstein chairman, while promoting Mike Skow
to CEO and Chris Deslongchamp to president.
Formerly CEO, Burnstein has held a leadership
role at Omni for more than 30 years. Skow
has 10 years of complex aircraft transaction
experience and began his career at Omni Air
Transport as a Learjet 35 pilot. Deslongchamp
has 25 years of aviation experience.
Jet Maintenance Solutions named Vytis
Zalimas CEO. Zalimas spent the last five
years as head of corporate customers at
Telia Company and head of contact center at
a major Baltic banking institution, and also
has worked with several Avia Solutions Group
companies.
London Biggin Hill Airport appointed Nigel
Masson CFO. Masson has held financial leadership positions at Emirates, the British Airport
Authority, and Maersk.
David Wyndham has joined Par Avion as
executive sales director. Wyndham formerly
had spent 27 years with Conklin & de Decker
as co-owner, president, and vice president
and became director of business strategy after
Jet Support Services acquired the firm.
The National Air Transportation Association (NATA) retained Keith DeBerry to serve
as senior advisor of regulatory affairs with a
focus on maintenance, as well as to become
the liaison for its Aviation Maintenance and
Systems Technology Committee. DeBerry formerly was the FAA Academy director and also
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has led the Regulatory Standards Training Division. In his new role, he succeeds Carol Giles.
The Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
promoted Jim Busha to v-p of publications,
marketing, and membership for the organization. Busha, an EAA member for 35 years who
joined its staff in October 2014, will continue
to lead EAA’s editorial, photo/video, and marketing teams, as well as take on membership
services and marketing.
Summit Aviation hired Josh Allen to serve
as director of manufacturing for its facility in
Somerset, Kentucky. A U.S. Navy veteran, Allen
previously was positive train control project
director for Keolis Commuter Services in Boston.
Avfuel Corporation appointed Zinnia
Lerma and Candace Schroeder as contract
fuel sales associates. Lerma brings more than
20 years of aviation experience, having held
sales, business development, and account
manager roles with companies such as Universal Weather and Aviation and Million Air
Houston. Schroeder has nearly 15 years of
aviation industry experience, previously serving with Southern California Soaring Academy,
Rotor F/X, Bob Hoover’s Jet Center, Universal
Weather and Aviation, and Castle & Cooke
Aviation.
Laura Pogue joined Honeywell Aerospace
as a senior strategic planner in Aerospace and
Defense. Pogue brings a varied background
as a dean for Taft University, instructor for
SimCom, and consultant focused on education,
industrial, and aviation markets.
Traxxall added Tyler Webster as a regional
sales director based in Santa Barbara, California. He previously has served as a sales
director for Jet Edge, v-p of charter for Silver
Air, and trip manager for XOJet.
Metrojet named Justin Liu as regional
sales manager of MRO. Liu, who will work
with Metrojet’s Hong Kong and Clark MRO
facilities, previously was regional sales
director for Textron Aviation and also has
held sales positions with Shanghai Sikorsky
Aircraft, China National Aviation Fuel Group,
and Global Jet Concept.
Patient AirLift Services (PALS) hired Brook
Leighton as director of development and
marketing.
Mike Peterson joined Pentastar Aviation
as a maintenance sales representative.
AAR appointed Jessica Garascia as general counsel, overseeing both the internal
legal team and outside counsel.
Woolpert promoted Chris Snyder to aviation market director, responsible for its presence in targeted geographies that include
Texas and Florida and specialized offerings
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such as unmanned aircraft systems and strategic asset management consulting. Snyder has
served with Woolpert since 2001, beginning
as an airport engineer and most recently as
aviation design practice leader.
Western Aircraft hired Jacqueline
Rambacal to serve as over-the-counter parts
regional sales manager. Rambacal, who previously was v-p of aviation for Bank OZK in
Little Rock, Arkansas, also has served with
TruAtlantic Manufacturing and Kansas City
Aviation Center.
West Star Aviation appointed Jeffrey
Sneden quality assurance manager at its
Chattanooga, Tennessee facility. Sneden
brings more than 37 years of aviation experience to his new role, previously serving with
Miller Aviation, Flight Options, and Embraer.
Duncan Aviation appointed Dennis Kruse
as avionics install sales representative for its
Provo, Utah facility. Kruse has spent seven
years with the Duncan avionics sales team in
Lincoln, Nebraska, and before that served in
the U.S. Marine Corps. Duncan further named
Tim Fidler accessories business development
manager. Fidler previously was responsible for
business development at Ametek and before
that held customer service and sales roles for
Mid-Continent Instruments & Avionics.
Immaculate Flight hired Jay Helland as
Texas regional manager. Helland brings a
background in aviation maintenance to his
new role, having previously served as maintenance manager for Flexjet, director of operations for Standard Aero, and general manager
for Constant Aviation.
Presidential Aviation named Martin
Rodriguez director of maintenance. He previously has served as general manager at
Hop-A-Jet Worldwide, as well as held COO
and director of maintenance roles for aircraft
management and charter companies in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
Universal Avionics (UA) appointed Don
Milum U.S. senior sales manager, overseeing
the UA sales team, as well as the authorizeddealer and integrator network in the U.S.
Milum, who joined the sales team last year
as regional sales manager for the Midwest,
has more than 25 years of aviation industry
experience, including holding positions with
Honeywell, Textron, and StandardAero.
West Star Aviation promoted Amber
Kasting to human resource manager, Midwest region. Kasting joined West Star’s human
resources team in 2018 and has played a key
role in implementing internal employee communications software and its apprenticeship
program nationwide.

Peter Fleiss, the executive director of
the Corporate Angel Network (CAN)
for more than a decade and a highly
regarded executive in the business
aviation industry, passed away on
April 4 after fighting various illnesses
for the last two years. He was 76.
Fleiss retired from CAN in 2016
as the organization recorded its
50,000th flight. Under his guidance,
CAN expanded its membership—
the corporations that fly CAN’s
cancer patients to and from their
treatment centers at no charge—to
more than 500 lift providers.
During his tenure with CAN, Fleiss
was instrumental in working with NBAA
for the annual fundraising benefit
at NBAA-BACE on behalf of CAN. In
late 2016, Fleiss retired from CAN.
Randy Smith, 54, who spent three
decades with Stevens Aerospace
and Defense Systems, died on March
20 after a battle with cancer. Most
recently v-p of Stevens’s AOG and
mobile services division and based
in Nashville, Tennessee, Smith joined
the organization in 1990 as an A&P
technician following service with the
U.S. Air Force. Over the next three
decades, he served as crew lead in
Nashville, director of maintenance for
the military C-12 program in Greenville, South Carolina, and general
manager of the Nashville facility.
He stepped into his current role
in 2016, tasked with revitalizing the
AOG division. Under his stewardship,
the division grew to 13 locations.

AWARDS
and HONORS
The International Aircraft Dealers Association (IADA) Foundation awarded a
total of $32,000 to eight college students seeking business aviation careers.
Six of the recipients of the individual
$4,000 IADA business aviation scholarships are students at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University: Talina Gulati
(senior); Wendylie Alix (postgraduate);
John Esquivel (postgraduate); Yvy
Von Helde (junior); Gary Wegener, Jr.
(sophomore); and Jesus Cendejas
(sophomore). Two other recipients
attend Vaughn College of Aeronautics
& Technology: Jenelle Samuel (sophomore) and Bowie Tam (senior).

